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THE ETUDE —

VOCAL S LOS, VOCAL DUETS, VIOLIN AND PIANO
For convenience in ordering kindly give catalog number
AND PIPE ORGAN
and mention “Presser Pusiication”

PIANO SOLOS, PIANO DUETS,
numbers cheerfully sent for examination
Any of these
according to the ‘‘On Sale’’ Plan

“ PIANO DUETS—Continued

PIANO SOLOS—Continued

~PIANO SOLOS
Cat. No.

Cat. No.

Price

Gr.

17427

17056

RICKABY, T. L.
Spring Dance, Polka, Op. 39, No. 1. 234

17275

17461
17462

For Remembrance
Little Cossack. .

ASTENIUS, A. O. T.

17276
17277

17421

BENSON, G. N.
Jean...
gee eeeeergeceeetee

17419

BERGE, IRENEE
Plaisanterie. ..
BERWALD,

Song of the Sylphs.
Love of Nature. .....-0s+seeeeee*
ROWE, DANIEL
Graceful as a Fawn

SCHOEBEL,

17309

HAESCHE, W. E.
r
serene
Peggy. .....-cerescntedecre

Morning Greeting, The, Op. 17, No.: i

Tas:

La Senorita

17240

Valse Serenade, Op. 408..........-

SPORTS

YOUTHFUL

II

GRADE

Concert Gavotte, Op. 4,No. 4

17417

SHEPPARD, ERNEST H.
Our Own Country... ....SHEWELL, GEO. DUNBAR

17480

Valse Helene. . ..
SMITH, WALTER

17423

Little Indian

17348

17317

With My Pets. Waltz. . .

Hop, Skip, Jump! Polka.
Learning the Steps. Mazurka. .
The Skating Rink. Schottische..
LAWSON,

17441

PAUL

‘

TSCHAIKOWSKY,

pr Witwer

.......:
17486 Under theof Moon
Mirth...

WELLESLEY,

Moment

PERRY, EDWARD
Summer Reverie

ENGELMANN, H.
Frolic of the Lambs
sibne
RITTER, IRENE MARSHAND
Garden of Roses
*
ROECKEL, J. L.

17390

3

17470

Z

siet

saa

iaezo

é

ROLFE, WALTER

TOYS

JOLLY

17465

17068

Fire Engine, The

————

Sea Glow, Caprice

THEODORE

Piano

Ta Heavenly Lave Abiding, Low Veins,
ROMILLI, G.
fellas OF Ttalyuaen hagdse
«soy athel.
RUEBUSH, WILL H.

Bend Low Dear Lord..
Tell Her High Voice ..
Tell Her.
Low Voice...
When God’s Presence Is Abiding. _
STEERE, WILLIAM C.
All For ¥ ou...

Pe

HOU
ANDPLAN

VIOLIN AND

Duets

ROTHLEDER, E. G,
Meditation

Happy Recollections
Twilight Song

....,..

3

BERGE, IRENEE
Plaisanterie.

ROLFE

GRADE IL
Our School Band March
Comrades Waltz.

17365 Over the Top...

PRESSER CO.

Medium Voice

RISHER, ANNA PRISCILLA
Sing,
OSing. Sacred
ROBERTS, J.Ea
In Heavenly Love Abiding. High Voi

aed Alto, nM Hast Tout Mo, gop

COMPANIONS

Four

17472
17473
17474
17475,

Chorus,

de
do
Eagle and the
Voice. ......Eagle and the
Voice. ......-Eagle and the
Voice... ......
My Collie Boy. | Hig!
do do do Medium Voic
do do do Low Voice... Voice...
Farewell! Cabin Mine. High
MediumVoice |
do do
do
Low Voice...
do do
do

Nuthin’ but You.

PIPE ORGAN

ee

MUSIC PUBLISHERS AND DEALERS
1710-1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET

17337

STEWART, H. J.
Fantasia on Havaiinn National 4;
irs

e
wee
5

NEST FELIX 77”

VOCAL DUET .
JONES, WALTER HOWE
Holy Father, Th

March

By WALTER

N

M. L. PRESTO
GRADE 114

Marionette, The
Chinese Doll, ‘The

4

America First

17388

ces
tic Pianoforte Pie
Three Charact! eris

17463
17464

SF

Y

Dame

MECHANICAL

Marching Home!

17291

sane

apna

C. C.

Patriotic Day

LIEURANCE

Mountain Madrigal, A. High Voice.
do Medium Voi
do
do

Dinna Ask Me....-....,
In a Cottage by the Sea ..
TATE, ARTHUR F,
17478 Wait for the Roses
THOMSON, SYDNEY
17491 Merry Mile, The...
0077"
17430 Spring's Return...
TERRY, ROBERT HUNTINGT
17403 Thy Life Was Given Ma ACTON
TOURJEE, HOMER
17438 Show Me the Way. Sacred,
VANNAH, KATE
ca
17379 Dream of Yesterday, A. High Voice
17380 do do
do do Ow Voice,.
YOUNG, VICTOR
17350 Dream Voyage, A
17217 Flowers and You .

Maypole Dance

17366

O Lord, How

17502

ARTHUR

Tinkling Bells.
CRAMMOND,

F

Valse Tzigane
LPRESTON, M.

17482
17481

May Day Waltz.....

17505

BAXTER

a.

Dance of The Fairy Queen

17504
17440

3

17439

Easter Lily...-.-

By

17514
17459
17460
17513

PIANO DUETS

MORRISON,
Dance of the Sprites. ..-

Dainty

17266

BUGBEE, L. A.

Pastoral Scene.

Soldiers of the Legion.
A
MUMMA, ARCHIE,

17549

17416

Token of Love, Meditation .......-

R. S.

17247
17248

17415

cracker, Suite Op. 71

Pieces for the Pianoforte
By C. S. MORRISON
GRADE Ili

POLDINI, ED.
In Romany

17527

P. I.

Soa

MARTIN.

PEASE, JESSIE L.
17523

Danse Russe, Op. 40, No. 10..
Nocturne in F, Op. 10, No. 1
Waltz of the Flowers from th

C. S.

REMINISCENCE

17493

CAN TELL

Andante Cantabile from the Quartet

Loves Victory, Waltz.....--------**

17428

17449
17450
17481
17452
17433
17454
17455

4

By FRANCES TERRY
GRADE II
Tick-Tock Tale, A
Climbing Up and Jumping Dow
About Robin Redbreast. .
Swing Sing-Song.... ..
Sentinel’s Story, The...
Sleepy-Top’s Dream. .

Floating..-

17323
17495

17448

Six Piano Compositions

F. J-

Recital Ed.

SONGS FROM THE
YELLOWSTONE

17447

STEELE, PORTER
Butterfly, The. Air de Ballet......

MATTHEY, J. H.

17488

LowVoice.’.......

17272

17406

Bright
God

F.

By THURLOW

White Horses,

Blush of the Rose.
Valse Roulante. .

17487

17446

St. Ives... ..

NOTES

MAY

LIEURANCE, THURLOW
By the Waters of Minnetonka.

17270
17271

17395,

MARTIN, GEORGE D!

MORRISON,

Grade II

How I Love Thee. Wedding Song

SPAULDING, GEO. L.
In Marble Walls.

Sunny Afternoon

Rondo-Caprice. .

L. SPAULDING

18776
20000

Hii

17235

LAWRENCE,

GLE;
The

20040

— do
do
__Low Voice.
~
Sunshine and May!
High Voice.
lo
lo do
Low Voice

Dance of the June-Bugs
Parade of the Lady-Bug
Frolic of the Katydids..

LOTH, L. LESLIE
Big Black Bear..

McDONOUGH,

WALLACE

Magical June.

BERRIDGE, ARTHUR
20006 (0) Lamb of
20007 ShowUsthyPies nentaed Are
20005 Truly God Is Good to Israel
BERWALD, W.
.
20036
All the Way MySaviour Leads M
20001
Blest Be Thy Lo
fordae
20017
Enea Daya
ees
20002 King of Glory, Th
20003
Onward, Onward.
BRACKET, F. H.
Hr
15780
et Not sg
Your HeartBe T; roubled........
,
20039
Children of the Heavenl,
FEDERLEI
15799

17566"
17567
17568

Chase of the Butterflies.
March of the Beetles

STORIES

Bright as a Button...

Circus Calliope, Th

:

HILTON-TURVEY, T.

17565

Flight of the Fireflies. .

17538

is the the time for Choir and
:
Chorus
Le:ead
aders to seck o ut new
maSingl
terial.
e copies of these numbers
be had for examination Purposes.
eae

15798
15797

VOCAL SOLOS

C. KING

By ARTHUR

SCHUTT, EDOUARD

17536

for the Pianoforte

Dances

Grade School March, The.

17528
17530
17532
17534

KERN, CARL W.

.

Frolic of the Katydids.

Soldier’s Song,
SWIFT, NEWTON

By GEO.

......--+s-see

17492

Parade of the Lady-Bugs.

17391

FROLIC OF THE INSECTS
Characteristic Piano Pieces

JENSEN, ADOLF

II

of the Fireflies. .
of the Butterflies
of the Beetles...
of the June-Bugs.

My First Dance.

17389

Bridal Chorus—“Lohengrin”

17293
17381

L. SPAULDING
GRADE

STEINHEIMER, SIDNEY
Marching in School

17404

S.

Fairy Realm, Mazurka...

17411
17290

At Even Time—Meditation

Moon, Ops it) .Non
Qui
ACE A..
JOHNSON, WALL
ereeeeee
.

0. M.

Recreation Waltz, ........+++0++0++
SCHULER, GEORGE

GEIBEL, ADAM

1

Merry Pursuit..........-0ss+00
00+

17315

Flight
Chase
March
Dance

17529
17531
17533
17535
17537
17539

Rustic Pranks,
SABATHIL, F.
Idly Drifting, Barcarolle.
SCHICK. HANS

17494

17512

By GEO.

Lovely Louise.

17424

Four

Characteristic Piano Pieces
Arranged for Four Hands

ROTHLEDER, E. G.
17507
17412
17553

Now

ANTHEMS

FROLIC OF THE INSECTS

Soldiers March...

17479

CRAMMOND, C. C.
17445 Sunset Hour, The, Op. 121......-+
CUMMINGS, J. G.
17498 Moon Magic..........s000e0eee0*
DALLIER, CHARLES
Cieasiteaastiates
17334 Equestrienni
ELLIS, JOSEPH
Essence
of
the
South.
17506
In a Joyful Manne:
17414
17483 Singer and the Bird, Th
17333 Sweet Peas...
FELTON, W. M.
Amorita, Love Song. . ..
17410
17457 To a Wood Violet, Idyl

Price

Part Songs

Cat. No,

Masters Minuet, The.

17339

17393
17485

17525

J. E.

Gr.

RUEBUSH, WILL H.
17471 On the Bay..........s0ee0eeree
eee
SCHICK, HANS
17554 Sparrows’ Parade, The...........SCHMOLL, A.
17556
March of the Volunteers. Op. 169. 3

Bygone Years......-

17340

Danse Orientale.
Remembrance...
CHRISTIANI, EMILE FOSS

17524

Cat. No.

ROLFE, WALTE!

W.

Burlesque.

17443
17442
17444

ROBERTS,

17341
17338

17278

New Anthems

ISSUES

MUSIC

SHEET

NEW

HILADELPHIA, p,

THE

JUNE

ETUDE

“KEEPING STEP
WITH THE UNION”

:

1921
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G

NDER MASTER TEACHERS

BY

JOHN

PHILIP SOUSA

LIEUTENANT-COMMANDER,

Dedicated

U. S. N. R. F.

to Mrs. Warren

G. Harding
A

A

Be Among

RE

you

the First to Play It!

FULL

BAND.......... $0.50

SMALL

ORCHESTRA.

.75

Cuoate

jn

PIANO

DUET.........

Published

THEODORE

surprise you to know that Sherwood devoted to each lesson enough time to

earn at least $100.00 in teaching.
It is possible for you to get all this
time and energy
for almost nothing, compared to what it cost. The lessons

.80

are illustrated with life-like photographs of Sherwood at the piano.
are given with weekly exammation papers.
‘

by

|

Songs
- of the

North American
Indian
of Nine Indian
and Explanatory

By Thurlow

Songs
Notes

Lieurance
Analyze

you

Music,

to determine

composition
monie

2.

and

melody,

phrasing,

vital

rhythm,

to study the subject thoroughly.

thus
the

its

progressions.

Transpose

©

and

Harmonize

arrange

orchestras.

enabling

key

at sight

more
you

Melodies

music

Teaches

of

various

accompaniments which
called upon to play.

any

har-

easily
may

‘be

correctly

for bands.

and

4.

You to

Detect Wrong Notes and faulty

progressions in printed
during the performance

position,
5.

‘1

Memorize

very

greatest

the study

Rapidly,

music or
of a com-

’

one

of the

benefits derived

of Harmony.

from

6. Substitute other notes when for
any reason the ones written are
inconvenient to play.

Unprecedented Special Offer!

are truly vocal gems and hundreds of thousands have

Will you take advantage of our offer of 6 lessons which we offer
to Erupr readers without charge or obligation on their part?
We
will send you 6 lessons from the Normal Piano or Harmony Course
or 6 lessons selected from some other subject, if you prefer.
We

given them an enthusiastic reception. Artists and teachers
everywhere are using Lieurance’s Indian Songs, and the
assembling of nine favorite numbers in one album is a convenience
for those using them as well as being an ideal form in which to
become acquainted with them. All the native beauty has been retained
in Mr, Lieurance’s work to make these aboriginal hidden beauties works

have

courses

in Piano

(one for students and one for teachers), Har-

mony, Voice, Choral Conducting, Publie School Music, Violin,
Guitar and Mandolin,
Select the course you are interested

write now

for 6 lessons

and catalog.

You

the course and he under no obligation

CONTENTS

will receive

to us.

The

Cornet,
in and

full details

of

cost is nothing

and you will benefit much.

By the Waters of Minnetonka

From an Indian Village
From Ghost Dance Canyon

Canoe Song

In Mirrored Waters

University Extension Conservatory

Indian Spring Bird
Dying-Moon Flower
Rose on an Indian Grave

Theodore Presser Co. chitsiht7’st, Philadelphia, Pa.
lS
el
———

chance

Harmony
1.

PRINCESS TSIANINA
HORATIO CONNELL
BISPHAM
HENRI SCOTT
Other Foremost Artists and Teachers

By the Weeping Waters

technie,

Harmony

38.

of art for practical use.

in touch,

tone production, interpretation and expression—a complete set of physical
exercises for developing, strengthening and training the muscles of the
fingers, hands, wrists, arms and body, fully explained, illustrated and made
clear by photographs, diagrams and drawings.

and this is your

Enhanced with Beautiful Accompaniments by Thurlo'y Lieurance, and
numbers included in this collection have heen used by

(Sagnese

big things

A knowledge of Harmony
is necessary for every student and
teacher.
You can study the Harmony
Course prepared especially
for us by Adolph Rosenbecker, former Soloist and Conductor, pupil
of Richter, and Dr. Daniel Protheroe, Eminent Composer, Choral Conductor and Teacher.
You will receive the personal instruction of
Herbert J. Wrightson, Theorist and Composer.
You need Harmony

Genuine Tribal Melodies have been Recorded: Harmonized and Greatly

FRIEDA HEMPEL

Contain the fundamental principles of successful teaching—the
principles—the

|

PRICE, $1.50

SCHUMANN-HEINK
JULIA CULP
FRANCE6 ALDA
CHRISTINE MILLER
BARBARA MURIEL
MARIE SUNDELIUS
NICHOLAS DOUTY
DAVID
and Many

They

Sherwood Normal Lessons
for Piano Teachers

PRESSER: CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

A Collection
With Preface

but

Contain complete, explicit instruction on every phase of piano playing.
No stone has been left_ unturned to'make this absolutely perfect. It would

65

FULL ORCHESTRA .. 1.15 PIANO, SIX HANDS..
TWO PIANO, EIGHT HANDS............ $1.25

for years,

Sherwood Piano Lessons
for Students

$

SOLO

Paderewski and Other Great
Artists Endorse Our Lessons

others have seen our announcement in this publication
as yet have no direct personal knowledge of the

1855

PIANO

out-

An ounce of proof is worth a pound
of promise.
Making claims is easy—
“making
good”
is the real test of
merit.
Many readers of Tur HrupEe
—teachers and students, have been
greatly benefited
by our courses—

We join ourselves to no party that does not carry the flag and
or Rurus

your

knowledge?

keep step to the music of the union.
a Lerrer

with

lish yourself in a position of greater
responsibility and incidentally enjoy
a better financial future if you spent
a little time on brushing up your own

ig eens MARCH is, without doubt, the greatest march since the
earlier successes of JOHN PHILIP SOUSA.
“Keeping
Step With The Union” is a musical inspiration to better “Americanism” and is a new gem in the crown of the “March King.”

(From

satisfied

look in the profession—don’t
you feel that you could estab-

TYPICAL
SOUSA MARCH
WITH
A STIRRING
PATRIOTIC STORY IN ITS VIGOROUS
RHYTHM AND MELODY

Please mention

THE

A100 Siegel-Myers Bldg.
ETUDE

when

addressing

our advortisers.

Chicago, [I],
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PREPARATION
IS A
STRONG

QUO UILIVS

SUCCESSFUL FIRST INSTRUCTION
BOOKS
INSURING INTEREST AND THOROU
GHNESS

SUPPORT

SCHOOL

Beginner’s Book

OF THE PIANOFORTE—VOL.
,
By Theo. Presser, Price, $1.00

TO A SUCCESSFUL and SATISFACTORY OPENING of
NEXT TEACHING SEASON

SCHOOL

A Most Vital Point
in Preparing is to

Student’s Book
OF THE PIANOF

ORTE—VOL. TWo

Price, $1.00

Intended to

follow The Beginner’s Book
c or any ot
this volume has met with a flattering
he
rec eption, It
the instruction book and the grade
intiges
d
co;
sttidies and exercises,
Major scales re
inclu

The Standard Graded Cou:
this carefilly selected “kee|” a
and the whole musical training

PLAN

PRESSER |
COMPANY
1710 - 1712 - 1714

ST.

PHILA., PA.
PUBLISHERS
OF AND DEALERS IN SHEET
MUSIC
AND
MUSIC BOOKS.
MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, TALKING MACHINES
AND RECORDS,

supplies on hand and ready for use whem the pupils arrive. «

© to master A

peek S

Harm
ree Book for
strong

months

and from there forwarded at a small expense to the several
consignees.
The saving in transportation charges is an important item and means much in these days of high costs, but
of more consequence is the certainty of having one’s music

NOW

egi

by givin
r
proved a success from the start, and 48s or
self_ S and inter eee main
John Philip Sousa and others, haye cong for
World. Help w
Sting man-

STUDY BECOMES a
.
IN A MUSIC PLE

We will send a selected supply of material
on our On Sale terms, all not used being
returnable at end of next teaching season
when settlement is made.
Material will reach you at time desired.

A prompt start of the season’s work to the
profit and satisfaction of both teacher
and pupil.

Music;

ABL
DRY Cha

season.

RESULT-

the

Hier e

Let us know the number of pupils expected
next

WHEN 4

ner that it will Prove invaluable in these understandahle

AND—

State the grades and styles of music desired.
Give the date the material should reach you.

The

N specia 1 work }3
© grade in

Ne Ntir

Lays a
facnanriee ite Orem, Price,
essentials of the subject in such ah Future musician, q nners
1.25

sratulated

WRITE

like aiek

should be ayjece Brade,

CLEAR, CONCISE

BRIEFL Y, the plan is to book ‘‘On Sale’ orders during the early
summer

subject to delivery on or before a date
Orders received up to August First are
combined in one shipment prepaid to central distributin
g points

the student

f Studies

al may a
well ba’ lanced and
f,

A HARMONY CLasg 4
P.

teachers nothing more than a reminder is
necessary at this time.

THEODORE
CHESTNUT

of ordering next season’s sup-

specified by the teacher.

© Music

course comes in ten grades—on
e dollar

during the summer
two months.

plies well in advance, and therefore to most

QUICKEST MAIL
ORDER MUSIC
SUPPLY HOUSE
FOR SCHOOLS,
COLLEGES,
TEACHERS AND
LOVERS OF MUSIC

o

ORTE

But the thinking teacher has long realized

2

%
hy

A PIANO COURSE OFFE
RING M ATER
FOR CLASSES OF EVER
IAL
Y G RADE

Abundant Reasons and Convincing Arguments can be Advanced in Favor of this

the wisdom

instructor,
between

Up to and
the scales

Ourse

EARLY

‘st

ieee
* Bap

ding four sharps and four flats.
are given.

Order Teaching
Material Early
ORDER

ONE

_ This elementary piano instructor
has
being welcomed by teachers everywhere as had an un
just the
beginner; the next thing to a kindergart
en me
of no elementary instructor u
music, notation and elementar
delightful manner.
The first gra
scales, is the scope of this work,
Z

,
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ry that has Pleaseq anci
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mue HiigeWate Use tay Blasi 80
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:
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teas en used: wine d
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4
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fo
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New York’s Music Week

What Do You Say?
thoughts, the benefits your life-work in music have brought to

In April New York celebrated its second annual “Music
Week,” the idea of which was “to focus public attention on

you?

music

Do you express in your personality, dress, home, friends,

When a cat enters a room full of people, it says certain
things.

It may say I am a nice, clean cat with a smooth coat,

bright eyes and a good disposition.

Or it may

say I am

a

mean, dirty, board-yard, sleep-dispelling bruiser, and :f you
come very near to me I will bite and scratch you.
When you enter a room, a car, an elevator, a church, a

theatre, you say a great many things to all observers without
once opening your mouth.
Sometime ago we visited the home of a renowned teacher
of Latin.

He was along in years and had made a:fortune from

his textbooks.

His home

was..an

untidy conglomeration

of

cheaply made, inartistic furniture, frightful pictures, landscape rugs, junk, trash, bad taste, extravagant, tawdry, cheap,
horrible.

Where

was the classical beauty of Rome, the dignity

of Marcus Aurelius, the philosophy of Cicero, the charm of
Virgil? The professor himself was sour, crabbed, narrow, par-

simonious, pin-saving, slovenly, irritable.
What could the average person think of the “classical
learning” which could produce such a creature in such a home?
You,

friend

music-worker,

unless

you

represent

in your

personality, in your habits of thought, in your home, in your
appearance,

in the books you read, the friends you make, the

flowers you love, the children who smile with joy when they
see you,—what your life-work has brought to you,—do not
hope to convince others, with sermons
music is a great universal human need.

and

arguments,

that

The scores of musicians who do not indicate that music
has brought them better judgment, broader thoughts, finer
taste, kinder sentiments, greater tolerance and beautiful ideals,

should remember
and surroundings,

that what they say with their personalities
before they have a chance

to open

their

through

a concentration

of musical

activity

and

to

spread the influence and benefits of music more widely among
the people.”
The organization proceeded through the following channels:
Churches

Civic Societies
Community Choruses
Hotels and Restaurants
Industrial Plants and Mercantile Houses
Moving Picture Houses
Music Clubs and Societies
Music School Settlements
Music Teachers
Musical Instrument Manufacturers and Merchants

Musicians and Concert Managers
Neighborhood Orchestras

Philanthropists and
spirited citizens

public-

Public Libraries
Schools and Colleges
Social Settlements
Theaters
Welfare

Institutions,

includ-

ing New

York

Community

Service,

Y. M.

C. A. and

Y. W.C. A.
Women’s Clubs
Four hundred and fifty churches held special musical seryices in honor of the week. ‘The chimes rang out on Sunday
afternoon at three, announcing the beginning of the week.
Theatres, schools, choral societies, moving pictures, all had

Musical Organizations

special music.

Music

posters, announcing

that it was Music

Week, ere to be seen in windows everywhere.
There is no
doubt that interest in the art increased thereby and that professional musicians profited. If New York with its tremendous metropolitan population can do such a thing why should

you stop until you have had a similar week in your own town?
If you want to know how they did it there, write to the Exeeutive Offices of New York’s Music Week, 105 West Fortieth
Street.

mouths, is far more eloquent than the most persuasive phrases.
Enter the Indian at the Metropolitan—not our own red man

from the wild and woolly west—but one Chief Caupolican, who

Elizabethan Accomplishments
An editorial in the February Erupr, upon “Intense Amateur Interest in Music,” was copied in many papers. One writer
in commenting upon it refers to a paragraph in Mr. W. J.
Henderson’s new book, The Early History of Singing, in which

the writer refers to the attitude of the English public of Elizabethan days toward music. Never did the tide of art in Britain

rise higher than in the time of good Queen Bess. At the same
moment England was making its great strides toward world
power.
It was one of the busiest periods in the history of
Albion. Yet it was a time when a gentleman of position and
power

was also expected to have certain culture and grasp

of

the higher things of life. Henry VIII, Edward VI, Anne Boleyn,

all were enthusiastically

musical.

“The ladies of Elizabeth’s

for years has been making a smashing hit in vaudeville with his
fine presence and majestic voice. Strangely enough he made his
début in the réle of “Mathis” in the new opera, “The Polish Jew,”
by the Czecho-Slovak composer, Karel Weis. The plot is identical
with that of “The Bells,’ which Sir Henry Irving played so many
times in America.
That Indian singers of the type of Princess

Watahwasso

and others will be heard in opera in the future is

unquestionable.

Whitman’s Choice
Wuen Walt Whitman was editor of The Brooklyn Eagle
he sought to do music a service by writing a long editorial
upon the need for music in the home.
After expatiating in
his rugged prose upon the advantages of music he concludes
by saying that if he had his way he would want to see an

court could read at sight and accompany themselves on lutes
accordion in every home.
His odd choice showed little of the
or other instruments.
An educated gentleman of this time was
expected to be able to sing at sight and even to be acquainted , vision of the poet, for the elastic musical instrument, with its
peculiar moaning bass and penetrating treble, has almost
with the art of deseant, so that he could improvise a part on a
given melody.
Musical instruments were at hand everywhere
passed out of existence in any home of culture. The keyboard
accordions, seen in vaudeville, sound exceptionally effective
even for those in barber shops awaiting the welcome note of
Perhaps our boast about the interest of amateurs is - when played by a gifted performer. On the other hand, the
‘Next.’
instrument in camps and in industrial plants is often the cenan empty one after all. Perhaps the amateur interest in music
ter of a merry group, and gives great delight to large numwas greater in the land of the virgin queen than it is in America
now.

bers of people.

Your First Source of Wealth

Your Report on The Golden Hour
Ir is too early ‘for us to present to the readers

of Tne

Evupe any report of the actiyities of Krupe
Published!for the first time in April, it
The Golden Hour.
was our hope that this wouldnot be regarded in any way as
merely the plan or ideal of any/one publication, any one group,
party or organization. The material, the plan, the text, anything, may be reprinted by anyone with or without recognition
to THe Erupe.
Many of the greatest movements the world has ever known
have developed without any formal organization, and it was our

feeling that an attempt at the arbitrary regulation of anything which would eventually require such elastic treatment
would limit the spirit of The Golden Hour rather than extend it.
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practice with their wishbones instead of their fingers.
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almost
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captain

in the Memphis

with profit:

Sitting around and hoping and praying for
Do something.
Many piano students
success will never accomplish anything.
very verge of it.
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are
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when
despair of success
muscular tissues
upon
effect
us
miraculo
almost
an
Action has
is
What can be accomplished by the right kind of practice
students
This trouble is that so many
almost unbelievable.

army

York play to never more ine £4 suite

very pointed remarks upon this subject

“Doubt of whatever kind can be ended by Action alone.”

English
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the days past when
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The Wonder of Action
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If you are forty and feel that you are getting old, we can
recommend to you Dr. Robert Carroll's “Old at Forty—Young
at Sixty.’ No one can do his best work at his prime unless the
body and the mind are what they should be. Musicians and
travel, as well
music-lovers, particularly those who are forced to
those things
y
habituall
neglect
often
studios,
in
immured
those
as
which make success possible. Dr. Carroll's book is the advice of
a specialist upon how to live right, both before forty and after
forty.
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Not until the average man can realize that music is the
background of such great forces as we have suggested in The
Golden Hour does he have a proper value of what the musician

By working

Some other teacher

deserve

If you

you.

In New York City it is reported that at least 500,000
a week

tertainment and of musicians as caterers to this.

musician should be in the community.

than

out to-day to get it?

ideal
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may

lessons

That is for you to find out.

is getting more

do not realize the importance of music in the daily life of everybody. They think of music purely as a kind of dispensable en-

has to give to the community,

Your

than that, but you are not getting that for them

Why not?

Resolve with yourmay be best adapted to your community.
self and with your friends to work unce singly until the plan
Hold informal meetings of the active
is carried through.
Resolve to make this phase
music workers in your district.
force which you know you
the
of
of your work representative
.
should have in your community
Why should the musician be especially interested in The
Its benefits are for the community as a whole,
Golden Hour?
to grow up to become a useful citizen.
destined
for every child
However,

a

Time, like air, is the most evenly distributed of all our
natural gifts. You have as much time as any other person
little
It is possible to spend it so that it will bring a y
return. You can spend it so that it will bring 5 great retur :
You have to spend it somehow: why not spend it pebiilabiy?
. You do not get our meaning yet. You are doing somé

deal more

ing appeals to the press, to the clergy, to the business men, to
the politicians, to the school leaders, can accomplish wonders.
The

which will come to you in later years.

thing now which brings you an immediate return or will bring
you a return in the future. You may be giving lessons at let

Six people working in any reasonably small district, mak-

to introduce

Your first source of wealth is time. This particularly is
true of the music teacher and the music student.
What ati
do with your time is the determining factor in every Biccese
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New Aspects of the Art of Singing in America
An Interview Secured Expressly for Tur Erupr with
Well-known Concert and Operatic Baritone

REINALD

the

WERRENRATH

Of the Metropolitan Opera House

is

Reinald Werrenrath was born in Brooklyn, N.Y,
August 7, 1883. His father, George Werrenrath, was a
distinguished singer, and his mother (yee Aretta Camp)
is the daughter of Henry Camp, who was for many
years musical director of Plymouth Church during the
ministry there of Henry Ward Beecher.
George Werrenrath was a Dane, with an unusually rich tenor voice,
trained by the best teachers of his time in Germany,
Ttaly, France ‘and England. During his engagement as
Icading tenor in the Royal Opera House in Wiesbaden,
he left Germany by the advice of Adelina Patti, eventually going to England with Maurice Strakosch, who was
then his coach. In London Werrenrath had a fine career,
and there was formed a warm and intimate friendship
with Charles Gounod, with whom he studiec and toured

Sixty-one Thousand Miles in Eight Months
“Every now and then someone asks me whether America is really becoming musical.

All I can

say is that a

year ago I, with my accompanist, traveled over 61,000
miles, touching every part of this country and, during
that eight months, singing almost nightly when the transit facilities would permit, found everywhere the very
greatest enthusiasm for the very best music. Of course,
Americans want some numbers on the program with the
so-called ‘human’ element; but at the same time they
court the best in vocal art and can never seem to get
enough of it. All of my instruction has been received in
America.
All of my teachers, with the exception of my
father and Victor Maurel, were born in America; so I
may be called very much of an American product.
“Just why Americans should ever have been obsessed

with the idea that it was impossible to teach voice successfully on this side of the Atlantic is hard to tell. I
have a suspicion that many like the adventure of foreign
travel far more than the labor of study.
Probably

ninety-five per cent. of the pupils who went over did so
for the fascinating experience of living in a European
environment rather than for the downright purpose of
coming back great artists.
Therefore, we should not
blame the European teachers altogether for the countless
failures that have floated back to us almost on every
tide. I have recently heard a report that many of the
highest-priced and most efficient voice teachers in Italy
are Americans who have Italianized their names.
Certainly the most successful voice teachers in Berlin where
George Ferguson and Frank King Clark, who was at the
top of the list also in Paris when he was there,

in concerts through England and Belgium.
George
Werrenrath came to New York in 1876, by the influence
of Mme, Antoinette Sterling and of the well-known
Dane, General C. T. Christensen. He immediately became well known by his appearance with the Theodore
Thomas

Orchestra, as well as by his engagement

at Ply-

mouth Church, where he was soloist for seven years.
was

probably

the first artist to give song-recitals

He

in the

United States, while his performances in opera are still
cherished in the memories of those people who can look
back on some of the fine representations gictn under the
baton of Adolph Neuenforf, at the old Academy of
Music, which made the way for the later work at the
Metropolitan Opera House. His interpretation of Lohengrin was adjudged most wonderfully poetical.
“Climatic conditions in many parts of America prove
a serious handicap to the singer. At the same time, according to the law of the survival of the fittest, American singers must take care of themselves much better
than the Italians, for instance.
The salubrious, balmy
climate of most of Italy is ideal for the throat. On our
Eastern seaboard I find that fifty per cent of my audi-

ences in winter seem to have colds and bronchitis.

The

singer, who is obliged to tour, must, of course, take every

possible precaution against catching cold; and that means
becoming infected from exposure to colds when the system is run down.
I attempt to avoid colds by securing
plenty of outdoor exercise.
I always walk to my hotel
and to the station when I have time; and I walk as much
as I can during the day.
When I am not singing I
immediately start to play—to fish, swim or hunt in the
woods if I can make an opportunity.

Operatic Study
respect Europe is unquestionably

“In one
superior to
America for the vocal studen. The student who wants
to sing in opera will find in Europe ten opportunities
for gaining experience to one here. While we have a

Reinald Werrenrath studied first with his father, At
the Boys’ High School and at New York University he
was leader of musical affairs throughout the eight years
spent in those schools, He studied violin with Carl Venth
for four years, and has as his vocal teachers Dr. Carl
Dufft, Frank King Clark, Dr. Arthur Mees, Percy Reetor Stephens and Victor Maurel, giving especial credit
for his voice training to Mr. Stephens.
He has appeared with immense success in concert and oratorio in

all parts of the United States.

His talking machine rec-

ords have been in great demand for

is known

years, and his voice

to thousands who have never

seen him.

His

operatic début was in “Pagliacet” as Silvio in the Metropolitan Opera House, February 19, 1919, where he later
had specially fine success as Valintin in “Faust” and as
the “Toreador.”

few more opera companies than twenty-five years ago,

it is still
Americans,
especial y
little of it

a great task to secure even an opening.
outside of the great cities, do not seem to be
inclined toward opera.
They will accept a
when it is given to them by a superb company

like the Metropolitan.

In New

York

we find a public

more cosmopolitan than in any other city of the world
with the possible exception of London. In immediate oie
cestry it is more European than American, and naturally opera becomes a great public demand.
Seats sell
at fabulous prices and the houses are crowded.
Next
comes opera at popular prices;
and we have one or two
very good companies giving that with success,
Then
there is the opera in America’s other cosmopolitan center, Chicago, where many world-famed artists appear.
After that, opera in America is hardly worth mentioning.
What chance has the student? Only one who for years

has been uniformed in a black dress suit and backed into

the curve of the grand piano in a recital hall can know
what it means to get out on the operatic stage, in those
fantastic clothes, walk around, act, sing and at the
same time watch the conductor with his ninety men.

Only he can know what the difference between singing
in concert and on the operatic stage really is.

Yet, old

opera singers who enter the recital field invariably say
that it is far harder to get up alone in a large hall
and become the whole performance, aided and abetted
only by an able accompanist, then it is to sing in opera.
“The recital has the effect of preserving the fineness
of many operatic voices. Modern opera has ruined dozens of fine vocal organs because of the tremendous
strain made upon them and the tendency to neglect vocal
art for dramatic impression.

“Tf there were

more

of the better singing in opera,

Importance of English

such as one hears from Mr. Caruso, there would be less

“The American singer should remember in these days
that, first of all, he must sing in America and in the

comment upon opera as a bastard art. Operatic work
is very exhilarating.
The difference between concert
and opera for the singer is that between oatmeal por-

English language more than in any other. I am not one
of those who decry singing in foreign languages. Certain songs, it is true, cannot be translated so that their
meaning can be completely understood in English; yet, if

ridge and an old vintage champagne.
There is no time
at the Metropolitan for raw singers. The works in the
repertoire must be known so well in the singing and the
acting that they may be put on perfectly with the least

the reader will think for a moment, how is the Ameri-

possible rehearsals.

can auditor to understand a single thought of a poem in a

routine. The lack
ican singer out of
ability to save the
needless waits at

language of which he knows nothing?

“The Italian is a glorious language for the singer, and
with it cannot be compared the English language, with its
forty-six vowel sounds and its many coughing, sputtering consonants.
Training in Ttalian solfeggios is very
fine for creating a free, flowing style. Many of the
Ttalian teachers were obsessed with the idea of the big
tone. The audiences fired back volleys of ‘Bravos! and
Da Capo’s’ when the tenor took off his plumed hat,
stood on his toes and howled a high C. That was part

of his stock in trade. Naturally, he forced his voice, and
most of the men singers quit at the age of fifty. T hope
zo be in my prime at that time, as my voice seems to
erow better each year. Battistini, who was born in 1857,
i now sixty-three years of age, and
gran exception. Te is
jg an
is re matkably preserved.
d,
tol
am
T
e,
ic
his vo

Therefore, the singer has no time for

of a foreign name will keep no Amerthe Metropolitan; but the lack of the
company hundreds of dollars through
rehearsals will.

Natural Methods of Singing
“Certainly no country in recent years has produced

many

‘corking’ good singers

as America.

so

Our voices are

fresh, virile, pure and rich; when the teaching is right

Our singers are for the most part finely educated and

Reiary Werrenrata

know how to interpret the texts intelligently, Mr. W
J. Henderson, the eminent New York critic, in his 4)
of Singing, gave the following definition which nee
her, the late Dr. Carl Dutt endorsed ay
form
highly:
‘Singing is the expression of a text by
ae
of tones made by the human voice, More
SOS
and mo
re the
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Teaching Music Through Feeling

truth of this comes to me.
Singing is not merely vocalizing but always a means of communication in which the
artist must convey the message of the two great minds

of the poet and the composer to his fellow man. In this
the voice must be as natural as possible, as human as possible, and not merely a sugary tone. The German, the
Frenchman, the Englishman and the American strive
first for an intelligent interpretation of the text.
The
Italian thinks of tone first and the text afterward, except
in the modern Italian school of realistic singing.
For
this one must consider the voice normally and sensibly.
“T owe my treatment of my voice largely to Mr.
Stephens, with whom I have studied for the last eight
years, taking a lesson every day I am in New York.
This is advisable, I believe, because no matter how well
one may think one sings, another trained mind with other
ears may detect defects that might lead to serious difficulties later. His methods.are difficult to describe; but
a few main principles may be very interesting to ErupE
readers.
“My daily work in practice is commenced by stretching
exercises, in which I aim to free the muscles covering the
upper part of the abdomen and the intercostal muscles
at the side and back—all by stretching upward and writhing around, as it were, so that there cannot possibly

be any constriction. Then, with my elbows bent and my
fists over my head, I stretch the muscles over my shoulders and shoulder blades.
Finally, I rotate my head
upward and around, so that the muscles of the neck are
freed and become very easy and flexible. While I am
finishing with the last exercise I begin speaking in a
fairly moderate
tone
such vowel
combinations
as

“OH-AH,”

“OH-AH,”

“EE-AY,” “EE-AY,”

“EE-AY-

EE-AY-EE-AY,” etc. While doing this I walk about
the room so that there will not be any suggestion of

stiltedness or vocal or muscular

interference.

At first

this is done without the addition of any attempted nasal
resonance. Gradually nasal resonance is introduced with
different spoken vowels, while at the same time every

effort is made to preserve ease and flexibility of the entire body. Then, when it seems as though the right
vocal quality is coming, pitch is introduced at the most
convenient range and exercises with pitch are taken
through the range of the voice. The whole idea is to
make the tones as natural and free and pure as possible
with the least effort. I am opposed to the old idea of
tone placing, in which the pupil toed a mark, set the
throat at some prescribed angle, adjusted the tongue in
some approved design, and then, gripped like the unfortunate victim in the old-fashioned photographer’s irons,

attempted to sing a sustained tone or a rapid scale. What
was the result—consciousness and stiltedness and, as a
rule, a tired throat and a ruined singer. These ideas
may seem revolutionary to many.
They are only a few
of Mr. Stephens’ very numerous devices; but for many
years they have been of more benefit than anything else
in keeping me vocally fit.

We

in the New World

should be on the outlook for

advance along all lines. Our American composers have
held far too close to European ideals and done too little

real thinking for themselves.

Our vocal teachers and, for

that matter, teachers in all branches of musical art in
America haye been most progressive in devising new

ways and better
American method
not to realize that
What
_ treatment.
the next one.

methods.
of singing
every pupil
is fine for

There will never be an
because we are too wise
needs different and special
one might be injurious to

By the Eminent Eurythmic Specialist
E. Jaques Dalcroze

Ir is veritable nonsense to have the child begin the
study of instrumental music before he has manifested,
either naturally or by training, some knowledge of
rhythm and tone.
Ah, yes, there are exceptions.
Little prodigies there
are, who reveal, from the first, transcending talent. But
even these gifted little ones, let them strum upon the
piano, search for melodies, improviso successions of
chords; but study “pieces,” no!

To let the child feel the irk of actual music study at
too early an age, to engage its mind with finger technic,
sight reading, and mechanical work, is often to induce
nervous fatigue that may persist throughout an entire
lifetime.
But what anomalies are found in the education of the
pianist! Poor little girls, without the shadow of mustcal
talent, study their instrument three or four hours a day.
At twelve years of age they have acquired a certain
virtuosity which, as soon as they are married, will gradually begin to disappear—so rapidly do the fingers of the
pianist not in constant practice stiffen and grow “rusty.”

The majority of teachers of composition will agree
with me when I say that there are few pupils who, upon
the day they begin their course, have had preliminary
instruction in the control of feeling, the power of arous-

ing the adequate emotion

for the musical thought, or

the control of emotion too flamboyant, to loosen the rein
when conscience holds it too tight, or to use the curb
when the musical steed breaks into a gallop.
Studies in counterpoint, long and perseveringly followed, have been experienced by every composer.
They
form the very foundation of the musical education. But
they should not be attempted until the student is capable
of assimilating them; that is, when his mind and spirit

the impressions and emotions that he strives to express.
Let us not forget that it is only through feeling that
we can educate the inner ear. It is not possible to pro-

ceed in any sort of education without first establishing
some definite means of self-control, There must be mental poise akin to the focalizing of a lens upon the vision

of an object to be perceived.
In the study of drawing,
the pupil must certainly clearly visualize the object
that he is to reproduce.
And no less is this true in
music.
The auditory sensation produced by the instrument indicates to the student of harmony the error he has made,
the sense

of musical

beauty suggests

the means

of

rectifying the error, The teacher of harmony must be
careful not to make of the less gifted pupil, from the
auditory point of view, a mere mathematician, an automaton, a slave to dry form, who will not know how to
renew

his

inspiration

which

depends

so

largely

upon

the nervous influxes produced by sound sensations.
The truth, we think, is this:
A musical thought is the result of a state of emotion. And the writing of it notes that emotion.
But
the mode of expressing emotion must, from time to time,
be controlled by feeling; and it is impossible in an art
as sensory as music, that the memory of harmonies can as

perfectly translate these primary emotions as can the
“live” experience of auditory sensation. When a painter
imagines a landscape or a figure, and paints it, he runs the

Fingering of Major Scales
By Louis Dorpat
Tue following rules for fingering the major scales
have been used with success. As they are much simpler
than any other I have seen, they are offered for the
benefit of others.
‘
A
Right Hand:
1, 2,
Scales beginning with a white key: ascending,
3, 4, 1, 2,
2,
1,
F,
of
scale
on,
Excepti
4.
3,
2,
1,
3,

on
Scales beginning with a black key: third finger
the higher key of the group of two black keys (Eb or
Dé);

fourth

of
finger on the highest key of the group

three black keys (Bb or A®).
'
Left Hand:
Scales beginning with a white key: ascending, 5, 4, ¢

2, 1, 3, 2, 1. Exception, scale of B, 4, 3, 2, 1, 4, 3,3,22,
Scales beginning with a black key: ascending,

risk of being less realistic and vital in his conception
than when he is in direct visual contact with nature or
the living model.
How sad that so much

musical

education

tends to

make the virtuoso, rather than the artistic dilettante, the
really fine amateur.
And how quaintly useful it would
be to found a conservatory devoted to the cultivation of
the “mere” amateur!
A conservatory that would raise
the public standard and teach the people at large to love
and understand music, instead of the dry-as-dust music
schools which establish a frantic course to turn out the
occasional pyrotechnical virtuoso!
Tf the child were educated musically according to the
laws of common sense it would sense music so instinctively
that composers would need no longer note upon their
paper every nuance of interpretation. The poets—do they

painstakingly indicate upon their pages how the verse
should be read? And is not music a language?
Haye
not the laws of musical expression their base in the human organism itself? Are they not born of the observa-

tion of our own human emotions?
Is it not then advisSe
able to “musicalize” the child himself before beginning
Exception, scale of F# or Gb, 4. 3, 2, 1, Biz oo
the study of a special instrument?
With this method
That is all there is to it, Do you think it 1s simple?

4, 3, 2,1.

Is it not sufficient th at the child shoul
d begin to play
the piano at seven or eight years
of age, having previously been instructed in musical
rhythm and appreciation from the earliest time when
his baby attention
began to fix itself u pon the strange
new world about
him?
It is far from my thought
i
i
teacher and pupil or parent
oe
ae
most

complete

and

useful

of

instruments,

Beh;

aoe
not only the means of melody,
but of Barer ee sf pane
phony, and even of orchestration.
But all mae e ae
recognize the difficulty of teaching
the technic varie
instrument and at the same time
instructing th 5
ve
in the first principles of musical apprec
iation. It Tiespent

the parent, therefore, not to confide
the little ister

3
soon to the care of a teacher, but
to see that the chila
has first acquired the elementary princi
ples of music and
opened the avenues of inspiration so wide
that the stb
sequent technical and mechanical studie
s cannot cl ene
is in the schools should be brov ight with
in the See
comprehension of the young
child, so
tha
e
i
grasp and comprehend it How
eee eae
who control the public schools—wh
en shall the ¢ a
know how to require it of
them—that music
st aac
part of the organic life of the
school?
The iinee
sung in concert at the opening
and
day ought to be an emotional exaltat close & ey rf
ion,
ev
‘i nel
is, at the same time an official
regulati fae egee
ing to

Guizol : “Music gives

eyes to ie ca ae pie
culture, and is part of the educat
ion of tt ae Da
Martin Luther
wrote:

“Without doubts a
the germ of all the virtue
s; and. He
moved by music I can but com
Se

of wood.
The young should
stant practice of this divine

b

ee

NS,

wel

P in the conMenestrel,

es

are already saturated with melody; when music has become part of his being; an urgent need of his soul; when
his entire organism is sensitized to vibrate in unison with

and
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of f education the
:
;
little
student will approa
ch his subject
2
wit? more inclusive grasp, a broader
view, and will,
een advance more
rapidly and with a_ surer
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eS
an

Studio Thoughts
By Louis G. Heinze
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Fingering Facts for Self-help Pupils
By OSCAR

BERINGER

Professor of Pianforte Playing at the Royal Academy of Music, London

C. Chords, and passages founded on chords.
Common chords in full octave position contain four notes,

master, I am treating of fingering after phrasing.
Before looking at fingering from a phrasing point of
view, it is necessary to give some general rules.
Present-day fingering is of comparatively recent date;

struct his own scales on the pianoforte, fingering them
according to the above rules, a great advance will have
been made in insuring correct fingering in all scale passage work. There will naturally occur exceptions where
the regular fingering of scales cannot be followed, the
hand, for instance, not being in a position to begin with
the usual finger. A slight change must occur, but the

3

spinet

the normal fingering. In scales where a chromatic note
is added the most appropriate fingering will be 1, 2, 3,
4, 1, 2, 3, 4, throughout the scale.

Ex.2

This is always cither the third or fourth finger. In
the right hand, the root position is fingered 1, 2, 3, 5;

ScuHarWENKA, the Polish composer and pianist, calls
fingering “the slave of phrasing.” To a certain extent
this is quite true; and, as the slave generally follows the

the invention of the pianoforte, an instrument with
hammer action, and the constant increase in the compass of this instrument, made the fingering used for
and

clavichord

(instruments

with

very

light

touch) impossible. Formerly the thumb was not used
at all, or very rarely. Tt has now become the most
important member of the hand in pianoforte playing
Up

to the middle

of the last century,

composers,

Liszt's
out constant use of the thumb on black keys.
pupil went farther still. yon Biilow, for instance, said
one ought to be able to play Beethoven's Sonata Opus
57 (the Appassionata), in F sharp minor, with identical
Tansig,
fingering as in the original key of F. minor.

another pupil of Liszt, advocated that all scales should
be practiced with C major fingering, to facilitate the

use of the thumb on black keys.
As a matter of fact Tansig could play all the 48
Preludes and Fugues of Bach in any key one chose to
ask of him, using the same fingering in every key.
1 have heard him
This is not a case of Ben trovato.
myself transpose some of the most difficult ones into

the most unearthly keys.

abnormal

such

any

Naturally,

fingering

must

not

be attempted until a sound foundation has been laid
by the use and practice of the now generally recognized
fingering.

The student in his first attempts uses his five fingers

This five-finger position is
on five successive keys,
fingering and must always
all
of
foundation
the
really
be used except in the case of extended passages or
chord work.
There are three ways in which the normal position of
the hands may be changed, namely: by contraction,
extension, passing of the thumb under the fingers, or
In trying to systematize
the fingers over the thumb,
fingering it will be best to divide it into distinct classes.
A. Passages within the compass of five successive
notes.

B. Scales.
C. Chords and passages founded on chords.
D. Fingering to insure correct phasing.

A. The five-finger position of the hand must not be

disturbed, but the natural

Ex.1 Correct
ing

ia

Ihe

1
=
=

f

Incorrect

abe

a a

i

se

pe

position for each note retained.

ea
=e

ege

SEA
=

thee

Erie

ee

ee

be

5

ek

f

es

ere

B. Scale passages.
Every scale consists of two groups
ve, namely: 1, 2,, 3, and 1, 2, 3, 4. This
jn each
in the right hand in ascending, in the left
order occurs
in descending, in all keys commencing on a white key,
excepting in the scales of F major and F minor in the
right hand, and B major and B minor in the left hand.
In both these cases the order is reyersed, namely 1, 2,

3, 4 and 1, 2, 3,
Scales

e‘

hand must get into position as soon as possible to resume

beginning on black keys do not begin with
The thumb takes the first white key in
thumb.
g 1 the right hand, and in descending, in the

th
ascendin
terw: ards alternately following the rule of
left hand, af
4, If the pupil is made to con1, 2 3 and I, 2, 3,

af

a

SSS

=

e

cul-

minating with Hummel and Czerny, prohibited the
use of the thumb on black keys, excepting such cases
as/arpeggios in F sharp or E flat minor. Liszt, Thalberg and their followers knocked this prohibition on
the head, as it was impossible to play their works with-

a4

of

teacher

This article is one of a seri2s written exclusively for THE ETUDE by the distinguished
Katherine Goodson and other Virtuosi.
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only of

used, but two

different kinds of fingering are
these are really important.

=

Four

scale to consider,

still have the chromatic

We

=

pte

—-

;

fingering is more

adapted to light, rapid

Ex.4 Modern fingering

4 feet a Dey
(Sa SSS SSeS: SSS
wi ph
a
ee ee Ag

L.H.

Old fingering #
R.H.

2

SS

idl
L.H.

===.

pel

i

I do not, however,
use of the thumb
the legato.

on

SSS

ie aw

dra Se. La

SSS

os
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=

eRe

if

a

ee

=

the first inversion, 1, 2, 4, 5; the second inversion has
the interval of a third at the top.
If this third
is
amajor it has 1, 2, 3, 5, if minor, 1, 2, 4, 5, excepting in
chords containing enly white keys, where it is always

1, 2, 4, 5.

order applies to the left hand,

second

The re-

inversion,

5, 3, 2, 1, ascending.

Root position.

5, 4,

2, 1, and 5, 3, 2, 1 varying as in the right hand.
Chords of the dominant seventh containing five notes
in the octave position must naturally make use of all
the fingers. The different way in which chords can be
broken is shown in all works of technical studies.
It

is therefore, not necessary to give any examples here.
D. Fingering to insure correct phrasing.
I have
stated in the beginning of this article that phrasing and
fingering are closely allied. Correct phrasing is of far
greater importance than hard and fast fingering, which
must always give way when it becomes a question of
correct interpretation.
There are, however, some rules
which may act as a guidance to insure this. For in“stance, when a note is repeated and the second note falls
on an accentuated beat of the measure, as in the following:
r

Ex.6
oe

oe oy

on on

care

for this fingering,

two

successive

notes

as the

breaks

up

How Good is Your Fingering?
If Tausig could play any one of the
Bach,
Forty-eight Preludes and Fugues of

transposing it at once to any key, it
meant that Tausig had what might be
called a universal grasp upon fingering.
This is the best test of fingering. Most
writers for piano write so that their compositions “fall in pleasant places” on the

piano keys and if the piece is transposed
this comfortable arrangement is upset:
Thus, the finest possible way to ascertain
your fingering ability is to try to trans-

pose.

es

{4,8

ee

First inversion uses 5, 4, 2, 1.

ae

octave.

Ag

gf

13
===

é

=

==:

uses

abe
rier

passages, the upper to slower and heavier work,
The modern way of fingering scales in thirds requires
The Czerny or
the fifth finger once in every octave.
Hummel fingering which some teachers: still employ,
Matthay among others, requires two positions in each

ot

¢

idle.

broken chord passages and extended arpeggios.

wieee ts of) gate vi

ee

finger has to remain

Ex.o
iy Vale

verse

lower

one

This fingering applics not only to the chords, but to

ee GE

L.H

The

consequently

Practically all of the Russian books

of technical exercises require transposi-

tion through all keys. Tausig in his own
Gradus ad Parnassum (Clementi) demands
it. Professor Beringer’s article upon
Phrasing appeared in the ETUDE for last
November. His next article will be How
lo put expression in your playing.
—<£_*_*—*T—~EE>S>S———————===xn!

the second of the repeated notes must have a change of
finger or, as in the following extended passage form,
the fingering must be as marked,
Ex.7

Tn cases where two notes are slurred, the second one
being dotted and followed by another staccato note as
in the following:
4 ue
3
ae. Bee

PA eLiat pet sts

oo

This compels both notes to be played staccato. When
a note has to be repeated the first note occurring on the
accentuated

heat

is not necessary,

of the

measure,

a change

of fingers

In the rapid repetition of repeated notes, a change
of fingers is required for each repetition, the fingers
being drawn inwards towards the palm of the hand.
The change of fingers must always be towards the
thumb, not away from it, as in the following;
a

Staceato octaves
and

little

finger,

should always be played w
except,

pethaps

in

the -

beof
case

s
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which

could

take

the

the fourth finger without contracting the musThe fingering of legato octaves depends also on

the size of
5 for every

1
on white.

hands.
octave;

Small
larger

hands
hands

had better
4 on black

By Ambrose Coviell

employ
keys, 5

1
1
In some fingered editions, legato octave pas-

sages such as the following:

Professor of the Royal Academy of
Music, London

Ir we inquire wherein teaching has fallen short in the
past we find that, in varying. degrees, failure occurred
both in the matter taught and in the manner in which it

Ex.10

was presented.

meet LE b>

experimental, and it is unfortunately no exaggeration to
say that in the great majority of cases, learners only succeeded in spite of the “teaching” they received. Regarding the matter, in technic actual misdirection has been
only too common, and in interpretation, however sound
advice may have been, it was heavily discounted by inability to show how, technically, it was to be put into

aoe

wees

whee

pn

, Vth

ii

are marked with a change of fingers on a note. This
is not. advisable, as one note becomes too short and the
passage would sound as in Ex. 11.
Before concluding these remarks on fingering I must
call attention to a most lamentable habit of many pupils,
In a bass of the following description:
§ ete.

Ex.12

rae fp tt hptsA
es

Cay

8

=|

they will insist on taking the fifth finger on the lowest
note of the chords instead on the fingers as marked
above.

This is a frequent and most objectionable habit

and should never be allowed.

By Sara Arnette Cooper
Mucu time and energy is wasted by the student who
does not have the correct idea of how and when to
practice. We cannot hope to become musicians without
working and training our brains and muscles slowly, and
without practicing with great regularity.
Success results

only from perseverance.
Practicing properly and regularly is the great essential of advancement.
First of all is the question, “ When should the student
practice?” The only answer is, when the mind and body
are rested. It is an impossibility to obtain good results
by practicing with a fatigued mind and body. If the
mind is not at ease, the power of concentration will be
lacking, that power which is so necessary.
If the body
is fatigued, we cannot bring our muscles into operation
properly.
The student should: practice in the morning before his
mind has become overtaxed with thoughts and ideas
other

than

those pretaining

to music.

If he defers

his

practice period until the afternoon or late in the evening,
his concentrating power will be less. To practice in
short periods is wholly desirable, especially as is the case
with younger students.

A short nap between the periods

of practice is advisable and will keep the student’s mind
and body in a rested condition.
In practicing, the student must work to strengthen his
muscles; and by working systematically he can make

them obedient to his will.

But he should bear in mind

the important factor of relaxation of the muscles in the
hand, arm, and body, if he does not want to receive
more harm than good from ‘the exercises which are
given him.
The following rules will be helpful to the music
student, and will summarize the above.
1. Practice with great regularity.

2. Do not attempt to practice with a tired mind and
body.
3. Devote part of your time to gymnastics and bodily
exercises.
4, Work to strengthen your muscles.

5. Remember to relax.
6. Do not practice
centrate.

if you

feel that you

cannot

con-

Von Biilow’s Concert Hat
By Robert Tempest

Tut von Biilow had a temper seasoned with wit
many learned,
At one of his early concerts in this country, he appeared on the stage wearing a hat and kid gloves, as it
was then customary in Europe for artists to do,
A

reporter

commented

at some

length

in one

of the

local papers, as to tHe ludicrous appearance of the hat

The incident passed from his mind till a few days later

he received from the Hotel Normandie, of New York,
a package;

and, on opening

it, lo! there

was

effect.

In both respects methods

were purely

As to the manner in which this matter was im-

parted, it was, perhaps happily, even less based on any
scientific method, and varied from a meek persuasiveness
to harsh bullying, according to the mood and temperament of the teacher. I say “perhaps happily,” for, as
a result, pupils in the main had to work out their own
salvation, and those best fitted by natural aptitude sur-

vived to modifiy tradition and carry it a step further in
the right direction.
Our procedure will be governed throughout by the

principles we are seeking to establish, principles which
every successful teacher employs, consciously or subconsciously, Two may be stated now. They are (1) Proceed from the simple to the complex; (2) When diffi-

culties occur, analyze them, isolate the trouble, and con:
centrate on its cure.
Stated in the broadest possible outline our problem

Saving Energy in Practice

the hat

of the concert incident, with a note conveying, in polite
sarcasm, the respects of the great pianist.

THE ETUDE

Success Steps in Piano Teaching

octave

is: “What are we to teach, and how are we to teach it?”
An equally brief answer is: “We have to teach our
pupils the interpretation of music and the technical means
of carrying out this interpretation, and we do so by
seeing that the pupils’ attention is properly directed,”

Interpretation Defined

What is interpretation?

For a working definition per-

haps it will serve to say that it is a perception of the
emotional import of music.
Reducing this to concrete

facts we find that this perception can be expressed only
by means of inflection, (varying the fone in amount and
quality) and duration of notes. These are the simple
elements by means of which we convert the cold “notes”
of a piece into a warm pulsing expression of emotion,
Let us clearly understand that the proper use of these
tone and time inflections are ultimately matters of intuition. Degrees of talent are shown by the appropriate
employment of coloring and bending of the raw notematerial. It will be our task to analyze these inflections
and discover the laws governing their use.
In technic we are on rather firmer ground.
Let us

remember that technic is nothing but doing, the physical
action that translates our thought or feeling into sound.

The facts of the subject may be considered under two

headings, as follows:
1. Onyective: (a) Facts connected with sounds, (b)
Facts connected with the instrument.
2. Supyective: The facts, muscular and psychological
.
connected with the performer.
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By Helen ¢,
Van Buren
Dogs a parrot know English when he can shriek a few
sentences? Does a singer know French, Italian or Gerart into ¢
yee ies and all
man because she has in her repertoire a number of
re ae and vestei
o
hers
these songs?
Does a pianist know music hecause he
can play a number of pieces, well, even beautifully ?
writitten the limitle.
ation,

to read the books, to understand and enjoy the plays of
that language, to travel among and converse with
Frenchmen and to be able to bring a knowledge of that
country and people to those about us, unable to gain for
themselves this culture,
And why should we study
music?
To become familiar with it as the universal
language of men, as one of the expressions of art be-

u

Intensity

Fr,

Would it not he better to take the same attitude to.
ward the study of music that we do toward the study of
the languages? Why do we study French? To be able

oTR:

ihe

Duration

cerned with the musical sound, and we shall have to
examine the differences in the string’s behavior in the
production of varying qualities and quantities of tone,
On a knowledge and understanding of these differences,

“set the world on fire” or dream that he can.

mh and our ta
g

Import

Musical Sound
Concerning sound, for musical purposes, we must narrow the meaning of the word sound. We are only con-

The average young person aims at technic and a few
masterpieces learned in such fashion that he go and
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Method

Are There More Than Three Actual Distinctive Methods in the History of Pianoforte Teaching?

By GEORGE

Al

F. BOYLE

Professor of Pianoforte Playing, Peabody Conservatory, Baltimore
[Eprror'’s Norr.—Mr.
of his remarks attracted

Boyle was requested to make an address before the
so much discus ion that they have been developed into

Ir is quite true, of course, that different so-called
methods have hosts of staunch adherents who regard
their own favorite method as the only one through which
virtuosity, or even a respectable command of the keyboard can be achieved.
Some of the more heroic partisans, I really believe, consider satisfactory results attained by any other means as being reached illegitimately.
The very search for, and the rigid adherence
to a method argue a too great anxjety to find a short
cut, a desire to avoid the expenditure of time and trouble,

—~

trouble which in itself may eventually prove of inestimable benefit.

The Disaster—‘ Standardization”
It is apt to result also in a peculiarly modern plague—
standardization—an excellent thing in machines, a disastrous thing in persons, especially in those engaged in
artistic pursuits.
It is only uttering a platitude to say
that the only common sense method of teaching is that
which treats each individual student as a separate problem.
My attitude towards the whole question is that
there is today, after three centuries of experimenting
and perfecting, so little that is vital or significant in
the differences, that these differences cannot be dignified
by the term “methods.”
If a certain school advises a higher position of the
wrist than another, or advocates a different set of
mechanical exercises for strengthening the physical apparatus, I cannot see that these constitute a fundamental
difference of method. I should be inclined to regard the
number of actually different -nethods which have been

in vogue since the earliest days of clavichord
as only three.

playing,

The first systematic method for organ and clavier
appeared in the year 1593, and according to the rules for
the fingering of keyed instruments, in a work written
by Lorenzo Penna, published in 1656, sixty-three years
later, technical methods could not have been materially

improved during that period.

The rules for fingering in

the latter work are so sublimely simple that I cannot
resist quoting them, although I doubt if you will find
them of much practical value in mastering the difficulties
of such work as Liszt's Don Juan Fantasie!
“Tn ascending, the fingers of the right hand move one
after the other, first the middle finger, then the ringfinger, and then the middle finger again; thus they run’
on in alternation, whereby care must be taken that the
fingers do not stri'e at the same time. But in descending,
the middle finger moves first, then the forefinger, then
the middle finger again, etc.
The left hand observes
the reverse order.” The author gives the additional rule
that the hands must not lie lower than the fingers, but

high, and that the fingers should be stretched out.

Philadelphia
an

The idea of the relaxed arm, including its most important features, the loose wrist, elbow and shoulder,
must certainly have been used by Chopin and Liszt and
their schools, as without some use of the principle, the
new technic demanded by their compositions would be

impossible. Yet it seems that the reduction of the principle to anything approaching a scientific basis was first
conceived by Wenzel and Deppe, some sixty years ago,
and

since

then

has

only

gradually

spread

through

This brings us up to the present day; but, before continuing, it might be interesting to glance back again and
notice some of the earlier styles of hand position.
The
following descriptions are from the interesting History
of Pianoforte Playing and Pianoforte Literature, by

Carl Friedrich Weitzmann.
“The earliest style of holding the hand was

the player, whose

elbows

were

below

such that

the level of the

keys, was fairly obliged to draw the latter down with
the fingers. ‘A coin laid upon the back of the hand would,
therefore, have slid off into the player's lap, or to the
floor. Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach taught that the hands
should be held suspended above the keyboard in a horisontal position.
According to Clementi’s method a coin
laid on the back of the hand should not fall off while

playing. Francesco Pollini taught, on the contrary, in his
Clavier Method (1811) that the hand should be held in a
horizontal position, but arched.
Therefore the coin, 1
suppose, would have rolled off sideways!
Finally L
did not hold his hand horizontally, but with the w st
‘higher than the front part so that a coin laid on the back”
—he probably meant the back of the hand—‘would slide
down to the keyboard.”
The great drawback to all these hand positions is that
they seem to demand the possession of a coin!
(
A Few Simple Principles
To come back to the present, I think it is obvious that
if we can agree on a few simple fundamentals it will
really be of practical value—especially to the student
who for any reason finds it necessary to change teachers
as often happens in conservatories, due to changes in the
faculty and other causes.
‘
In such cases the student is often unnecessarily disheartened by having his general musical progress halted,
while his—and his teacher’s—entire attention is concentrated on some quite slight physical difference.
Purhaps
it is the height of the wrist, the exact amount of curve
for the fingers, or the height of the finger raise, which
could just as well be attained gradually, while the general

progress

was maintained,

the student

with the added blessing that

would not have the feeling that he had lost

finger. Yet it is not until the year 1753, in the publication
Ail
ene
aie
,
a

of Carl Philipp Emanuel
Bach’s
say on the True
Method of Playing the Clavier, that we find
the new *
method of fingering reduced to a definite syste:
In

is snolen of as

the principal finger, which “by reason of its shortness.
like the little finger,
should be used only in case
of nee
y on the black keys intended for the longer

middle fingers.”
The last warning is interesting as showing that, even
at this early date, the use of the thumb on the black
keys was not entirely forbidden.
After the acceptance of this, the foundation of modern
ul change took pli ¢ in pianoforte instruction, so far as actual method is concerned,
the introduction of the idea of relaxation as a
until
i
., probabiy no radi

e.
definite principl

Music
and

are

Teachers,
reprinted

and

part

herewith.]

many valuable years and that the former teacher was
nothing but an ignoramus, after all.
So many of my own pet ideas, as to position, for
example, have come to grief.
Not that they did not
work excellently, but because I have found splendid
results elsewhere attained by different means, so that 1
am now very chary as to holding very rigid ideas on the
subject.
I have firmly advocated, and still do for that matter, a
well-curved finger position; but there is no denying that
there are some excellent concert pianists whose fingers
are held hardly curved at all. There is, too, the problem
of the student whose nails, even when well clipped, grow
to the very end of the fingers, necessitating a much

straighter finger position than would be normally
advisable.
I thought that most modern teachers advocated a somewhat arched position of the hand—as | do—because the
finger raise is then so much simpler.
If the knuckles
are at all depressed the fingers are naturally raised to
some extent all the time, which not only makes a further
raise, in order to strike, more difficult than with the
arched position, but
also tends to keep the hand tighter,
and consequently makes
it tire more
Yet 1 was
astonished to discov
quite recently, that one of the
greatest living virtuosi and teachers strongly deprecates
any arch in the handgat all.

So it seems

to me that in order to reach a common

ground we must to some extent abandon talk of positions
and come to the much more important matter of physical

conditions.
Tt

is possible,

I believe,

to

sum

these

up

in two

requirements.
The fingers must be firm, firm enough to support the
entire weight of the arm, whether simply resting on the
keys or thrown at them with the greatest force; and,
secondly, the entire physical apparatus above them must

be perfectly flexible.
T use the word “flexible”

instead

think

more

it safer and generally

of “relaxed”

accurate.

As

as

T

T have

said before, relaxation as a principle is undoubtedly the
most important contribution to pianistic methods since
the revolution in fingering produced by Bach. This principle implies the production of tone by the weight of
the arm, as opposed to the older method, in which the
arm muscles were in such a state as to support the entire
arm weight themselves, and the tone was produced solely
by finger blows of varying force.
The benefits and
comfort derived from the loosening of the arm muscles
were so obvious that in many cases the result was a
swing to the opposite extreme.
With an exaggeration of the relaxation principle come
a flabbiness, a lack of muscular resiliency, with a corre-

sponding lack of muscular control.

No radical change seems to have taken place in clavichord playing until the mighty Johann Sebastian Bach,
finding the prevailing’ method totally inadequate for a
performance of his own works, revolutionized fingering,
and consequently playing, by using the thumb and little

fingers

the

pianistic world.

_ Bach’s Innovation

this work the hitherto neglected thumb

article,

What Is Relaxation

E have

never

seen a

better discussion of
the subject of Methods than
this one.
Mr.

Boyle,

experience

out

aad

of

long

rich

re-

flection, has come to certain
conclusions which all active

music lovers of to-day may
well atford to investigate.

While it is necessary that the arm should be in such
a condition that its entire weight may be resting on the
keys when advisable, many teachers go to the extreme
of teaching that this should be the case under all circumstances,
A few moments’ thought should prove not
only the inadyisability, but also the actual impossibility
of this.
In very slow playing, the idea is quite practicable, even

for a pianissimo, as the weight in itself is not sufficient
to create a big tone,
It can be released so slowly and
gently as to create no sound at all,
It det
nds the
addition of a ce ain degree of velocity of re
AS
the speed of a passage increases, it becomes inere;
difheult to release the arm weight slowly enough
» resulting2 in a consequent augmentation of tone ; and |
it should

he perfectly obvious

that a really Drestissimo

;AS

ST lee,
with the weight of the entir
SIME
e arm resti
ne ON each. :sic.
cessive note, would he decidedly
ncomlort

Able even in
a forte and quite impossible in
a pianissimo
relaxation, if undersiood as
being @ constantly| Chere fore,
Completely

ual
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devitalized state of the arm, is a dangerous extreme;
although it is necessary that this devitaliz2d state can be
readily attained, and under certain circumstances actually
utilized. Especially is it needed for dropping on slowly
moving heavy chords, or for the attainment of a physical

rest during the holding of a pause. But, for the great
bulk of playing, a certain and varying amount of the arm
weight should be’ supported by the arm muscles, which
would be incapable of doing this if in a completely devitalized state.
It is for this reason that I prefer the term “flexible”

to “relaxed,” unless by “relaxation” is simply meant the
loosening of a strain. I repeat that if this physical state
has been reached—the firmness of fingers and hand combined with the utmost flexibility of arm—there’is little

that need be feared from slight differences

in position.

As a matter of fact, no matter what we may teach
the normal position, unusual passages will demand
unusual positions. To switch rather suddenly to a totally
different subject, I want to voice my regret in the somewhat ill-advised utterances of certain justly-famous
The chief trouble
virtuosi addressed to piano students.
is perhaps that their own teaching is limited to not only
the most gifted students, but alco to those whose technical proficiency is well established before they seek the
inspiration of the artist. Consequently the artists have
as

very little idea of the difficulties we have to overcome
in the case of the average student.

Scales Absolutely Essential
that occurs to me was made to a
remark
One such
gathering of piano students by a very great pianist, who
is reported to have said, much of the delight of the
i

students and the dismay of their teachers, “I hove none

of you

waste

time by practicing

scales!”

If he had

added “after they are really mastered,” it would not
have been so bad; but he made his statement still more

demoralizing by saying that he never practiced scales
jin order to obtain evenness, because he never wished to
Naturally he intended to convey
play an even scale.
to have a play of varying tone
wished
he
that
the idea
But surely the ability
color even in his scale effects.
ability to play evenly,
the
on
founded
be
to color must
otherwise the “coloring” will be entirely involuntary, due
to the inability of the weaker fingers to give as much
tone as the stronger.
Anyway, the very fact that the majority of pianistic
passages are simply variations of scales and arpeggios
should be sufficient reason for the complete mastering
forgotten
of them. So many of these virtuosi have either
nt
conseque
the
with
technic,
a
gain
to
struggles
early
their
not
do
they
because
routine and discipline, or simply
look on what
require the same type of study any longer,
unnecessary.
been
they formerly went through as having
through
been
not
they
had
that
however,
I am very sure,
it, they would not now be where they are.
Metronomic Rigidity
hat similar case is the almost supersomew
a
Perhaps
is regarded by
stitious horror with which the metronome
desires to hear a
y
nobod
that
ng
Granti
rs.
teache
many
the fact remains
piece played with metronomic rigidity,
satisfactory
that the really flexible rhythm, and even the
absolutely
play
to
ability
the
on
built
be
rubato, must

nothing but the
in time. Otherwise the rubato will be
Every
ss.
weakne
ical
rhythm
involuntary result of
accomorchestral conduc’ tor will tell you that he dreads
is unacquainted,
panying a pianist with w' hose works he
a
jossess
good sense of
p
pianists
few
as comparatively
rhythm.
rule, gets
This is due to the fact that the pianist, as a

ty of
80 little practice in ensemble work, while the majori
in
ence
experi
some
lly
other instrumentalists have genera
to me
orchestral or chamber music playing. So it seems
s
pianist
we
ian
reputat
that, with this uncomplimentary
have, it is hardly necessary to hecome alarmed about

playing too strictly in time, until we have learned to play
conquer
in time. The metronome can at least help us to
ndo
cresce
every
of
anying
accomp
the
as
such weaknesses
with ati accellerando, every diminuendo with a rallen-

tando, and the involuntary

gaining of speed

in long

sequential passages, such as we come across so often, for

example, in the works of Bach.

It would be a safe rule

to advise the use of the metronome,
course,

in the case of students

who

in moderation, of

find it difficult to

play with one and to avoid its use for those who do not
experience the same difficulty. However, I firmly helieve

in its use as an aid to gaining speed and control in the

practicing of scales,
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How the Piano Sings
By Enid Payne, L. R.A. M.

Tue piano. sings, not with one vaice only, but with
many voices; therein lies its great wealth, and how
much of that wealth is left lying unused and unenjoyed!
Play even the simplest of small pieces—a little lyric of
Grieg, a child’s first tiny tune of a few bars—there
are singing to you at le.st two distinct voices, and each
of these voices must sing its best.
Teach your pupils
from the very beginning to listen as they play to every
note simultaneously,
from bass to highest peak of

treble, giving to cach its proper
Tell

them

how

due of tone and life.

in a vast orchestra

or chorus

of mus-

icians cach member is trying his utmost to make that
one part for which he is responsible just as beautiful as
it may possibly be. Even the wind player who utters
but a single sound and perhaps must hold it for a dozen
bars at a time is still striving for the greatest beauty
of which that note, so rich and vital in its effect on the
vast whole, is capable.
So even a single bass note held
on on the piano, during the lovely wanderings of the

other parts, must be listened to and felt, made to live
and breathe as a thing that “only stands and waits” indeed, but does not cease to exist because it is not in
action.
Carry this principle throughout all your teaching and
playing, and not only is the interest of the music increased manifold to yourself, but your hearers may single but in listening any one part, great or humble,.in
what you are playing, and find there completeness and
coherent beauty as satisfying as any outstanding melody.
Grandest field of all for the carrying out of this
ideal are the mighty works of Bach.
Let no child

musician grow to years of discretion without giving
him an intimate knowledge of this master of all the
masters.
Knowing him, he will easily thread his way
s
among the mazes of all other mnsic.
The careful application of this comparison with
chorus or orchestra will make clear and easy to the
pupil all cross phrasing and rhythm, conflicting expression marks and other such complications.
“The
trebles

are

holding on

that note, breathing

his
voi
ing his fingers the true mean
ing of ae : velodi a
prominent or subordinate:
The at “thia ee
pa the imagination as
to the effect. to ue a
a
TS
want
in S
2X prie
Ge
a certtai
i
ain kind
ot sound, the
napupi
al
ively uses the right mean
s, wheri_ th:
Ce
is
once freely at his disposal.
evoeens
"Go on singing that note—m
ake it shine out cle
arly
tll it quite dies away.”
Your pupil sets his min
d and
his fancy on that note, he hold
s it With just the inti
mate pressure of his finger tips,
supported by j
Proper weight, of his arm, to keep
the Reena
and living till he wants its song
to cease.
rene Be
as in ge or speaking: you want
to ‘Shea
ces
one over there, you do so, every
wor
rerche
hearer, and yet a moment ago ea
e ae
ay
be audible to one close at your side,
Simply by willing
it you gained this end, unconsci
ous of the me e One
make utterly clear to your pupils
that Hence by
ide
hers force may
power be produced.
fee: ihe ee
weight, and you have only to
say “open it
eae ha
Tuer and louder, and
make every note ooo
Mae
Hs ane ge
Se
the goal clearly befo
re po
e

e

_

aight for it, never noticing
wh

they meet

and

conquer

on

the way

new sentence, while the tenors go on with their moving
notes, singing more loudly as they rise; and now come
in the basses, moving with grand, long notes, getting
softe as they fall.”
With this idea in mind make your pupils sing as
So instintictive a thing is vocal expression
they play.
that the melodic purport oi a passage is often, nay
always, made instantly clear if one sings it, letting

“Let your student sing

bsta-

ies

Rhythm and Beauty
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a
: A very vital fac ba mm
,
piano playin
g, as in all mus
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out through

it, making it shine and ring clearly all the time; but
look at the altos, they must take a breath and begin a

the voice make its own nuances.

in turn all the voices of
his piano music,

keep

clear

poise, yet

jn his

movement which al
urrent
‘
one cay
i
of ordered
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A Fair
By Ada Mae Hoffrek
To-pay is the time for the music teachers to set a good
fair price on their lessons. Conditions are such that it
is warrantable; the opportune moment has arrived.
In the pfist the music teacher was expected to give
The teacher who
lessons for a small consideration.
charged one dollar per hour was considered high in
Fifty cents per hour and even thirty-five was
price.
the usual price in the not far distant past. But all this

it help
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himself.
Establish a fair schedule of rates for lessons and
maintain that schedule. Do not be afraid you will lose
old pupils or scare away new ones. Being known as a
increase
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Fingering Scales ih Fate
By Elsa Eckhar
dt
the
So much has been written about the fingering of
complistill
them
leaves
only
this
of
most
and
scales,
cated for piano students.

of
The Flat keys, especially, are still difficult in spite

I have found the
good rules and cateful training.
following to be true of scales in major keys by flats.
The fourth finger comes by the three black keys and the
Be the key G-flat, A-flat
third one comes by the two.
or B-flat, the fourth finger comes on one of these; and,
if it is D-flat or E-flat. the third finger comes on vither
in the E-flat scale
For instance,
one as the case may be.

in the
the fourth finger of the right hand falls on B-flat

8roup

falls

of

three

ee

and

of éheon A-flat of toi
41 ts fourth ¢inger
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Magic of the Keyboard
Virtuoso Tricks in Piano Playing
By the Well-Known American Pianist

THUEL
Famous

Prepared with

BURNHAM

,

Pupil of Dr. William

the Covperation

Mason

of Mr. Russell Wragg

Before he
[Thuel Burnham owes his pianistic training entirely to Dr. William Mason and Theodor Leschetizky.
went to Leschetizky, however, he made sensational successes at all of his appearances in New York and in European
in every respect, despite his
in 1884, and is thoroughly American
was born at Vinton, Iowa,
capitals.
Mr. Burnham

long residence and tours abroad.
many

Ervps

readers.—Eprror’s

Ir has been expounded

The

following

article

upon

Virtuoso

much

bring

will

Tricks

fresh

information

to

Nore.)

that there are tricks to every

No.1

trade, and yet it will surprise many to know that the
successful piano virtuoso must have innumerable ones

Perhaps so sublime
from which to draw upon occasion.
an art as the interpretive is grossly wronged in being
dubbed “trade,” yet it is just a trifle difficult to discover
to exthe point in which trade burns its miserable life
tinction and art arises from the smouldering ashes.
To be sure, the “tricks” of which we speak are not
of the commonly-known “sleight of hand” variety, nor
Yet,
in any possible way illegitimate in musical art.
figuratively speaking, they are absolute strangers to the
books on piano theory and piano training.
came
Some time ago a well-known New York pianist
for lessons, feeling, as have many others before the pub-

lic, that his playing lacked a certain something, inwardly
and outwardly necessary, to push it over the barrier

I asked him to play one
between pianist and audience.
of his repertoire pieces, and was favorably impressed
with its rendition, from a purely technical standpoint.
“Yours is a common fault,” I told him. “What you
need is ‘tricks;’ yes, tricks, in all their unromantic reHe stared at me in blank astonality, virtuoso tricks.”
But in a few lesishment, as if he doubted his ears.

sons he understood; the increasing power in his playing

So it is with us all.
became a revelation to him.
more limitless our resources, the more our chances

re
of

success,
We have
art, which
quested to
gathering,

an excellent example of this in the dramatic
is akin to the musical. Edwin Booth was rerepeat the Lord’s Prayer hefore an enormous
with the result that not a few eyes bore evidence of tears at its close. What minister in the pulpit

have you known to produce such an effect?
Booth’s
power must have been not so much in his religious conviction as in the art of his elocution.
In taking up virtuoso tricks the reader must clearly

tt
F

8 toe
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Gor obtaining big orchestral effects, as in the opening
measures of Liszt’s Hungarian Rhapsodie, No. 2, we
have the single finger again, this tim the thumb.

TuHuEL
From

Lento a caprieco
Left Hand Thumb.
Right Hand Thumb.

No. 2

“O®

©
A.y
( v tell

an

etching

BuRNHAM,
by Warder

Travers.

Z

trated, which has become almost traditional and so will
serve as a worthy

example

in place of one of my

own

invention.
No.4

s@
aa

aa

at
The thumb is held firmly in a slightly outward-curved
position and, upon

attacking

the note, the point of con-

tact is upon the outward side of the finger.
ing fingers

are

loosely

clenched

during

The remainthis procedure

and the arm is kept in a heavily relaxed condition.
And now, for general effects outside of fingering.
The first is a hand and wrist movement for bringing
out the upper note in a rolled chord, as in the Schumann
Nachtstiicke.

Now

we

come

to one of the most

important

strength

savers and force stimulators in the entire article. This
is the use of light playing between accents,
For insiance, in the Liszt Rhapsodic, No. 6.

ae

No.5 V ole

2

a su

Jfi,

fee

Bp

A

ete

understand that they are to be considered from a purely

general viewpoint.
It depends entirely upon one’s virtuosic intuition as to when and where they will be most
helpful and effective,

Before continuing, however, I want the student of this

article to realize an important point in concert playing,
one

which is a distinguishing

teur and the professional.

feature

between

the ama-

This is the individual finger-

ing employed by the latter. Often a pupil has played
a piece for me with the editor’s theoretically conceived
fingering.
It was all very pretty and very nice, but
for public playing not safe. One is very apt to forget
the wide difference in hards and chain himself entirely
to the published fingering which may be suited to the
editor's mind, but not necessarily to any other.
To
mate one’s playing sure and spontaneous one must use
his own
intelligence with independence and courage,
making use of whichever fingers are most convenient
and dependable.
But, to continue with the subject under discussion.
Henceforward
we will drop the word “trick,”
but,

although clothed in other raiment, ifs character will remain the same throughout the exposition of this phase
i
of virtuosity
A great asset for securine force and surety is the
tise of the straightened third finger, braced by the thumb

In the Beeand held in an absolutels verticle position.
'
Dance in C, for instance, we have this for a
thoven
bravura
of tones, producing an exaggerated
guecession

effect.

For practicing this we throw the entire hand over,
palm upward, on the final note, with a vigorous twist,
door.
much as one would turn a key in unlocking a
Then, too, the fifth finger must be sharply drawn under
the
with the wiping-off touch, at the same instant that
hand js turned. Later, for the performance of the same
ng
measures which I have just explained from a practici
by
e
procedur
this
modifies
course
of
standpoint, one
arm
sently drawing off the fingers and raising the
as was
from the keyhoard, ob‘aining the same effect
procured in practicing, hut doing away with the exarAnother example of t
gerated physical movement.
sohn Capricio in B
Mendels
the
in
found
is
thing
same
.
Minor.
t
Now we will consider bringing out any dominan
This is done by the use of a
tone in a plain chord,
and
“one finger” on the thematic note, straightened
backed by additional pressure, while the remaining notes
are played lightly with the fingers curved and loose.
This is especially helpful where one wishes to bring

for
out some of the inner voices in a repeated phrase,
the sake of variety. It is, of course, an unusual thing
to find a piece that is written in this exact way, as the
composer usually leaves that to the yirtuoso’s imagination, but in the Sonata—Opus 28 (Pastorale)—last page
of second movement, we have one place, here illus-

The original is marked forte, and forte it must be to
the large majority of students, regardless of whether the

effect is pleasing or whether their strength will remain
with them throughout the entire program. A
fter playing such p’eces as the Chopin A Flat Major Poloani
en

and the Militaire, as well as the MacDowell Polenaien
ona single program, the artist is usually looked upon h7
TI i
the outsider as thoroughly fatigued and worn out
is not so, for, although the yirtuoso may be extr
iG
excited after such a series of “War Horses ”
ie
learned to save himself from the labors that
tead te
haustion, He guards himself from unnecessa: is
“a a
while the novice, taking the dynamic forte ie aoe
cus‘omary grain of salt, literally leaps in BheOut SKE
fear to tread, and the result is, as a rule
Tre angels
worn-out physical being and a heavy sl é a
aaesed,

ance,

pee eein

derform.
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With the forte emphasis on the accented chords and
a mezso-piano or even a piano on the intervening notes,
the artist is enabled to obtain a much greater speed than
the student pianist, and the effect is more el trifying
and certainly | s irksome for the performer.
In close relation with the light playing between accents we have the quickening of the rhythmic figure,
done to instil a martial effect®into one's playing in such
pieces as the Chopin A Flat Polonaise, illustrated by
the following measures :

No.6
Zz

I=

®
7

—

z

The chords marked

Noickenea

i

with the star are to be held just

a trifle longer than the orthodox rhythm requires, producing the effect for which we are working. Care must
be taken, however, not to quicken the tempo during this
operation, for then the effort to make unusual that which
is normally acceptable will result only in its ruination.
A strict tempo must be kept throughout the martial
passages, for the chord which is held only cuts off the

value of the following rhythmic figure and should not
delay the succeeding rhythmic beat in the slightest.
Another example of this same suggestion is found in
the Schuhert-Vausig Marche Militaire, which I will
mark for the first few measures.

=

Z

Do You

in

Yuickenea

Next we have a simple invention for making the waltz
more buoyant and interesting.
This is the use of the

“Wiping-Off Up Touch” on the second beat of the
bass, which, to put it figuratively, picks the rhythm up
by the center and in this way saves it from an unfortunate sagging into the mire of monotony.
The “Wiping-Off Up Touch,” as described in my Erupe article
of last August, is the wiping off of the keys in much
the same manner as one would stroke a kitten’s fur,
drawing the arm up from the keyboard with the same
movement, keeping the hand drooping and relaxed all
the while.
In the following measures of the C Sharp
Minor Waltz of Chopin the star indicates the notes
which are played with this touch.

And now’ for another very much needed use of the
pedal. This is what I term the “tremolo pedal,” and
its use is to gradually release a tone where a sudden
stopping of the sound vibrations would jar the musical
It is managed

and the listener is carried blissfully on until the end,
instead of having an untimely drop by the wayside, as
is offen the case where the pedal is too frequently
changed.
There is no danger of a discord under these
circumstances, so long as the pianist is making a creScendo. But immediately on beginning a diminuendo the

Pedal, of course, must be changed to avoid the inevifable. The following passace from the Schumann Pa-

pillon serves as a splendid illustration,

repetition

of the

up to position.

Of course, in the beginning it must be

practiced with great accuracy and slowness, as the perfect control over the foot is the essential thing in the
end.
Perhaps I can paint a stronger mental picture
of just what is expected of the pianist if I tell of an
amusing experience I had a short while ago. I had been
playing a program of pieces which, curiously enough,
contained several placés in which I used the “tremolo
pedal.”
Afterwards a friend said to me during a conversation concerning the common stage fright among virtuosi, “I knew you were extremely nervous during your
last Friday's concert, for several times during the evening your foot trembled violently on the pedal.”
So
much for the accuracy of our friends.
An exceedingly beautiful place where this effect can
be used in a big way is on the final chord of the piano
introduction to the Grieg Concerto.
While the: orchestra is awaiting the fall of the conductor’s hand if the pianist uses the “tremolo pedal’
for this place the dying tone of the piano flows into
and mixes with the spiritual pianissimo of the orchestra in such a delicate way that the ear can hardly detect where one begins and the other leaves off.
In the Bereeuse of Chopin this pedal is used for the
diminishing of the last chord into ethereal distance, an
effect that is particularly fitted for this composition.
There are numerous other “tricks” that I might elaborate upon at length, but I will advance but one more
suggestion.
i
Thousands upon thousands of pianists are trying to
unlock the door to the room where success is stored.
“Why are there no more successes?” someone may ask.
It is because the majority of them are working in the

dark.

Lose Your Music

One of the greatest tr
oubles of all musicians
constant loss of music
is the
by lending it to peo
ple who forget
to return it.
Much of the annoyance
in such loss comes
f.
getting to whom the
f
music was loaned
My ee ra
keeping

track of my

copi
places
ed! of songs

too overdominated

with

feverish

haste

to

illuminate their work. They struggle hopelessly, while
their more ingenious companions illuminate their progress with well thought-out devices.
Y
The first of, these is “slow practice,” and it would
he an occasion worthy of commemoration if dll students of the piano would TO-MORROW start to seek
its aid. “Slow practice” is the greatest “TRICK” and
the least used of all. In closing, allow me to suggest
the most necessary and the most

that

music

plays.
As neither of them has a piano at home, they
practice at the studio, and the same method of procedure

is followed

as during the lesson

period.

To see the

seriousness with which they play teacher, and the earnestness with which they correct one another’s mistakes, is
a delight.
4
One day Evelyn came to my room to get a pointer
(which is an indispensable piece of equipment for these
little make-believes, and alas, for some grown-up teachers,
too!). She was met by one of the teachers, who said to

her, “Are you going to take a lesson?”
“No, I am
going to give a lesson,” replied the youngster with an
air of importance quite surprising in one of her size.
If you are a teacher of young children, try, if possible,
to find a suitable companion student for your little tots.

Children dislike being alone, and thev sometimes learn
more from one another than from their teacher.

i
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Liszt’s Playing
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By Edward
Baxter Perry
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i
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Her soul aw
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Playing Teacher

Jane and Evelyn, two seven-year-old tots, recently hegan the study of music. They have the same instruction
book, the same lesson period, and the same teacher. The
lesson is explained to both and then each takes turns
at the piano, the one standing guard to call attention to
mistakes in notes, time or fingering, while the other

the buyite Sfi

would

on these my

1S instrume:

By S. M. C.

saves

otherwise

First of all I divided my
music j
i
sections are grouped secorc
inetts "sub
Apes
tion has its own part
icular shelf in the
m si igediicet
and that shelf is labeled
with the name auch ae
torio, opera, etc. It is not
necessary to ibid RRC
numbers with a class label,
as the publish h:
noes
stated that on the cover,
pag aa
Next

True, the light hangs directly over the door, and

yet they are

Breaking the closing chord of a cadence is often a
means of producing an effective ending.
This is ac-

mands a sustained amalgamation of sound.
So tong
as each new harmony dominates the preceding one, the
artist holds the pedal until the climax is complete. It
then has back of it the resonance of the entire piano,

by the regular

right ‘foot upon the sustaining pedal, with great speed,
and to perfect it is not to allow any interruption in the
fall of the foot, nor ever to let the pedal come quite

that it is, undoubtedly,
satisfactory.

complished by retarding the right hand until all but
the last note of the rolled bass have been played and
then bringing this and the right hand together with an
extreme “wiping-off” touch. This is especially useful in
bravura compositions for guarding against too abrupt
an ending where a broadened cadence would add value
to its rendition.
:
Tn closing, we will touch lightly on one of the greatest mediums for effect in the concert hall, pedaling.
Herg, again, we have another great difference between the artist and the amateur; for the artist uses the
pedal much more sensitively, not to say less, than the
amateur.
Tlowever, ig building up a climax the virtuoso uses it more, as { tule, than the untrained pianist:
for it is here that his appetite for artistic effects de-
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Shall the Classics be First or Last?
By CONSTANTIN von STERNBERG
the mere askSome readers may feel scandalized at
but I trust
on;
questi
ing of such a heretical-looking
t argupresen
the
t
outlas
not
will
ation
that their indign
although

ment

outset

at the very

the opinion

jt states

much too
that many good teachers admit their pupils
Moreover, are these Classics alearly to the Classics.
Very often a classic work is
ways wisely selected?
chosen

account

on

of its technical

simplicity

when

which

makes

an-

of greater
other one, though perhaps more difficult but
e of the
becaus
able
prefer
be
melodic charm, should
trait

well-known

of human

nature’

the

ring the difliking of a thing a powerful aid in maste
ficulties it offers.

as to the
Let us, however, first clear our minds
arts and
c
graphi
the
In
c...
meaning of the word “classi

in. belles-lettres,

“classic”

something

means

akin

to

In
cal time.
“antique;” it refers to a certain histori
epoch
n
certai
a
to
refers
ic”
music, too, the word “class
recent pein history, though it points to a much more
Bach, we call
S.
J.
tes
anteda
as
music
such
e
becaus
riod,

imThere is another, secondary, meaning

“archaic.”

it let us see
plied by “classic;” but before turning to
lead.
will
ion
whither the first definit
The Veiled Future
The present is
The future is veiled to human eyes.
t. The past
momen
hing
vanis
everand
ring
an ever-appea
from.
alone is ours to contemplate, to study, to learn
conit
for,
past;
the
e
of
becaus
are,
we
what
We are
but also
tains the roots of our being, not only physically
The older we grow, the more our mind
spiritually.
undermatures, the clearer we recognize that we cannot
we
unless
cies,
tenden
and
ideas
its
t,
stand the presen
we revere
know the past that has led to them. Hence
the New Testaour ancestors; hence we read not only
ment but the Old as well; hence we study history.
to study
But, at what stage of our lives do we begin

history? With our First Reader? Do we not first learn
hand
the deciphering of letters? Do we not, hand in
our
into
system
and
order
bring
to
or
with this, endeav
ourthinking machinery? Do we not, in one word, fit

into
selves for a contemplation of the past before going

its study? And if these preliminaries are necessary in
a language of which every letter and every combination

of letters has a decided, definite meaning, how much
greater must the necessity of these preliminaries be in

music, the “letters” of which are so much less definite
in meaning!
If we compare

the child-books

of to-day

(in prose or

verse) with those of a century ago we find the present
ones immeasurably superior to the old ones; because the
authors

of the present

child-books

have

learned

from

those of the past. They have learned that a hook may
be juvenile without being inane: they have absorbed the
benefits of style, diction, form: they have realized that
the chief distinction between a present and former
as
book for children lies not so much in the choice
rather in the manner of presenting its artless, ingenuious psychology.
Modern

Children’s Pieces
is it the literary world alone that has learned

And
and profited by these lessons from the past? Is not the
of
modern musical “child piece” a veritable marvel
Kuhlau
whilom
of
those
with
compared
peauty when
?
(1796-1832) and Clementi the Dry-as-Dust (1752-1832)
now
There is scarcely a piece for young folks written

does
which, besides a clear and yet refined construction,

and melnot contain simple but interesting harmonies
good
shows
also
Tt
cast.
agreeable
odies of a noble and
devices like

and modern
imitation,

counterpoint, all kinds of little

enlargement,

contraction,

ellipses,

inversions,

musical craft
retroversions in short, allthe fireworks of
and skill. Not aij are in the same piece of course; no
ae so than in the short pieces by Master John Sebas2
int—al
all these
essentia
point—
is an
But—and thisss 1s an essential
tian.

melosmart contrivances are presented in a garb of such
They
time.
OUR
of
tongue
musical
the
reflect
as
dies
by
put the pupil’s thinking apparatus in working order
of
light
the
in
past
the
of
gist
the
instilling in his mind
They equip the pupil’s mind to face the
the present.
past with intelligence; and when the teacher thinks her
to be ripe for Bach and Beethoven, then the pupil, so
equipped will marvel at the grandeur and beauty of the
masters’ works instead of saying, as usual
premature unveiling: “They’re horrid!”

under

a

If there is a teacher who before he learned to defer
the Classics to their proper time, has had pupils that did
not say “they are horrid,” or betray that feeling in some
manner, I wish to meet him. I like to meet lucky people.

if
The secondary meaning of “classic” is best explained
the word is taken as an synonym for the adjective
“model.” If a work of art (of any branch of art) is to
be called “model,” or classic, it must present its thoughts
and sentiments in an ample, intelligible manner and be,
It must be
at the same time, free from superfluities.
But, then,
less.
nothing
more;
its own essence; nothing
essences are a rather strong diet for young stomachs.
Children do not, as a rule, “cry for them.” They prefer

palatable dilutions and rightly so.
day—I
Now, the writers of juvenile music in our
just
mean, of course, the well-accredited ones—furnish
a child
make
to
leness,
palatab
this
just
s,
such dilution
they do so not
amenable to good, worthy thoughts and

but to prepare
to divert the child from the Classics,
child's good
the
es
promot
ng
prepari
This
him for them.
so willing to be
cheer; it gladdens its little heart that is
the child’s perception
’ gladdened and it paves the way for
frequently has to
very
which
matter
a
;
of musical beauty

wealth of
take a back seat because of the child’s
of its
parts
d
kindre
and
s
flexor
s,
tendon
phalanges,
may,
al
materi
ng
teachi
n
“Gnsides.”. The choice of moder
ional
educat
musica
s
parent
some
give
also
,
incidentally

lift.
When

Enter J. S. B.
the
the day has come to tackle Bach, what is

InvenFirst, the Little Preludes, then the
procedure?
ith Clavichord.
tions and, finally the much-tampered-w
‘There are two sides to
This, I think, is all wrong.
Bach of the works just
puntal
Bach: the austere, contra
ul, jolly Bach of the
mentioned, and the singing, cheerf
forms in general, as
dance
and
gigues
es,
bourre
es,
gavott
second moyement
the
of
Bach
poetic
well as the fanciful,
in all comWhy,
ce.
instan
of the Italian Concerto, for
Bach should be made
to
ach
appro
first
the
sense,
mon
gate is a comthrough the stern-looking contrapuntal

and eighteenth century have produced no “old master”

besides John Sebastian Bach. Of all the fifty-five Bachs,
ranging through five generations, John Sebastian seems
to be the only one worthy of any attention. Why is this?
John Sebastian’s elder brother, John Christoph; his
uncle, John Christian; his nephew, John Ernst; each has
left a good deal of very fine music; music that is antique
without being “antiquated;” music that is still very
His second son, Philipp
pleasing to our modern ears.
Emanuel, the author of the first really comprehensive
treatise on piano playing, has exemplified his teachings
in a large number of pieces, notably his six sonatas;
and it may be remarked here that, without sacrificing
polyphony, he broke absolutely with his father’s contrapuntal austerity and adopted what is usually designated
modas the “elegant” style. He is, really, the father of
greatest
the
of
are
sonatas
his
and
playing;
ern piano
value for the development of tonal beauty and elegance.
And why is Handel's piano music so seldom taught?
What I said of the genial, jolly Bach is no less applicable
to Hiindel’s smaller pieces. I know that the Yarmonious
Blacksmith is still used here and there, and in the more
advanced grades also the Fugue in E minor ;but such solitary morsels are scarcely sufficient to whet a pupil’s appetite for Hiindel’s unique lapidarity of style; nor do they
suffice to produce a familiarity with one who, “lest we
No one can
forget,” was, after all, a “srand-master.”
does the
than
more
Sebastian
John
revere, no one love,
wéiter; but this love has not blinded him to the fact
ae life is far too rich in experience, too many-sided in
its psychic manifestations, to make it possible for any
one master, however great, to exhaust its interpretation
through art. Hence, despite the almost incredible mastery of John Sebastian, both in counterpoint and style,
his style was one style; but, “there are others” and not so
very few.
For the developing of “pianistic charm” we resort lov-

ingly to Chopin; but is there no Chopin in antiquity?
For that quality just designated as “pianistic charm,”

SebasDomenico Scarlatti is more important than John
much
a
is
Scarlatti
with
nce
tian, An intimate acquainta
better preparation for Bach’s larger works than his own
Inventions, because the latter emphasize polyphony and

part-leading rather often at the expense of sensuous
beauty; while Scarlatti captivates by this very quality of
sensuous, melodic charm and accustoms the students to
regard antique music with an cye to tonal beauty rather
When, with a good Scarlatti
than to scholarliness.
foundation, they come to the “Well tempered,” of which
the title is much too rarely explained to students, they
will treat the subjects of the preludes and fugues far

justly,

From

the very start they will seek the

course. And
plete mystery, but it seems to be the usual
delicacy of
p
develo
to
al
materi
yet, when we look for
graduatouch
of
execution in a pupil or for refinement
sion
expres
of
bit
a
for
ng,
phrasi
tions, for clever, witty

more

they belong
ately from the suites and partitas to which
with them
unity
other
any
g
havin
er,
howev
without,
the violin
from
taken
are
s
Other
ty.
than that of tonali

can, of course, not know it; but teachers ought to know

of good-natured humor, cajolery
Tnventions and the Clavichord are
tance of those dance forms and
There
such as the Sarabandes.
these dance pieces and many have

or even drollery, the
not within hailing dis‘andantes or adagios,
is a large number of
been published separ-

reverently
or violoncello sonatas; and they were most
Parsons,
n,
Faelte
Tours,
by
ribed
transc
cally
and practi
matethe
be
to
ought
This
.
St, Saens, and many others
Bach ina
rial used to awaken an interest in and love for
gets
pupil’s heart and mind, Instead of it, however, he
the Inventions, some of which are clever, but very ugly,

and he toils and labors at the polyphonous

difficulties

“Tonwithout, or very seldom, achieving that facile
se of
(tone-play) which is the chiefest purpo
spiel”
them.
n, relating
While thinking of Bach, another observatio
Some, not
mind,
to
occurs
,
course
ing
teach
usual
to the
h
the seventeent
to say many, teachers seem to think that

melodic curve, the variety of shades in the Ton-spiel.
the beauty of them
They will seek the beauty, the beauty,
texture.
al
instead of the mere contrapunt

The Musical Masses
SebasAm I talking against the musical Moses: John
tian? Perhaps so, but if so, it is because I love him too
y. Students
much to see him degraded to a pseudo-Czern

and never

to forget

that a man

like John

Sebastian

should not be approached by @ musically ignorant mind,
Tt is all very well to pronounce his name with a voice of
sonorous chest tone or in a pious messa voce; but true
demlove and genuine reverence know of better ways to
they do is to
onstrate themselves; and the first thing
shield the object of worship against being approached in

a spirit of dislike born of the utterest ignorance of its
intrinsic greatness and of its tremendous significance t
8
the art of music.

As a matter ot course the same considerations, and
with equal force, apply to mozart, Beethoven and

and other
more recent masters.
To close with a definite proposition, T su gSest a eycle

of pieces which is to begin with the se cond. year; not
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before, because the first year is occupied with hand training, etc., and with such little modern pieces as may fit

the child’s technical status. In the second year, however,
a regular cycle of an order somewhat like the following
is suggested, of which the individual pieces are to be
selected with regard to difficulty :

ist f (1)
Cyel
(2)
ye el (3)
ond
Cycle

Modern piece
Scarlatti
A movement from.a

Mozart

(3)

Movement

(2)

Dance piece by Each
(carefully chosen).
mann,
Schubert
or Mendelssohn
Modern piece, not excluding Schu-

(1)

from a Haydn

Sonata

Sonata

(1)

Modern

piece, perhaps an easy Pre-

Cycle ) (2)

£

Scarlatti

(3) Movement from a Mozart Sonata
Scarlatti should thus be the second piece in every alternate cycle.
Such cycles will make the Little Preludes and the
Inventions so unnecessary as to limit their number to
two or three, which should be selectedsmore with a view
to melodic beauty than to involved polyphony ; and their
turn should come in the last quarter of the second year,
when they may take the place of Scarlatti,
The more extended pieces by Bach and his contemporaries should be deferred to the third year or
until the

purpose of the aforesaid smaller pieces is fully achieved
.

By Virginia C. Castleman

“Those first imp essions, be they what they may,
Are yet the fountain light of all our day.”

Tue writer’s earliest memories

are of certain hours

ess.
My own

time for taking music lessons came.
The
hour-giass for practicing—well, I never needed that.
My half hour at the piano seemed all too short. Very
thoroughly was I taught, and I love to think that my
first teacher was my own dear mother.
The old painstaking methods had their value. Doubtless they strengthened the will and developed concentration.
But they
furnished a long way for little feet. As Longfellow
puts, it, “I’m weary thinking of your road.”
Even
though the pathway was strewn with flowers from the
garden of love, the old notebooks had “no royal road
to learning.”
When I became a teacher, I thought more and more
of the needs of the very little ones; and I came to
dread for them that rock by the wayside—the staff and
its notation.
Materials there were in plenty for the
other grades; but little for the tiny tots, until there began to appear the various kindergarten methods.
I
studied all that came within my reach, and soon
was
able to reproduce many new and interesting features.
Children love to sing as well as to feel that they are
accomplishing something, even a tiny bit, each day. The
modern finger plays, transferred to the piano, are wonderfully effective. I have succeeded, too, in developing
the voices of small children, who could not at first sing
more than two or three tones of the scale, by the daily
use of the singing method accompanying these finger
plays.

The staff becomes a less arduous task for the little
ones

when they sing—

“These

notes

live on lines,

Five lines make a staff.”

The length of the notes is prettily illustrated
in such a

lesson as “The Old Bear”; the whole note being
“the
Old Bear, so tired and slow,” the Middle Bear
taking

the half and quarter notes, “walking just
so,” while the

little bears

time.

scamper

along

This is a musical

to the

frisky

eighth-note

picture to capture the fancy of

the child and at the same time to teach him the
value of

the length of tones in a practical way.
Such terms as
legato and staccato, piano and forte are made
understandable by an illustration like the following :
“Snowflakes now are softly falling
Lightly on the ground (piano) ;

(legato),

The scale, too, has an easy preparation when sung
to
“Rich man, poor man, beggar man, thief,”

‘

or to

From this delightful manner of entering the world of
music, the child of five or six years (or even younger)
may be led easily on to the real study of notation.
As “the proof of the pudding is in the eating,” and a

by her pupils, the past year’s expe-

with a class of happy little girls, now

well ad-

vanced in miisical notation and all lovers of their lesson

time, speaks for itself. As one of them quaintly remarked during the initiation period:
“T do not think anything is hard in music, I love it so
much.”

Where Long Finger Nails Fall Short
By Harold Hubbs
In association with students and players of the piano
one’s attention is attracted by the various whims and
styles of manicuring. This makes one wonder as to the

advantages and disadvantages of fingernails, in the art
of piano
Much
fingernail
and some

playing.
ignorance of the real worthy function of the
in piano virtuosity seems to exist. To many,
of these even teachers from the leading con-

servatories, it obviously has not occurred that the
nails have any value except to beautify the hand.
If
hot ignorance, it must be deliberate disregard that causes
So many to turn their nails from all their helpful possibilities into things of decided disadvantage. A pianist

of undoubted ability recently played the Schubert March
Militaire with some success,
but with nails so long that
they scratched the ivory till the listener was reminded
of a lot of rats scurrying across a polished floor.
Good strong fin

nails are an invaluable

et to the

pianist. They have an essential part in the production
of good tone, just as have the muscles or hones of the
fingers. They reinforce that soft, cushioned part of the
fingers which comes in direct contact with the keys

The point in question is how we shall trim our nails
fo the best advantage, for keyboard work.
Shall fad
and fancy rule? Whenever fashion interferes with the
proper use of the fingers, then fashion must be sacrificed.
{t is possible that the nail hould be too short, but the

Probabilities are scarcely worth considering.

If the nai!

is too short the flesh at the finger-tips, by repeated and
continued pressure, has a tendency to become sore where
it is pressed against the end of the nail. This may be

avoided by leaving the nail extend just slightly beyond
where it joins the fiesh, If by accident the nail be cut a
little too short, nature will correct this by the growth of
a single night,
What patience can one have
play with long, pointed nails?

Did Dvorak err in his choi
ce of a title?
We alladmire this littl
e piece, Yet most of
us wonder
at its title. The violinis
ts make it a plaint
of transcendent beauty,

but devoid of humor.
Then why the
One ingenious writer
would solve the ridd
le by
the assertion that Dvorak

name?

“grasped the fact that
pathos
‘is the basis of all true
humor.” But I be! lieve
we can go
deeper than this.
It would be interesting
to discover w ho fir
st put the
“Dasic pathos into this quai
ntly humorous
Diece!
[ft
seems probable that Dvo
rak himself would be
amazed
at the universtlly accepted
(violin) interpretation
of thi
(piano) composition;
that he thought it a
rollicki Z
bewitching bit of sprightl
iness. He could not
but ad; —
the beauty of the slow
performance: but wou
ld I gee
be pleased?
:
pia
Doubtless the Italian
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for the change.
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Tf she would

play

with any artistic effect they must

be

sacrificed till the fingers fall upon the keys
in cushioned
silence. No listener wants to hear the nails striking the
keys with an ugly, absurd

and irritating click,

ae ateartist, be he never
¥ attractiy,
Bee
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disregarding the

becomes not the
> €Xquisitely beat”

Usts do; this

jong, which is if they cut against the table.
Short nails are especially meeded for heavy chord
playi
If the nails are too long they interfere with

matters

2

Piece that

nae
onginaln

m isguided miss who comes for lessons, with her nails
carefully polist ed and “pruned” in true oriental style?

oy

SO render ne SPrightliness of the
© pene
fitness of the name, : but

draw in the fingers till they are curved to the playing
position; that is, till the end joints are perpendicular.
Now a slight pressure will tell when the nails are too

causing serious trouble,
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By John Ross Frampton

your Motions

“The squirrel runs up the old oak tree,
And shakes some acorns down on me.”

teacher is known

Interesting Comments

Dvorak’s ““Humoresque”’

:

Hailstones now are loudly tapping (staccato) ,
They are big and round (forte).”

rience

Some

lude by Chopin
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Why Slow Practice is the Secret of the
Higher Velocity
to Practice to Attain

Just How

Great and Accurate

Rapid Passages

By PAUL HOWARD
[Eprtor’s Note—Mr. Paul Howard is a pianist who was born in England of a very musical family, one of whom was John Field, “Inventor of The Nocturne.”
Mr. Howard has resided for years in Australia, where he has given a large munber of recitals. He has a tremendous repertoire, including many of the most intricate
works in the literature of the art. Tue Erupe is continually impressed with the manner in which Australian music and musicians are attracting more and more attention
throughout the world. The first astonishing successes of Melba drew attention to the fine musical ambitions of the great commonwealths of the Pacific. Australian musicians
who have adopted America as their home have been invaluable as music workers here. It is with pride that Tus Eruve refers to the fact that we have had
These artist pianist-composers have
repeatedly the co-operation of gifted and able men such as Mr. George F. Boyle, Percy Grainger and Ernest. Hutcheson.
an unusually clear, fresh and vigorous grasp upon musical problems and all that they have to say is interesting in all its aspects.)

Many articles have appeared advocating slow practice,
and many artists have, in interviews, endorsed the need
of it, but a clear explanation of how to practice slowly,
and what “slow” really means, has not made its ap-

pearance.

}

Every pianist knows that there often is difficulty in
playing at a greatly reduced tempo some works or

passages that one can play fast well, The fact is that
such should not be the case, for complete control of
nuance and rubato demands complete elasticity of weight

and pace.
Muscular memorization of a work, to be complete,
should embrace the habit of movement at all shades of
tones and pace, with equal ease. One may often storm
bp, or ff through an uncertain passage effectively, when
slower playing, or the attempt to infuse a new inflection
into it would spell disaster.
This may be the case with a work somewhat new
and consequently not sufficiently habituated in the player’s
system; and also it may occur with a work too often
performed so that staleness is setting in.

The cure is much the same in both cases.
Mind Control
In the first instance the imperfect control of mind
over fingers is because the impressions and habituation,
though deep enough after considerable rehearsal, do not
remain so a little later. In the second case habitual
performance of a work, at one time perfectly controlled,
has been allowing the detailed impression in the brain

to lose its sharpness and the muscular habit to reflect this
state, a physical condition called “staleness.”
The trouble is that the perfect control once acquired

is not ours for ever, but needs attention at intervals to
confirm or rehabituate.
Now to the cure, “Slow Practice” and what it is.
You have probably seen, and if not it would pay you
_ to see at first opportunity, the moving pictures of heautiful horses and other animals in action, shown at reduced
speed by the taking of. a greater number of pictures

“render 260 a sufficiently easy gait to prevent exhaustion
in less than 10 minutes, while the to some people dizzy
rate of 220 becomes an amble during which I would
make fancifully finished strokes and curves, and I could
actually vocalize fully the 200 rate.
After a time, however, I found that I had difficulty in

maintaining a fluent writing at
miss things at times and had
writing at 60 or 80 words per
daily to prevent the high speed

slower rates and would
to resort to dead slow
minute and other rates
getting stale.

y

Rapid Results
The same principle applies to piano playing.
The
difficult passage or piece, or the technical exercise in
relation to it, must be practiced at all rates and degrees

of pianissimo and fortissimo to discover any condition
under which the hand will be inconvenienced.
It must
be practiced at times at a much faster pace than is necessary to bring actual rate of performance to the mind as
a somewhat leisurely rate, and it must be practiced at
such a rate as seems so slow that it is difficult to retain
connection of context.
Now, that slowness where the
hand feels the awkwardness of performance is very
valuable since the mind must at the same time gain the
ability to think through the passages at the same slow
pace without losing the thread of the work and must
gain a certainty of grasp of its detail.
As the mind

and hand work in intelligent performance as hand in
glove, it will mean that both become so habituated to
any and ever pace that catastrophe will be almost impossible. In a case of accident, as when a nail catches in
a key or a hurt of some sort occurs, the perhaps resulting
(imperceptible to the listener) break of pace will not be

accompanied by a perceptible blunder; as the mind and
hand can by detailed familarity bridge the occasion.
Mastering a Troublesome Passage
To master a troublesome passage, isolate it for
practice, going so slowly as to make the movements
difficult to round and smooth because of the slowness.

per second.
The horse taking a hurdle, which in fact
occupies but a second or so, when reduced to occupy
about a minute shows just the same movements, but
slowly enough for the eye to examine the progress in
detail of the horse leaving the ground, rising to, and
floating over the hurdle and to the ground beyond, just

as though
horse,

it were

of course,

a graceful
could

marine

not practice

creature.

The

it that way,

but

for two minutes;

both hands together without sounding the notes with the

right hand. After trying this for a week you will begin
to do the left hand alone fairly well; then reverse the
process. When the difficulty is only for one of the hands
play that alone a great deal in the way explained.
*
Slow practice for overcoming staleness needs great
concentration of mind on the finger and arm action

because staleness has resulted from the waste of muscular
tissue and control through repeated performance, the
muscles working from habit with the mind centered on

the musical
constantly

thought.
following

Muscular
the

action

action with the mind
and

giving

conscious

attention to every shade of movement builds up, while
Hence penmen would not suffer
the reverse destroys.
muscular cramp if they did a few minutes’ deliberate
exercise

writing

daily,

giving

attention

to the act of

writing instead of what they are writing about.

Practice Scales Without Fail Every Day
Scales should be practiced in all keys from end to end
of the piano, at all rates and tones, every week, some

days taking double notes and other days single notes,

hands separately and together.
Often a difficult point cannot be mastered by practicing
that point, and it is then necessary to locate the exact
point of difficulty, place the hands on the notes (perhaps
a long thumb under each), and hold the position for
a minute or two till the muscles give warning of a pain.
Do this often, also find another arrangement of notes
that exaggerates the difficulty and make a little exercise
of it for repeated slow and fast practice, and it will be

But you must be content to sit and work
oblivious

to everything else

seem

light, and

render

one’s

Ts it not time that a better and permanent name be
“loud” pedal?
given to the “sustaining,” or miscalled,
ining” pedal is fairly indicative of

The term “susta
althe function of this part of the piano mechanism, To
to the pupil,
though it does not convey very much

I

but

Sonata

By Sidney Bushell

remember many years ago, when training for a 10-minute

impossible

to practice the presto of Chopin’s B Flat Minor

Something In a Name

The mind and muscles accommodate themselves to

one minute though

them as
excellent

with the left hand alone in the manner suggested above;
and, if this at first seems impossible without copy, play

fairly heavy-touch piano
playing more robust.

30 miles an hour after the wild race had finished, under
the impression that the car was practically at a stand-

Pitman’s shorthand, at 260 words per
world record, | used to practice one300 words a minute.
movements at that rate become easy for

to keep
to play

in the world.
Those who possess a dumb keyboard will find it
tremendously beneficial to practice pieces, scales, ete.,
with the weight at 8 ounces, and sometimes at 11 ounces,
and at any rate a weight heavier than their piano touch,
but not too heavy, a weight at which one can just keep
up without strain. A little of this each day will made a

What is Really Slow?
One may be deceived as to what is really slow, as
was the racing auto-mechanic who died from the effects
of stepping from the machine when it was doing about

test in writing
minute, then a
minute pieces at
The muscular

is found necessary to get complete control and
it. In forcing the pace, also force yourself
correctly.
When the difficulty is with both hands, play
much separately as together. For instance it is

persistently with the mind

pianist may not remain firmly on a seat if it be one of
those revolving death traps so popular—I once went
headlong into the footlights off one of them when it
swung around with me as I prepared to catapult my.
whole weight on a’final top chord. Have a good, sensible,
heavy, four-legged chair.

rapid pace so that fast movement does not seem fast.

an hour or so during practice hours, and treat it the
same way daily. And later, once a week, just whatever

mastered.

with lower hurdles.
But the pianist remaining firmly on a seat may practice “dead slow” the most transcendental flignts. (The

still.

Continue this many times loudly and softly and increase
the pace more and more far beyond the needed pace for
performance. Deal with the passage at intervals of half

Sail.
Rs deeabate

call it the “loud” pedal is, alas, painfully truthful ue
times.
Since the real function of this pedal js fo sustai
n
consecutive chords comprising similar Narmonies, the
pe
da
“harmonic”
the
l,
suggests,
as an instruc.
writer
term,
tive and comprehensive
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The Minuet

1921
and the Scherzo

By Edwin Hall Pierce

THE

minuet

century

or

was

two,

a universally

and

is

not

even

popular
now

dznce
quite:

for a

. bsolete,

being occasionally revived as an antique curios. -v. It
is slow and graceful, the step (so the dancing: masters
say) consisting of “a coupee, a high step and a balance.”
Musically, the term minuet is, of course, applied to any piece of music of suitable tempo and
rhythm to accompany this step.
The scherzo is a piece of music of a light and rather
jocose character and very rapid tempo.
It has no
connection with any form of dance, but is often found
as one of the movements of a sonata or symphony—
more rarely as an independent composition.
There would, at first thought, seem to be little reason to consider these two subjects under one head,
but in point of fact there is a most excellent reason:
the two are intimately connected in musical history—
one grew out of the other.
One of the best examples of the true minuet, and a
very familiar one, by the way, is that from Mozart's
opera Don Juan, beginning

adagio, hence they seized on the minuet as just the
thing needed.
Even at the present day we can appreciate the variety given by a minuet in the course of a
long sonata, but it is doubtful if we are able to realize
quite how strongly it must have appealed to a public
to whom the minuet was a familiar and popular dance—
it had connotations of cheerfulness and gayety—much

as if at the present day a composer should introduce
a one-step or a fox-trot between the movements of a
sonata.
Such procedure would be incredible, but the

classical composers did not always take themselves
seriously as we are wont to imagine.

Growth of the Scherzo
The “waltz” played as a concert number at the pres-

ent

day

n

but it would be easy to find numberless others, although (as we shall later explain) not every piece
labeled “minuet” really is one. With such a rich store
of genuine old minuets to draw from, the writer has
been much astonished to hear music used which could
not by any possibility be minuet music, in some modern
revivals of this graceful
dance—on
one
occasion
Dvorak’s Humoresque!

The oldest minuets were quite short, consisting
merely of two sections of eight measures each, with
repeats, but soon it became common to make the second section sixteen instead of eight measures, and
examples are not wanting of still further variety in
regard to length of sections.
The custom early arose
of writing a second minuct to alternate with the first.
In the earliest examples this was in the same key, but
later it was usually in a different key—quite often in
the tonic minor, but sometimes in the sub-dominant,
or in the key a major third below, or even in a more

a

leap fate
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ti
Hence the second minuct was conveniently and propThis name clung to it
erly referred to as the “trio.”
long after the custom was forgotten, and is used

at the present day for the second number of not only
a minuet but of a scherzo, a march, etc., regardless of
the number of voice parts in the fabmiony Examples

fe,
of minuets with Iwo trios are not unknown,
‘suite,
The minuet formed one number of the old
the
in
tunes
danceof
series
a
ally
practic
which was
same key but of contrasted rhythm, though there were
many suites without it. It did not originally | ce a
part of the sonata, but composers began to fee! that
some sort of relief would be agreeable after the seriousness of a movement in sonata-form or after a slow

of humor.

Occasionally

scherzando

(playfully,

we

come

jestingly),

the first to make habitual use of the word, and it was
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Symphony
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one should remember that not all joking is lighthearted; sometimes it is highly ironical, or it may serve
to hide heroically a deep-felt anguish.
Witness the
inimitably funny cartoons of “Life in the Trenches,”
drawn by Bairnsfather, a soldier who was actually experiencing all the very perils and discomforts which he
chooses to display in a humorous

light.

Witness,

again,

the “Grave-digger’s scene” in Hamict.
Modern composers, Brahms among the number, occasionally use a diverse short movement in place of the
minuet or scherzo, but not having the exact character
of either, called an “intermezzo.”
Smetana tried the
experiment of using a polka instead, in one of his
quartets, and several have made attempts with the
waltz, in similar connection.
It is probable that the
future has in store many further changes and developments in this interesting musical form,
As Tennyson
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to raise the

question: “If this is the way Chopin jests, what would
‘he say (musically) when he was in earnest?”
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the Power
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as a title for these has been a stum-

to critics;
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scherzo took on a new characteristic—that of fairy-like
lightness and elegance, in place of the rough humor of
Beethoven or the light-hearted sifple jollity of Haydn.
Mendelssohn often writes long scherzos in one uninterrupted movement, with no “trio” whatever.
He, as
well as many modern composers, often substitutes 2/4,
6/8 or 9/8 time for the earlier conventional 3/4 or 3/8,
and if we consider a certain movement of Tschaikowsky’s Pathetic Symphony as a scherzo (as it undoubtedly is), we have an example in 5/4 time.
Chopin’s Schersos, for piano solo, call for special
remark.
They are among his noblest compositions,
and aré long and highly developed.
The use of the

“scherzo”

the min

d.
The ability to
1j sten.
Development of rhyt
hm
Understanding
of
the

Visualization.

Further Modifications of the Scherzo

less and

MeEnTaL
Concentration of
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symphonies; also
and Schumann.)

minuets

By Russell Snively Gilb
ert

In his First

“minuet,”

movement is practically a scherzo; in his other eight
symphonies he invariably uses a scherzo, either with
that name or none, except in the Eiahth Symphony,
where for once he gives us a genuine minuet and calls
it by its proper name.
By the way, Wagner, in his

bling-block
Il
aa
==——-=

so

and more than once the term Presto, which indicates
a high rate of speed in performance.
In fact, the
minuet has become a scherzo, though Beethoven was

word

Ex.1I1

at a tempo

ETUDE

The Practice Hour

Having once cut loose from the conventions of the
minuet, it is not strange that the scherzo came to show

Suite by Bach:

=e

element

the direction

arrangement of Becthoven’s
of Haydn, Mozart, Schubert

in minor, then the second minuet might be in the tonic
major, the relative major, or some other related key,
or even in the same key. In early times it was quite
common to write the first minuet in two-part harmony,
the second minuet in three-part, as in these examples

———

is an

various

was more seldom used, for the reason that the first
minuet often contained within itself a modulation to
that key. The relative minor (in this case A minor)
was also occasionally used. If the first minuct were

Ex II

executed

book, On Conducting, complains of the conductors of
his day for taking this minuct at the rapid tempo of
a scherzo, failing to realize that Beethoven for once
went back to the regular old minuet, probably influenced by the fact that the’ movement, which in this
particular symphony takes the place of the usual “slow
movement,” is not at all slow, but is of a rather light
(Rather than encumber our
and happy character.
text with numerous notation examples, we would recommend those interested in this subject to play the

remote key,
Thus if the first minuet were in C, the
second might be in C major, in C minor, in F or in A
flat. The dominant (which in this case would be G)

from the Third French

invariably

dancing, and it is quite likely that the minuct introduced into sonatas did not long cling to the traditional
stately movement of the dance of that name.
Mozart’s
minuets, it is true, are almost always genuine minuets,
and will bear to be taken at a real minuet-tempo, but
Haydn’s minuets are quite often of such a structure
:
as to suggest (to any good musician) a very rapid
tempo.
Courtly grace is not so often in evidence as
downright jollity and overflowing animal spirits. Often

across
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is almost

rapid that it would be entirely out of the question for
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Were one passing through a beautiful country, and
for the first time, would it not be the most natural thing
in the world to want to see—really see—the beauty of
the scenery? Likewise in music, should not the listener
be allowed to hear, and hear all there is, as much as is
possible at one time? Artistically, the average rendition
could be much improved if the performer would strive
to play every note just as it is written and sufficiently
brought out, so that it could be heard, instead of serving

up to the auditor, as is so often done, a lot of approxi-

mates en masse.
Be Sure What You Are Trying to Do

Articulation can be gained, as can so many of the good

things of life, by acquiring the habit of being careful.
Surely
The first thing to know is what note is required.
one will not expect to be correct when he does not even
Any means, then, that
know what he is trying to do.

will lead to a definite and conscious knowledge of the
text will aid. The study of harmony is a great help in

bringing the student into close acquaintance with his keyboard, and assisting him to see the relation of notes in
groups; but the really great requirement is slow practice, slow enough that one may know exactly what the
demand is. Much slovenly playing is caused from false
tones; and many times they creep in because the early
readings are done too fast, due to confusing practice and
sight-reading, two separate and utterly distinct processes.

in the beginning

is approached

The way a composition

will be a good barometer of how it will sound when

ished.

fin-

Taking it at first as fast as one can read it is not

practicing, but merely
ever to perform that

If one wants
reading at sight.
piece in a satisfactory manner,

enjoyable to his hearers, he must approach it with reverence and care, ascertain what each note is, how it is to
be played, and then do so accurately.
How the note is to be struck, with what finger and
touch, needs attention ;and, when determined, the decision
should be adhered to at least until a better way is found.
Accurate fingering is the basic principle of good technic,
which will not remain good unless it is articulated so
that, according to the old “saw,” it is a poor rule that
will not work

both ways.

Select one

fingering,

the best

thought of, and always use that, else in a moment of
high tension, what shall he the choice? There is no time
for selection, and a stumble may result, marring a whole
performance.

Adequate

technic

is produced

by strong,

active fingers, slow practice helping to develop the necessary strength of muscle.

Where to Strike the Keys
Where

the key

is to be struck

also should

be con-

sidered; as blurred tones, a constant menace to clearness,
often occur because the keys are not properly put down.
Jn using white keys the stroke should be made as near
the center as is possible, since, according to the position
of the weight underneath, the best response is so obNecessarily, when black keys are played, this
tained.
rule cannot be strictly observed, but in very intricate
passages it is of assistance.
In usine the black ones
place the finger far enough beyond the end so that it
will not easily slip off and thus blur the good articulation one is striving to acquire. Avoid skimming along
or skipping over them in a
on the mere tops of the keyys,
superficial way, by using pressure enough to put them
well down and to give a round, full tone. Pressure touch
is used nowadays as much as possible, as an aid to

sonority

and

smoothness

of tone, hut it must

applied to the detriment, of a relaxed wrist and
The

shh

matter

of

the greatest

is told

reasons

in this;

quantity

or

tone

1s

secret in connection
use

a forte

tone

in

not be

forearm,

ann important

one,

with clear playing
practice.

For

many

strength in the fingers is
tt is advised, because

Piano-Playing

Slovenly

for

A Cure

LAURA

REMICK

COPP

thus developed and -they are made more muscular and
capable of endurance.
Accuracy is aided as, if one
hears a false note played loudly, he is much less liable
to strike it wrongly again than if it did not speak so
forcibly to show him his error.
Quality of tone is enriched if due care for relaxation is taken.
Blurred
notes are eliminated on the same basis as are the false
ones. All in all, using a forte tone is the greatest aid

there is.
Tempo, also, furthers articulation, and, vice versa,
articulation helps or sets tempo. No piece sounds well
played faster than it can be brought out. If one would
never play at a higher tempo than he can play well, even
if not quite up to the expected rate, it will sound better than if taken at a top speed in which distinctness
Misty, blurry playing is usually the
must be sacrificed.
result of tempo exceeding one’s powers of articulation.
Make the piano as human as possible, make it talk,
Most
and let its lovely speech be heard to advantage.
false notes happen because they are incorrectly read
or one is not careful that he strikes them accurately.
Some, however, occur through careless reading.of acci-

alterations.

dentals or chromatic

This latter fault can

be cured only by training one’s ear. Wrong use of the
damper pedal, which often causes inarticulate playing,

can only be remedied

by learning its proper use.

Let the Metronome Help
Another gradual help is the gradual working up of
Here is where one can easily err because he
speed.
will not understand how very minutely, almost imper-

So difficult is it to realceptibly, it must be acquired.
ize the word “gradual” that a resort to the metronome
is of great benefit. Take short passages, increase speed
slowly enough on them, and rapidity will take care of
itself and without the sacrificing of articulation, tone
or

any

other

good

quality.

Of

course,

no

amount

of

care or knowledge can make one articulate who is trygening to play with a stiff wrist or any tenseness. A
eral correct condition
taken for granted.

of one’s
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equipment
;

muscular
;

is

generMany special touches are effective, one quite
It is true
ally used being called “pointed finger tips.”
that pointing the ends of the fingers toward the keys
will caus
will bring a certainty in striking them that

Pianists have
very distinct tone work.
tized touch and must, for they should

a highly sens
sense the feel-

of nicety.
ing of the ivories to the greatest degree
to the
ng
accordi
,
are many, many special touches
worked
have
may
he
as
or
belongs
one
which
to
All that assist clarity will be
out for himself.

There

school
things
accept-

able so long as they do not in any way violate the laws
of good taste.

Note preparation means much, along the foregoing
Really, if all notes were properly made ready no
fines.
To
such incongruity as a false one could take place.
prepare them is quite a science and consists of the
finger being over the key as long as possible before it is
time to play it. Hover over the ivories and place as
many as possible in advance; sometimes only one, someBig jumps necessitate much practice, as
times several.
real preparation is impossible so far as the hovering is
concesned; but the distance must be nown or “sensed”
as much as can be. Single note articulation is the first
requisite and generally the most necessary; that is, pufting down every one clearly with full tone, wrist and
the
arm relaxed, fingers strong, knowing exactly what
note is and repeating carefully every time.

The “Every Time Right’ Rule
In order to be an artist in clarity one cannot play
perfectly six times and then carelessly the next few, as
will dethe habit of taking pains has been violated and

mand its toll in indistinctness.
Observing the “everytime-right” rule will make it possible to apply the word
“impeccable” that critics so love, to rapid runs.
The
much-sought

and

highly-prized

“virility,”

another

pet

word of the critics, comes from this kind of practice,
especially through use of the deep tone with pressure
touch.

Conditions

must be right, knowledge

of the text

absolute, forte tone used, and then keep to the wheel.
Harmonic articulation, too, is necessary. Let one hear
all the notes of a chord in their properly adjusted
dynamic relation to each other and music seems to take
on a new meaning.
This is especially true as touching
the upper notes of chords where they carry the melody;
also, when the tune is in inside voices, as Schumann was
prone to place it, leaving the pianist to struggle with
its inner meaning and hidden themes.
Musical Punctuation

Note articulation leads to the harmonic, as it aids in
developing a technical-equipment able to cope with its
difficulties.
As theory is being studied more and more
broadly each year, so it is possible to find hearers who
care for and enjoy following the harmonic structure of
a new composition.
Harmonic articulation, not only as
to the proper tone balance, but also as to the progression of the chords, is needed to unravel some of the
extreme modern music that would baffle an ultra-critic
to understand at one hearing.
Articulation of content is a requisite to bringing out

the meaning

and making

the musical

ideas

intelligible

and of practical interest to the hearer.
Following the
line of the melody
is the matter of greatest importance,
It is the first artistic requirement as it will do
the most
to make
the composition understandable.

Careful phrasing is an aid to this end. Phrasing is
merely punctuation in music, and, as one could not understand a letter very well, which was sent lacking the
usual periods, commas, ete., so music unphrased is as
ignorant in sound as the letter looks not punctuated.
A beautiful melody exquisitely phrased is a lovely thing.
By a study of dynamics and a keen listening for coloring the unimportant parts will be relegated to the background, allowing the more important ones to stand out
so that the text is better understood.
Careful atten-

tion to the musical
emphasize

form, as well as the thought, will

the presentation ; and,

if one

is a musician,

this is a necessity to him. But the layman will have his
pleasure heightened by knowing the construction of the
soriata movements and being able at recital or orchestral concerts to follow the various themes of a sonata
or symphony.
Articulation of Public Speakers
much of
Actors and all public speakers make
they
tion. They wish the public to hear what
ideas.
their
y
conve
to
h
speec
use
ing, as they
a language, a language of the intellect and the
The composer

uses

inspired by nature
able to expect that
ech and
lated as

articulaare sayMusic is
emotions.
it as a medium to express his moods
Is it unreasonor life experiences.
music should be quite as well articuthat the effort to make it so will be

much appreciated and helpful? Bringing out all of the
dynamic relation
notes of a composition in their proper
to each

ment,

other,

ete.

as

melody,

following

counter-melody,

its harmonic

and

accompani-

structural

con.

tent with the same idea of presenting to the auditor
clearly and concisely what the composer has to say, will
nity and elegance fo one's playing and er:
lend ¢

ousness to please that will ingratiate him into the p cae
le mind
and heart of any listener,
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How Young Teachers May Successfully
Introduce Touch and Technic
By Leonora Sill Ashton
Tue years come
valuable volumes

‘William

Mason

and ‘the years go—but the four inof Touch and Technic, by Dr.

remain

to American

as a monument

times teachers
supposedly new

Many
musical pedagogy.
heard to say, when some

have been
method is

introduced, “It is very interesting, but Dr. Mason
taught that and embodied it in his Touch and Technic
long before your new expert was ever heard of.”
The mistake that many young teachers are liable to
make with touch and technic is that of giving too much
of this great wealth of material’ at a time. The following may be helpful to many in the assignment of
the work.
Dr. Mason’s preface in the first book, devoted to

In playing
corresponding

the two-finger exercises, the following
pairs of fingers are used together:
Right hand
sist, Lee,
2-3
3-4
4-5
Weft hand
J.
se.cq: 221
3-2
4-3
5-4
They should be practiced with both hands together as
well as with each separately.

After one touch a week has been mastered, then try
to impress the truth of Dr. Mason’s own words upon
your pupils.
Strength and Lightness
“The best possible results of the daily practice will
be attained only when the different varieties of touch
have been combined in their proper proportion and the
due balance maintained between slow and rapid playing
—the former conducing to strength and certainty, and
the latter to lightness.”
The following is the model sequence of the twofinger exercise as given by Dr. Mason:
“2 (a)

63 3

two finger exercises, says, “The object in view is to
build up and lay the foundation of a good pianoforte
touch and technic in the shortest possible time, and,
when this has been accomplished, to keep the muscles
in the highest state of training, through the daily use

of the exercises adapted to that end.”
Therefore, explain to the pupil, at the beginning, that
these are not technics or exercises to be learned for
the time being and then laid away, as having done
their work; but let him understand that they will accomplish a definite end for him, and then enable him
to hold in place what he has attained. Explain to him
that the two-finger exercise is the simplest form that
can be devised, but that it can be put to many uses in
the way of touch.
This of course is all preliminary. Here you will ask
him to actually define touch, teaching him the excellent
definition in Dr. Mason’s own words: “By touch is
meant the art of eliciting tone from the pianoforte.”
The

different

touches

are

named

and

understood

by

the different effects they produce, legato, staccato, portamento, etc, or according to that part of the anatomy
which

produces

them;

all forms of touch
each other,

as

hand-touch,

arm-touch,

the muscles

codperate

must

In

with

By placing your own hands on the keys, show the
pupil how the hand, fore-arm and upper arm have all
helped the fingers to produce the tone, how they have
been “the fulcrum against which the levers of the fingers have moved.”
Then to give him the idea of the utterly devitalized
arm, which means “a condition of perfect limpness, suppleness and limberness throughout the arm, hand and
fingers.” Have him hang one arm at his side, while
the opposite hand shakes it to and fro. Then let him
swing the arm by its own force, always keeping the
muscles relaxed but vital; and finally have him play

the extrcise which Dr. Mason gives.
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By Arthur S. Garbett

Beethoven
Beetnoven suffered a threefold loneliness: he was unmarried; he was deaf; he was a genius,
The first deprived. him of the loving sympathy he so much needed:

the second, of social intercourse and of the music that
was the breath of his life; and the third set him apart
from all mankind.
Beethoven had many friends.
They
were kind to him and helped him in his troubles, provided
him with financial assistance; and yet none was such a
companion as Goethe might have been had their single
meeting ripened into friendship. Beethoven felt the lack
of a real companion keenly; he needed someone to play
David to his Jonathan.
“I have no real friend,’ he
wrote to Bettina Brentano.
“I must live alone.
But T
know that God is nearer to me than to many in my art,
T have ever acand I commune with Him fearlessly.
knowledged and understood him,”
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Three Important Touches

For

example,

place the hands

on

the knees

and

roll

the wrist forward, thus feeling the pressure that comes
on the finger tips.
II. The down finger touch,

where

the

fingers

press

down the keys,
Iil. The up finger touch, which includes all'the staceato touches, the suapping or elastic, the light staccato,
where the fingers fly up from the keys, gently tapping
tliem first, and the quick staccato.
TV. The

legato touch,

also called

plain legato, which

is the standard aad staple touch for ordinary and general use.
V. The clinginy legato touch, which has a deeper
pressure than the plain.

< a.

nge

lodging

To speak of the “home life” of this lonely, homeless
genius seems an anomaly.
Save when he. visited such
friends as Count Lichnowsky or Prince Lobkowitz, saye

unspeakable brothers:gles yen tis3. landladies, and with bis
%
aaties
'S’ wer

for his brief glint of home

a
bizarre
ta youth

life with the Breunings

in

Bonn, after his mother died, his whole life was spent
in Vienna, in one dreary attic after another. Occasion-

to prolong his life,
In his

© frequent, and did not help

hile was

him, » in
j the hope of tale;

“erny, when a boy, visite
» and found him ¢la

ally the monotony was broken by a visit to the country
in search of health; but mostly he wandered from one

lodging to another;

and, from

the many

descriptions

Before deafness interfered he was sociably inclined,.
and his genius as a pianist, and especially his gift of
improvisation, made him welcome in princely houses

where otherwise his bluff speech and open rudeness might
have denied him admittance. As silence closed about
him, however, he locked his doors to all save his intimates, and even to them at times. Schindler, Ries

Moscheles, Carl Czerny, Lobkowitz, Rasoumowsky, and
other persistent friends, however, kept in touch with him
constantly, and were wise enough to regard his out-

;
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Except

for such visits his days passed monotonously

enough. He rose at daybreak, wrote continuously—the
sheer quantity of music that he wrote must have kept
him continually at work using the pens provided for him
hy the simple but kindly Baron Baron Zmeskall, thereby.
saving his over-wrought nerves, Think of Beethoven
throbbing with the inspiration of a mighty symphony, com-

pelled to stop to cut a quill pen to his liking!
his leisure time was spent in long country

walk

Much of
where

his melodic ideas came to him and his compositions took
shape in his mind,

He hummed

his melodies, and ges-

ticulated as he walked, often hatless, and almost always
regardless of sunshine and rain.

Me once pointed out to

Schindler the tree under which he sat while composing

receive

© taught a legato touch

take shelter in a frail, inadequate body. In return they
were privileged to watch the unfolding of his ever.

yl

ry, who

©”
» Says he insisted
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or”
1826, he rec

Composition 5 a
1h
Went to S

growing genius.

|

‘aching, often ign!

he aaccept
z
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af
CW irregular less pied.

bursts

of passionate irritability as merely pathological
symptoms, the consequence of a mighty spirit forced to

|

» hairy side out. J

ments, clothes lying where they fell and a general atmosi
phere of indifference to material things.

These touches may briefly be described as follows:
I. The hand touch, where the hand moves upon the
wrist as a hinge, the fingers delivering the force to the
keys.

ae

Glimpses of Great Masters at Home

given by those who visited him, one gathers always the
same impression of bare walls, scanty furniture, scattered
papers, a piano or two and a few other musical instru-

As the author says, “The tone produced in this exercise will be almost wanting in character; but the
important position of the arm will be gained.” At this
point, do not attempt to explain all the touches at once.
One at a lesson will be sufficient. Be sure that one is
thoroughly tnderstood and mastered before going on
to the next.
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The Teachers’ Round ‘Table
Conducted

by N. J. COREY

This department is designed to help the teacher upon questions pertaining to “‘How to Teach,”*
“What to Teach,”’ etc., and not technical problems pertaining to Musical Theory,
History, etc., all of which properly belong to the Musical Questions Answered
Full name and address must accompany all inquiries.
department.

The Age Limit Again
“While

reading

the

Teacher's

Round

Table

I hap-

pened upon the article entitled Thirty-five Years Young,
and it occurred to me that possibly my personal experience, if known, might not only help ‘Thirty-five
Years Young, but other music lovers of mature age,
¢ ambitious to know and to perform beautiful compositions.
“About five years ago I took up the study of piano music
seriously, beginning as any novice from the very first steps.

I was twenty-eight years old and had been married six

months.

From early childhood I loved music better than

only induce my pupils to work like that, what could I
not accomplish with them!” A natural love for music,
coupled with a capacity for unlimited and patient work!
Now the question is: How many of those who, be-

octave, and to
you ‘will select
of the scale.
common chord

studied is too long to print here, but it ranges from
Beethoven’s Sonatas, Op. 49, to the Sonata Pathetique,

exhibit B. Let the pupil play the two chords, alternating
until you are sure her ear discerns the difference beSome pupils cannot hear the difference
tween them.
until after considerable drill. In response to this same
question asked by Phillips Brooks of his organist, he
The famous preacher said
played these two chords.

It
tinning late, have worked, like that, have yet failed?
is not only to those who begin late that teachers might
hand this letter, but also to their younger pupils who
Real workers are
have arrived at the reasonable age.
Our correspondent’s list of pieces
not in the majority.

and

many

includes

anything else, and have regretted that circumstances for-

ahalf a dozen lessons at the age
bade my taking more than
of eight. Somehow or other I always knew the notes and
during my girlhood, when I heard anything that appealed
to me, I would buy the piece and ‘play at it.’ Of course

I did not play correctly, but I derived pleasure from

my efforts, and the knowledge that I did not underto learn
stand how to play well made me very anxious
And while my opportunity to study came
to do so.
rather late, (according to the popular idea), I think
that what I have accomplished proves that, possessed of

a burning love for music and a willingness to work
against all odds, even a person over the dead-line age

may really arrive,
“For ten years before my marriage I had a position
of great responsibility and grew very methodical. AcTherefore, upon taking
curacy became second nature.
up music I came fortified by two powerful elements—
At this stage I practice four
accuracy and system.
I begin by doing several of the Tausig fivehours.
finger exercises, then three major scales with their accompanying

octaves

minors,

properly

and

harmonic

accented,

sevenths and a chromatic scale.
a study of Cramer and a Bach

four

melodic,

in

and

chords

the triads

of

This is followed by
Three-Part Invention,

always reviewing a former Bach and Cramer selection.

Then the pieces. I try to do most of my practicing in
the forenoon, but am not always able to do so, owing to
household duties. An hour or two each evening is devoted to playing over old pieces.
“T enclose a list of the music I have studied, taking
two lessonsa week all the year with the exception of
one month in the summer.
My teacher, while not one
of the best-known, has taught twenty-seven years in this
city, is a composer and organist and a thoroughly

petent musician.

com-

T am ranked as the best of his twenty-

fiye pupils, and I want to say that, if I have in any way

proved ‘the exception, it has not heen altogether due to
my

own

efforts, but because

of my

teacher,

who

has

been very thorough, very patient, and not particularly
keen upon quitting instruction the second my lesson hour
has ticked off its limit. In this, of course, T have been
most fortunate.
I have worked strenuously and I admit
jt has not always been easy for me to devote hours
a day to the piano, Time and time again it has been

at the sacrifice of other pleasure that I have learned a
portion of a new piece or a new study; but the result
I find time to read
has always been compensated me,
extensively on musical subjects, the lives of musicians,

etc., and Tue

Erune

from cover to cover each month.

“Possibly you have received many

letters in connection

with this article and mine may rank as the least of them.
Tf not and you consider what I have done of any moment I shall be glad if you will publish it in your
valuable paper together with an abridged list of my
music, with the hope that I may help others who, while
Acsiring to study, have not the courage to do so, on

account of age.”

most

instructive

Ina L, Lee,
item to be drawn

from

Mrs.

The
Lee's letter is the fact that she has worked intelligently,
y. , The letter
sil
rstermatic ally, consistently and consec~ utivel
if I could

nany a teacher to exclaim: “Oh,
syste
will cause 1

classic

and

compositions.

standard

Mental Evolution
“In the small

railroad town

in which

I live the

one ambition of the rudimentary people seems to
be to haye their children play ‘hard’ sheet music
complishing

teaching

means,

This

Is there any way

that it is a long, slow process?”"—N,

B.

is always ‘too ea

people

is a sort of sociological

the

problem

Let the pupil commit cadence A to
and minor scale.
memory, and then also cadence B. It will be noted that

will

that you

have to undertake. Leading ignorant people (and ignorance is always the mother of prejudice) through a
process of mental evolution up to a plane where they may
find enlightenment is a difficult process, and one outside
the beaten path of a music teacher’s ordinary endeavor.
It is especially difficult as such people always fortify
each other by their mutual interchange of prejudice and
ignorance. The fact that they are not in reality to blame
for their condition does not make the problem any less
In such a community it seems almost imtroublesome.
perative that you should become a sort of sociological
missionary and constantly talk with the various parents
and try to give them something of an understanding
The situation is not
what the study of music means.
y you
rendered any easier by the fact that occasionall
whe
talent
exceptional
with
will run across a “Mary”
will call
will progress rapidly, and then all the mothers
who are
you to account for not making their “Sarahs,”
be told their
dull, play just as well. They do not like to

children are duller than Mrs. Brown’s.

people;

whenever

you

and doubtless

you

come

in

contact

frequently

with

will have

these

to go

r or not music
out of your way to do so. As to whethe
by the pupil’s
judge
to
have
will
you
easy,”
may be “too
she plays
which
in
manner
the
general progress and
used.

have already
pieces of a given difficulty that you
will have to use
you
r,
howeve
ity,
commun
a
In such
as will be over
cs”
“classi
such
avoid
showy pieces and
.
ency
the heads of your constitu
Major and Minor Scales
“How

iS
between

there

the difference
can I explain to a pupil a
seale?’—H, M.
a ma, jor and a minor

of harmony,
Assuming that your pupil knows nothing many young
of
true
be
will
as
not,
do
and that you also
will try and give
teachers who read the Round Table, 1
such conditions.
to
suited
explanation
simple
very
you a
First, copy out the two following cadences.

is another

A-flat,

This

altered

is the

note

in the

subdominant,

and

second
again

chord

at

it is the

third that is lowered in making it a minor chord. The.
third chord is the same in both cadences, and is called
the dominant.
Now play the scale in accordance with
cadence B, lowering the third and sixth degrees a halfstep. Out of this will grow what is termed the harmonic
minor scale, which is the simpliest minor scale to study
first. Explaining the minor in this manner, with cafor the
tonic is simpler
the same
dences upon
student to understand than trying to make him understand it in the form of the relative minor.
This latter
may be explained later. Do not try to explain too much
at one lesson, nor all of this, except in two or more
lessons.

An Outward Bend
“T have

trouble

that is, to keep
joint raised and

Meanwhile there -

the issue,
is only one plan for you, aside from ignoring
topic of conand that is to make the matter a constant
yersation

It

is the character of this interval that defines the major

of music

study

that the second chord sounded as if someone had sat
down on the first one. Now explain'to your pupil that
the principal difference between the major and minor
chord is in the interval from C to E, which is a major
third, and from C to E-flat, which ‘s a minor third.

ac-

of

these

and

are

they

what

after

for E in that chord substitute E-flat as in

Now

name.

build the first chord you will find that
the tones one, three, five and eight out
This is the tonic chord of C, called the
by those who do not know the technical

fingers.

other
Can

you

with

The

suggest

the

outside

of the hand,

the little finger and its knuckle
level with the same joint of the

right

any

way

hand
of

is especially

correcting

bad.

this ?"'—

G, H.

You should be able to correct this difficulty by a little
patient practice.
You are evidently not maintaining a
level position of the hand.
The saying often is that
when the hand is in right position the centre of gravity
should be toward the thumb.
That is, the hand should
lean slightly tow
the thumb.
In assuming this
i
tion the little finger is naturally brought up into position.

You must now study to maintain this position, which
will need close application and attention on your part.
_It is a good plan at the start to exaggerate the
leaning toward the thumb for the sake of practice. Lift
the little finger up and down, as high as possible, and
strike firmly, working very slowly, and scrutinizing
closely.
In the exaggerated position the little finger
will even strike at a slight angle, with the point away
from the hand. Then take a passage-work exercise like
the following, in which only the third, fourth and fifth
fingers are employed.
Practice slowly every day with
each hand separately, until you have finally trained the
hand to take and keep an upright position.
Tor the
right hand the descending form of the exercise gives the
most

work

for the little finger, and

the ascending

for

the left, In preliminary practice use the study in this
manner until some rapidity can be acquired; then practice up and down the keyboard for a couple of octaves.
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Hints for Chord Reading

Is the Musical Mind Allied with the Subconscious Mind ?

The Art of Playing Accompaniments

By Mabelle Hoyt O'Neal

By.Julia W. Wolfe

Wuenre the teacher has the pupil from the beginning
of his musical study, it is or should be no trouble to
teach rapid and accurate chord reading; but, with the
more advanced pupil who comes without having more
than half learned the notes, the problem is not so simple.
Such a pupil may be given exercises something like the
example given below and be required to place the hand
quickly and silently over the various formations without
allowing his eye to leave the page.
This saves considerable wear and tear on sensitive ear drums, and at
the same time teaches him to rely upon the fingers and
muscle memory alone, which is a much surer guide:
Ex.1

Ex.2

be

«

arg

“Ex. 3

By D. G. Woodruff

Tue absentmindedness of musicians has often been
told. Many of the great composers have seemed quite
apart from themselves, or indeed from any rational
process of reasoning about ordinary things, when they
have been in their musically creative periods.
It is said
that Schubert was often unable to identify his own.things
after he had once written them. The writer has known,
personally, a musician who was so very fertile that he
would often write a composition so like another that he
had written a few weeks previous that they were almost
identical. He would be entirely unconscious of the result.
Even Beethoven was dreadfully afflicted with absence

of mind.

Ex.5&6

Ex.4

Ex.8

=

pe

5

:

Ex.9 & 10

é

Ss

-

a6

5

ei;

He would think upon musical subjects while

he was doing something else, often with disastrous results. It is said that his face continually bore the marks
of horrible razor cuts because he persisted upon thinking
about music while he was shaving. Once he insisted upon
paying a waiter in a restaurant for a meal that he had
not eaten and was very indignant when told that he had
forgotten that he had not ordered the meal. Surely, the
mind upon such musical flights must be apart from the

normal mind; and it is quite easy to concieve of it as the
sub-conscious mind.

x

#:
—

|

The Modesty of Composers

has there

(oe ) read these notes first.

composers.

two

leger notes

Ex. 2.
are

on each

side of the

stem ( 2 ) and either or both has an accidental, place
the notes as far apart as possible. Ex. 2 and 3.
5. Where mixed accidentals are used, as in exercise 4,
read first the kind of which there are least.
. In reading heavy chords below the staffs, begin at
the top and read downward.
Always read from the
bottom up in all other cases. Ex. 5 and 6.
7. In reading chords for one hand containing stems
going both ways, read each group .of stems separately,
as each represents a distinct voice or part, and it insures
clearer thinking in interpretation, Ex. 7.
8. A heavy chord having stems going hoth ways, as
in exercise 8, is always read with two hands. Ex. 8.
9. Always read double sharps and double flats first.
Ex. 9 and 10.

A Hypodermic for Clementi
By S. E. Hitchcock

Tere is a time in the education of a pianist (usually
during High School years) when Clementi’s Gradus
seems a steep and endless stairway; when Czerny’s
Studies represent a dull, dead route round Robin Hood’s
Obviously it is up to the teacher to take hypobarn.

dermic needle in hand and inject a little life into
“Clementi and Company.” For the Gradus we recommend
sane following prescription (casily adapted to Cramer,
;
Kallak, etc.).
Regard each study .as a step (from Latin, gradus).
Now, there are various ways of covering steps, we need

not always walk. Indeed, No. 1 and No. 2 are merely
setting-up exercises—a small concession for us to make,
surely, in preparing for our
the second we may choose

coming
among

adventures.
fascinating

After
modes
Coasting

There is Air-Planing (No. 5);
of travel.
on the Ice (No. 7); On Ball-Bearing Roller Skates
4);
(No. 11); A Flight on the Magic Carpet (No.
(No. 23); Russian Cart With
The Merry-Go-Round
Tf these and other
Donga (No. 27); and many others.

fanciful means of transportation are employed, the ma-

of course, If
chinery must be kept in good condition,
geared to high
while
sound
imperfect
an
the machine has
is, gO very
speed, the driver must get out and wal —that

S will in time he conVarious facetious
slowly.
as; Through the
studio,
the
tributed by the youth of

Mire With Dapple Gray (No. 6); The Jitney Speeds—
Ox-Cart

One Jolt Per Measure (No. 8); The ¢ reaking
of a
(No. 15): Riding the Wind (No. 9); Tinpressions
such titles
Ride in a Hand-Car (No, 24). Do not think
discourteous to the composer,
They are simply

to keep him alive in this swift modern age!

employ in the study of this mos t important
department
of music.
It is not every composer who is
the best
exponent of his own music, neither
is the concert i nie
nor organist always a successful accom
panist
a
Caref

ully following the developmen
ts of musi
ve
observe that the first accompaniments
to song
a ae i
certed instrumental music were somew
hat aS she
e
of execution, very little technic being requitred;
; furth her, the
voice of the solo instrument was to b
‘
made
i
so the accompaniment was a secondary
ccm aees
Later, as the song form developed,
the accompaniments :
also became more complex
cor
andd el elaborate, as shown in
Schubert’s songs.
hen the piano part of string
trios
1
quartets, quintets
gradually attained increasing
prominence, until to-day it sometimes
equals in difficulty the
y
piano concerto, At th
S
i
2, virtuoso to do nic
a a ie a
ieee
paniments. In

devices

By Charles R. Doran

modesty

greater

been

names

whose

no men

Amonc

immortal

have become
among

than

the master

“Music is all the sweeter in that those whom

it has made famous it has made also modest,” wrote the

notes of their music, not what they

“The

Italian poet.

have

said about

wrote

another.

works,

their
That

them renowned,”

made

composers

great

of a

been

have

They left
retiring disposition is common knowledge.
their works to blaze the trail to fame.
Verdi never was heard to speak of his operas as “my
4
Trovatore” or “my Rigoletto.”
When asked if he thought his name would become
immortal, Gounod once said, “No, T have done nothing
Once when beseiged by admirers
to uplift mankind.”
for his autograph, he replied, “Why do you want it? It
is not of a great man.”

Rubinstein blushed like a school girl whenever he was

addressed as “maestro,” and even
title be not bestowed upon him.

requested

that

the

Chopin said, “If my work is of real value it may be

heard after I am gone; but I hope they will never prefix

to my name any other title than ‘monsieur.’

T dislike to

as a ‘master,’ and still more

addressed

hear any man

to

be spoken of as ‘the great.”
“Modesty is the sweetest note in all the scale,” wrote

and of all the great musical comMadame de Staél;
“They are beloved because of
said,
be
posers it may
their sweet modesty.”
Of
Music soothes as well as fires the soul of man.
the Marseilles Hymn, Roger de Lisle wrote, “It is a
good hymn, I suppose; but as to its becoming immortal,
why should it?”

Mascagni
money,

me

said of his Cavalleria,

not

fame.

Fame

“Oh, it will bring

to an age that is

belongs

Yet the /niermesso is to-day among the hestpassed.”
known pieces of music that have come to us since
Gounod’s Faust made Paris proclaim him “A great of

greatest composers.”
Schubert

me!

Why,

wrote

of

I cannot

his

say.”

Serenade,

iv

“It

really

pleases

To-day too few composers are writing music because
of the compelling force of inspiration which will not he
The love of gain has too much
denied expression.

joy of writing for the pure pleasure of

crowded out the

self-expression. V ith this has gone much of the modesty
so characteristic of the ones who write for the love of

art.
are the

“Men

of

modesty—beautiful

t ones, more

interested

modesty,”
in their works

such
than

ee

music

ae

, one must cult
ivate an extended line of vision so that
the sol
‘rt, the words, and
the general idea of the
work fin a id is inst
antly perceived. Then there is that
aestheti oe fiect call
ed rubato,
which should be under
per fect y control, i
wher eby the
soloist may be closely
and
arefully follow
There is a wide field for
ed,
i
accompanists of
with good technic, goo
this class,
d
und
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e
ndin
i l theory,
of musica
including th © branches of hart
iti

mony,

*

aanc _ Cor _ accompanying
a
4
YY, coun ‘terpoint, com b
Dosition,
Sit
from
instrumentation, and above ail.
orchestral scores)
which is most beautiful in ane Appreciation of that

5
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y

i
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ae hed shall we have ees bleWhen
cae
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Nth
area Baa eae interpret correctly
educa-_
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that
all
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i
singer,
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a

Two Neighbor
hood

Impressions

—,

Weber avoided persons who he knew would refer
He liked to get
to his compositions as great works.

away from people who knew him, and often requested
that his music be not played within his hearing.
Liszt said of music, “It is often but a road to sorrow
and despair,” meaning that so many composers do not
Rubinstein was of a sad temperament, as was
succeed.
also Chopin; and both were “painfully” modest.

,

some cases the ornamentatio
n ie, 5Aor
that it is often difficult to
comprehend at rice the Ga
monic structure.
As regards reading

:

The following rules will help to solve these Chinese
puzzles for such a student.
1. Always bear the signature well in mind.
2. In chords containing an accidental, read the accidental first, as it requires an entire readjustment of
ideas. Ex. 1.
3. In chords containing notes on each side of the stem

4, In case

; Why are so few pianists gooc
accompanists?
One
is more and more led to believe tha
t they are born, not
made.
ss wide acquaintance with music
al theo ry and practical experience are undoubtedly the best
means one can

By Walter Lewis
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FOR REMEMBRANCE

hand.
[llustrative of the device of combining 2 melody and accompaniment in the same
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J.E. ROBERTS:

Bring out the theme with a pressure touch. Gride 3

Tempo moderato molto espressivo M.M. d-=60
5

5
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Con anima
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THE ETUDE

MERRY

MORRIS

SWAINS
DANCE

A rollicking dane e, demandin g quick and accurate finger work: Grade 3
144
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M.M.d
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DANCE

A COUNTRY

In modern gavotte rhythm. Light and airy, in the style of an aesthetic dance. Grade 3

Moderato u.M.¢
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THE ETUDE

SLOW MOVEMENT
from the “MOONLIGHT SONATA”
-L. van BEETHOVEN,

legato

SOR

Op. 27, No.2

sé

O—POP

PP ma

cantando

con

espressione

I!
ry

delicacy and with
_ al) “This entire movement sbould be played with extreme

‘vaised dampers!” The direction as to the use of the pedal is not to be liter.
depressed
ally interpreted. The damper pedal should be released and again
indicated, This
ut each change of harmony. Tht s correct use is frequently

movement may be played iq.

we
:
iment in the middle voice Cae throughout b)
aecomp"
triplet
The
dike
with
d
handle
be
s
The
out.
through
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subordi
upper voice should be played eeieec bass tones ae La con
melody 1” ©
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en er, dreamy manner,
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SALUTE

TO THE
MARCH

A real military march

’

two steps tothe measure.

Tempo di Marcia M Md
4
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COLORS
BERT

Easy to play, but full and brilliant in effect. Grade 2)

R. ANTHON Y, Op.273 No.1
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WHISPERS -OF SPRING
-A waltz in running style always makes

an acceptable drawing-room

work and in steadiness of rhythm.Grade 3
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ON A THEME FROM‘FAUST”

Gt. All 8’and 4’ stops
Regis| Sw. Full coup. to Gt.
Ped. Ped 16’ and 8”
CH.GOUNOD
One of the immortal melodies heard in the Finale of this popular opera; well adapted for organ transcription.
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Lessons of the Accompaniment
By Leonora Sill Ashton
in subdividing the different parts of a
musical composition for the purpose of
learning cach one most thoroughly it is
interesting and instructive to note how
many lessons applicable to other practice
hours may be drawn from each one. The
left-hand

performance,

which

generally

forms the accompaniment to the melody,
has a special number of these, and it will
not be a waste of time to gather together
a number of compositions of the different

schools and study the different forms of
accompaniment.
First: There would probably be the
Alberti form so much used by Mozart
and the older classic writers—almost a
five-finger exercise:

This should be practiced with perfect

legato with an undeniable

accent on the

first note of the measure.
Secondly: The same should be taken
In
with the different staccato touches.
fact, every finger touch in Dr. Mason's
Touch and Technic may be used, and thus

with no difficulty.

This simple acccempani-

ment may afford practice which will not

only Sive accuracy and finish to the com-

Position in question, but bring strength

and firmness to the wayward left hand,
and lightness and brilliancy to the fingers.

There are arpeggios and great chords,
and intricate harmonies, each of which is
a lesson in itself, and by receiving due
attention will add power to the fingers in
an unlooked for manner.
;
This is the opening of the door of mysteries of all music after the great master.
The left hand receives as much attention
by the composer as the right, and often
the song itself is given to that hitherto
despised member, and the accompaniment
is bestowed upon the upper key branch for
y
the right hand to manipulate.
Beside these lessons in technic the careful study of fhe accompaniment has wider
things to teach.
A good foundation to
the knowledge of form may be laid. As
is seem above, this special part of the
composition forms a kind of hall mark
which tells to which school it belongs, and
as time goes on a pupil will learn to know
almost at a glance what age of music
claims the printed page before him.
In addition to this, it is the accompaniment which distinguishes the rhythm—the
time of a piece.

The ears of many

children are

faulty

in this respect, and too much stress cannot be laid upon the count and its direct
application.
So on and on the lessons might be
multiplied, but that is left to the teacher's
discretion.
A whole world. of music
opens, apparently, with the striking of
every note, one may almost say, and itis

Passing over the near and yet so far

the great art of music teaching to single

use, but coupled with it—perhaps on the

derstanding.
Do not wait until the lesson hour arrives to find out then what is needed.
Live in your teaching, and search all the

distance between Mozart and Beethoven,
we find this same accompaniment still in
same page—strange new rhythms and harMonies, which tax our brains as well as

our

fingers.

Here

the accompaniment

is

no longer a servant to the melody, but it
has become independent, and has a message of its own to deliver-

out from this the points which are to work
best for the furtherance of the pupil’s un-

time for the best and surest way to unfold

what is difficult
charge.

to those

placed

in your

Memorizing Quickly
By Ear! S. Hilton

Gorne about on the level ground is an
but, to
easy matter for a normal person, the
top

reach a higher point, for instance,
is reof a mountain, a new kind of effort

quired,

Such an effort not only aids to
but it also

reach the top of the mountain

strengthens the climber. New muscles are
brought into use and developed through

This
the process.
physical being.

makes

him

a better

,
If one wishes to play a pi ece with ease
ity
abil
his
in
a composition which is with
,
and technic should be selected. But if ‘a

is above one’s

piece is attempted which

ability and technic, then a certain procto reach
ess should be followed in order

up to the accomplishment of the composition.
A process which will bring about quick *
results in learning any piece just above
one’s present capabilities, and also help to
memorize is outlined as follows: Practice
from one to four measures, each hand
alone, afterwards both hands together, until (1) correct notes, (2) fingering, (3)
time values of notes, (4) evenness of
rhythm are attained. Then, proceed to the

There

especially if he WAS

side of a situation,
himself the victim of the joke. Once he
r

2
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0 do with

fet which had
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Bee

the production of

in Paris, in 1849,

We

™

Prophete
!

will not attempt

A New

longer any

reason

for forcing your-

next one of four measures, following the
This method is successful
same process.

If it has ever been your desire to own a Baby
Grand you should know all about the Brambach.

period of practicing four measur.s, you
play the entire piece, from beginning to
end.

We will be glad to send you details if you send
Please use coupon
us vour name and address.
below.

for quick results, if, at the end of every
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see the funny ,
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a wit, but he

is no

self to be content with an upright piano when
you know you want a Grand Piano. The two
time worn objections to the Grand Piano
have been overcome by the Brambach Baby
Grand: first—Space; for the’ Brambach measures 4 feet 8 inches in length and occupies only
the space of an upright, second—Price, as the
Brambach costs only what you would expect to
pay for a high grade upright.
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Romili Song
by G. Romili,

New York

is written

in the

Tues

this issue,
Over the Meadow, the neww song in
an a gradMr. Romili
J is annf American,
.
fluent, melodic style of this gifted compose er.
studied voice with William Whitney, son

uate of Bowdoin College.
In Boston h
He
the teacher of Caruso.
later in Ttaly with Lombardi,
of G. Romili
name
of Myron Whitney, and
the
ng
assumi
,
success
{
prot nounced
then appeared in opera with
Mr. Romili has published in all about
—his right name being Romilly Tohnson.
Being a singer himself his
of them.
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words ds !
forty songs, writing his own
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What My Voice Lacks
By George Y. Cramer
Recentiy the writer passed through a
great music studio building in which there

were over two hundred rooms. When one
approached the building there was percep-

tible a kind of roar like the distant hum of
Niagara. As one got nearer the structure
the screams, cries, yelps and barks of the
vocal students could remind one of nothing

but the animals at the zoo,

Hundreds of

pupils under the direction of as many
teachers, more or less able, were trying to
do something to their voices to supply
some lacking element.

One could not help thinking of the condition that so many pupils confront. There
is just one little element which usually

makes the difference between success and
failure in the voice of the average singer.
The little thing that the voice lacks is that
which the vocal teacher works frantically
to supply.
Range,
flexibility,
power,
sweetness,
clearness, plasticity, responsiveness—these
are the gaps which the teacher has to
bridge.
The average good teacher does
not try to bridge them. He knows that, if
he can have his pupil long enough, he can
build from the foundation up; and that, if
the work is done right throughout, there
will be no gaps or weak places. However,

the whole trouble is that the voice teacher
does not have anything like a fair chance
with most of his pupils.

They come to him

for little repairs as though he was a kind of
cobbler. Some of the leading “voice specialists” are to blame a great deal for this.
man

The

who

charges an exorbitant

fee

for just a few lessons may be able to give

yalue for the time he takes; but he does
not take nearly enough. Vocal evils can
not be cured with very slender attention.
When there is anything serious the matter
with the voice it takes wees
the evil, sometimes months,

to correct
sometimes

years.
Probably the first great weakness which
ers
most yoices have is what most teach

By
would call the “lack of placement.
this is meant that the amount of breath
the
administered to the vocal chords at
that
right time is correct in quantity and

little
the natural means of reinforcing the
it
until
s
chord
vocal
the
squeak made by
oe are employed
becomes a pea
nid musically.
aaa more teachers seem to be
ae
around

to the

theory

that nature

and that its
itself is a pretty good guide
aya is
securing
of
most natural means
In otl3
to “let nature have its way.
d i
rds, open your
ae were calling

mouth as you woul
someone at a distance.

ng el
teh all of the resonati

was

that they

the

id state; avoid &
head in a loose, liqu
lips, soft pa ae
suggestion of strain at the
exactly on Be
tones
farynx; think the
iful quality y
pitch; think the most beaut

can imagine; and then sing, sing, sing.

Mental Tone Concepts
said to me re
One celebrated teacher
my pupils
that
k
thin
to
y, “T used
ly.
entl
cent

had

no

mental

conception

of what was beautiful and what was
mediocre.
Then I tried them out with
phonograph records, putting on the record
of some really beautiful voice and then
some voice that was full of obvious ‘gaps.’
They invariably chose the lovely voice.
Then I tried them with tones I produced
muself, They had no difficulty whatever
in distinguishing between a beautiful tone
and one that was faulty.
The whole
trouble with the pupils was that they did
not care to work hard enough or long
enough to produce the right results. They
wanted to sing and they were not willing

to wait patiently and work industriously
until they got the tone that they knew was
right. There are hundreds of pupils like
that, who compromise with themselves on
ordinary tones, and do it so much’ that
they make their voices continuously ordinary. Most singers could sing a great
deal better if they would work persistently
to avoid tones that did not come up to

their nearest approach to what
lieve to be an ideal tone.”

they be-

Remember that without a pleasing quality
your voice can never have anything in the

way of a market value.
The thing that puts the singer over first
with the average audience is the ability to

feeling into works

intell-

gently interpreted.
After this comes the
quality.
Few singers know that the difference between the fees taken by GalliCurci, McCormac and Caruso and the ordinary fine singer is enormous.
For instance Caruso will draw $20,000.00 a night;
while we know of a singer of very high
would

identify

any reader of this article

at once

as

had very little voice to start with, and
she has very little now; but she interprets
so

wonderfully.”

epoch-making
been

great

an

All

very

well.

actors,

who

would

dramatic

readers,

Some

have

have

artist

of

national renown, who is glad to get $300 a
night? What is the reason for this great
gulf between $20,000 and $300 a night?

your health with plenty of outdoor
exercise, work patiently and persistently
, but
never forcing and you will
reach your
greatest possibility for power,
Many of the voices which
seem ty. eak
can be built up by the mean
s we have suggested.
Many others are weak
because
the

singer is self-conscious.
The writer
has had many pupils of
this kind, When
the pupil began to sing
he had his mind
overburdened
consciously
ands
:

been

able to’ record successes with slender
voices, but; their success is. exceptional.
Work first for quality; quality in the

whole

range

of your

voice.

Sing your

simple exercises over and over again,
listening with all your soul for every

slight improvement
urally and freely.

in quality. Sing natTry to imagine that

ange, there is us
ually
famous English
conho

you are a song bird, floating in the air
and

using as

little effort as possible

to

produce results.

it i
i
five :notes : in her _
Voice, ‘m
maay
y haba
y ted
physically in
capacitated ; but

Lack of Force

Lack of force in tone production is by
often it is merely

a lack of resonance,

that

some

voices

are

naturally

big

and

It is very
others are naturally small.
much the same as with a musical instryOne

can

not

expect

to

get

tne

same amount of tone from a one inch pipe
as from a sixteen foot diapason. If you
really have a small voice, you can make
one of the mistakes of your life jin
trying to make it a big voice. A certain
physical limitation is there, and the sooner
you find it out the better. This, strange

realizing it.
©
taught in Amer
ic

‘acher, who
Say that if one a a long time, used to
would ate
“cing within th
e natural ray ays start pracBe ee acre
s downward ge of the voice
eee
» always insisthe first note
of the scale
8S Possible,
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ithout da:

e Tange coul
d be ex-

english teacher hy nmger.

Another

‘ans always

The writer knows of a bari-

tone and of a tenor who were very nearly

igh

midgets in size, but who possessed voices
of such power
screen

i
nree

that if one were behind a

he would

think them

the voices of

small voices,
Singers with
giants.
roe
who
try to make them big in a short time, are

sure to force.
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Educational conferences with these three great artists will appear shortly in Tap
Erupr.
It has been our ambition to have this department “the best vocal maga.
zine of the times.” We have tried to conduct it like a little “all-round” voice

journal. We would like our voice readers to help us in extending
this direction by calling the attention of their song-loving friends
‘Tae Erupe during the last year has had invaluable feature articles
from Amelita Galli-Curci, Mary Garden, Geraldine Farrar, Mme.
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of the person.
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Ones,

Very

The singer, however, should always realize

ment.

Human Feeling

put the human

Most of it is due to quality.
I have
been a little prolix upon this because I
want the young singer to know that if
his voice lacks quality—range, force, etc.,
may do him little good.
During recent years there have been far
too many statements such as, “Her voice
is a made voice; you know, my dear, she

no means always a lack of strength.

The foregoing may be the best remedy
for a lack of pleasing quality in your voice.

standing, whom

The Problem of Vocal Placement
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The same might be said of Galli-Curci’s
Bell Song from Lakme.
If you want
style, one

of the quickest

and

best ways

in which to stimulate it.is to buy a talking
machine. “This will make me a copy,” you
say. Nonsense! If you are a copyist you
Use your
will never have style anyhow.
brains, listen to as much good music as
you can possibly hear, and you will soon
acquire a style that will be just as individual as your handwriting.
Daily Drill
Perhaps, if you are the average

Schomacker
Style F Gran

daily drill of a careful kind, The great
Patti once wrote that she never failed to
practice scales twenty minutes every day

Every vocal student has more or less
In fact, ninetrouble with the tongue.
tenths of the vocal failures may be laid at
door of that unruly member.

as its beauty of construction delights the

One is too
says: “The bad, bad tongue!
thick, another too thin, a third too long, a

Lilli Lehmann,

fourth much

Company

Coloratura

Soprano,

Grand Opera, Parts’

to Sing,

Ladies and gen-

too short.

muscles.
There is a ‘nuscle growing upward into
Ever hear
the tongue- the hyo-glossus.
of it? If you have not, get acquainted
with it as soon as possible. If you have

1838

PA.

—get better

acquainted with it.

Once this

muscle is understood and mastered, most
of your vocal troubles will disappear like
Mme. Lehmann, Caruso, Farrar,
magic.
Melba, Lind, all the noted singers, had this
muscle well developed when they began

DREAM
VOYAGE
SONG

in her How

tlemen, these are nothing but the excuses
of the lazy!”,
Excuses of the Jasy! We beg to differ
with the great aftist-teact er.
It is not laziness, cu. 2less practice or
It is the
impatience for quick results,
tongue
of the
condition
undeveloped

Schomacker Piano
PHILADELPHIA,

en

e haiKe
song whiich I hav
re to include in
with grea
Tt has always met

Blessre a

success.”

OTHER LEADING ARTISTS

A DREAM VOYAGE ,.,.sca
vic TOR YOUNG

St
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Tue

subject of Voice

Culture

is one

In all this,
that has been much discussed.
one phase has been-systematically avoided.
Here rises the point of nomenclature.
Should we not abolish such terms as registers, glottis, head, chest, medium and
These words, even
falsetto voice, etc.?
very vague.
are
usage,
best
in their
Supposing you were studying and your
teacher said, “Your chest tones are too
would you do to close
open.” |What
If you made a voluntary effort
them?
to close them you would stiffen the throat,

which certainly would be wrong.
A soprano is at a lesson and is instructed, “The notes from C up must be
sung in head voice.” How can a student
send

onan ten

ADSI

a

message

to

her

vocal

cords

to

give her a head voice?
The tenor is directed, “Cover your tones
from E up.” How shall he cover them

Price, 30 Cents
SSER
THEODORE PRE
St.,

E Ha CE ue

co.

Phila., Pa.

.

FRECKLES
me to Get Rid

Or the
without stiffening the throat?
to
teacher will say, “You will be careful

avoid the break at E or F,” with the re-

sult that the pupil tightens his throat before reaching the E, and forces his tone

in his endeavor to get past the change, at

the same time losing his free, loose, open
throat.
sThe usual treatise on singing discusses
of These Ugly Spot
a
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a
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hundred

dred weeks.
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addressing

their vocai careers.
Possibly they never
heard of the hyo-glossus, but in their cases
it was well developed, else they could not

have given to the world their beautiful
voices.
Demosthenes, the greatest of all Greek
orators, ina dim way sensed this muscle
and proceeded to develop it. He stuttered and stammered because he could not
control the tongue; and back of tonguecontrcel (and impossible without it) is a
strong,
flexible
hyo-glossus —_muscle.
Demosthenes
placed pebbles under his
tongue and made himself speak with those
in his mouth.
Result?
His speech became
perfection;
he acknowledged
no
superior then or now.
There has been no improvement over
his method.
Try cork, of different sizes,
instead of pebbles.
Daily, conscientious

work for six weeks will do wonders.

If at

the end of that time, your voice is not as
strong, beautiful, and vibrant as you wish
and your tongue is not under perfect control, keep up the daily work.
Eventually
you will have it and it will be permanent.

a Beautiful

Voice

OS. A strong, clewr,
A powerful
voice of
surpassing
beauty can
now be yours!
You can huve
wonderful range
of tone, greater
richness of quality,
more volume, more
resounnce.
In your
spare moments xt home
and in an amazingly
short time, youcan obtain
a perfect voice that wins
admiration and success. Makes
you popular and respected
wherever you go. Not one person
in abundred knows how to use his or her voice properly.
Now the secret of a perfect voice is yours for the asking.
.

Wonderful

about twice as little after as before studysays, “Control the Regising it. One book

Another
ssured.”
ters and Success is
says, “The proper amount of air set in
vibration in the nasal and head cavities
diwill give the beautiful tone.” A third

rects, “Looseness

New

Method

Just a few moments adwy of your spare time at home devoted to simple, scientific, silent exercises of the vocul
orgaus bring wmazing results right from the start. You
will be astonished at the new richness, clearness and qual-

ity in your voice almost immedintely.

This exclusive

Feuchtinger method is endorsed by leading European singers, notors and speakers. It has hriped men and women
everywhere to wonderful success in singing and speaking,

Vocal Course—FREE
Splendid Vocal Course given all readers who enroll promptly
Personal instruction in Note Reading, Sight Singing, Ear
Training, Time and Rhythm Study, Harmony, Breathing,
Delivery, ete. Thi
is PRACTICAL, for beginners or
advanced students, and designed quickly to prepare you to
sing with confidence and applause. Absolutely free.

Do

You

Stammer?

Stammering, stuttering, lisping, and
other impediments in speech are quickly overcome by the Feuchtinger method.
Huskiness, harshuess and weakuess are
banished. No matter how poor your voice
is now, you can easily make it perfect,
VALUABLE

FR

EE

BOOK SENT
A handsome, illustrated buck tells
all about
this
wonderful, scieutitle discovery of the seoret of a
perfect voice.
It will be sent to
you without
cost or obligation if you write fur it st once.
No matter what kind of Work

you are engaged in, do uot overlook this opportunity to learn
how you
vss thro
the coupon of & posteurd
for this valuable hook now
is absolutely
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1922 Sunnyside Avenue
Chicago, Ill.
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By William Liskey
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that one

Preposterous Vocal Terms

BY

claims

No 17350

contend

lessons taken on successive days will often
do more good than the same number of
lessons taken over a period of one hun-

The Secret of

—it

VICTOR YOUNG

Se
MANY
BY

of the world

By Nettie Garner Barker

The quality of its tone
enraptures the heart

ESTABLISHED

No singer of her time had

more fluent execution; and yet she felt the
need for daily exercise. One of the most
celebrated singing teachers in New York
has said that the voice is unlike evety
other instrument in that it is never exactly
the same on two days in succession. The
singer ,must expect these differences as
he is a human being. He should, however,
try to keep his voice as uniform as possible
through exercise.
It is really wonderful
what regular practice will do. It is for such
a reason that some of the master teachers

The Pebbles of Demosthenes

eye.

SUNG

singer,

than anything else,

your voice lacks, more

of her life.
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PERFECT

VOICE

Studio A-230,

of jaw and the proper

enunciation of the words will make you a
singer.” Of the making of such suggestions there is no end. Even the morning

paper must discuss the registers and other
“what not” of the artist of the previous
evening’s concert.
What chance, pray,
has the bewildered student to bridge the
mire when he reads a criticism thus, “Her
medium register was wonderful, her upper
register fairly tight, and the chest register sung roughly.”
The student would just as well not look
in the paper for the opinion of the critic.

Send

INSTITUTE,

aud facts about your free Vocal

Course, without cost or obligation tome.
subject

that interests me.

{_] Singing

=

1922 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago, Ill.

me the illustrated book

Have marked X opposite
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Why could not the references to the singing of artists like Melba and Tetrazzini
be made understandable to a human being?

CHO

PARKER’S
HAIR BALSAM

Why not something like this: “Her voice
was remarkably schooled; fine in its lightest pianissimo; clear, ringing and pure,
even at its fullest power. Her messa voce
(half voice) was clear, showing excellent
control.” By this method, a student would
be given something to grasp as to how
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an artistic tone should sound.
Why should not the teacher say, “You
will listen very closely to your tone and
endeavor to make it clear and pure.”
By
concentrating on the tone he is actually
producing, the student will progress much
faster towards its correct production.

Someone proclaims that the air must be
set in vibration in the nasal and head cavities by singing Dans le Masque. That is,
the tone should be produced as if one
were singing through an imaginary mask.
What is gained by all this talk about
head cavities and registers when what the

student needs to learn is to listen to his
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LL the old charm
of these two
famous hotels now
combined and added
to. Hospitable. Home
like. Finest cuisine
Every modern comfort and service.
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OTHER
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“Am much impressed by its soundness and sanity,” Clara Kathleen Rogers
i
Author of “MY VOICE AND I”

=-

Price $1.25

“Will restore the public’s confidence in legitimate voice teaching.”

Senirlee, “auaras «DD. A. CLIPPINGER,
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617-18 Kimball Hall, Chicago, Ill.
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pusiers: wha Produced real
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the community music movement.
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By Alexander
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D. A. CLIPPINGER

all

is really h;appening

every day in the
vocal
studios
throughout
the country.
Thisi dealing in
abstruse terms is but
confusing the minds of
students, leading them
into all sorts of faul
ts in tone production,
and ending often in
cases of laryngitis,
chronic colds and
throat diseases.
Is it
not time to get away
from many of these
troublesom:
terms and back to
some of
the simplici

masters of the past was that the
beautiful
tone should be produced through
psychoIcgical rather than physiological
laws,

CITY.N.J
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Now,

If the old Italian masters knew of many
of these vocal terms they did not
use
them, knowing full well that they would
retard rather than further the progr
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of the pupil. What concerned these great
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This result positively guaranteed.
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Thrift in Music Study
iy W. Francis Gates

Turirt, like Boston, 1s “a state of mind.”
Art may have material as its medium, but
art is an expression of a mental state. Art

And

first exists in the mind of the artist.

there may be mental waste as well as
.
physical.
Waste may be found in almost every
studio, every school, every practice room,
every home; waste of time, waste of
We all have our lax moments
energy.

when carelessness clogs the wheels of efWhat we need is time-thrift, energy-

fort.

thrift.
This comes first to the door of the
If the pupil sees the teacher
teacher.

waste moments, who can blame the student
for wasting hours?
Generally speaking,
the pupil is a copy of the teacher. A sad

waster of time is worl that is not directed
toward some definite end.

Of course there is the waste produced
Then there 1s the
by careless practice,
loss that comes by the playing of unworthy
The latter is a subject that can
music.

best be combated not so much by precept
as by example.
does not carry

To say that music 1s bad
conviction to the person

who likes it; one must combat that liking
1s

of what

substitution

by the gradual

better.

Possibly the greatest waste of effort
comes frem the thoughtless choice of a
‘i -avhers

teacher.

vary in disposition and

temperameni just as pupils do. Teachers
are but older pupils. A wrong choice of
teacher for a certain temperament of pupil
may result in a stunted or warped development carrying evil effects all through life.
It may give an entirely wrong musical outlook and a sad perversion of the musical
future of tie student.
On the other hand, just the right teacher
at the right time may be the making of the
pupil. There may result a real musician.

An equal waster of time is the habit
flitting from one teacher to another.
well-considered move may be made
times, based on reason and experience;
bouquet

a musical

the hope

of making

the odors

of all, or a sample

is much

better

of
A
at

but
by

of
flitting from flower to flower in search
of each, will

result in having the character of none.

to stay with

It

a suitable

teacher until one has extracted the whole
beresult of his musical experience and

to
come as good a musician as he, than

try to build up a method

from a stick here

without
and a stone there, put together
thrifty
really
The
logic.
or
definite plan
student will “stick and study.”
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“T look upon the history and development of the organ for Christian uses as a sublime instance of the guidin
g hand of God.
It is
the most complex of all instruments, it is the most harmonious of all, it is the grandest of all. No or chestra
that ¢ ver existed
had the breadth, the majesty, the grandeur that belongs to this prince of instruments,” —H
ENRY WARD
BE ECHER

A Beautiful Effect on
Writinc some few years ago in a wellknown
English
musical
journal,
Dr.

Maitland directs attention to that on the
harp, while Professor Riemann claims the,

Charles Joseph, the head of the music department of the Goldsmiths’
Institute,
London, England, wisely observed that
there were many special points in organ
playing which “do not often get attention
in the various schools for the instrument,” the writers of which had “more
immediately important work to do in
‘enunciating general principles.’
As a
natural consequence of this apparently un-

easier execution of the glissando on the

avoidable neglect, the organ student, in
Dr. Frost’s opinion, would very likely be

“left to find things out for himself by
hard experience.” It might not be a very
serious reflection upon the intelligence of
many organ students to say that they
are not always able to clear up some of
these “special points” without assistance.
Consequently, we have decided to devote this paper to the discussion of a matter ignored by most standard organ tutors, and only briefly mentioned by one
or two. This matter is the glissando, or
“sliding,” an Italian term which, by its
frequent employment in’ and connection
with musical associations, has practically

superseded the English term.

On the pianoforte keyboard the glissando has been described by Dr. Theo.
Baker as “a rapid scale effect obtained by
sliding the thumb, or the thumb and the
first finger, over the white keys, producing either the simple

&c.”

scale, or 3ds, 6ths,

With this definition agrees that ex-

tremely useful work, Stainer & Barrett’s
Dictionary of Musical Terms, which defines the glissando as the playing of a
rapid passage in pianoforte music by
sliding the tips of the fingers along the

keys instead of striking each key with a
separate finger.” Dr, Hugo Riemann, in
his Dictionary of Music, as translated by
Mr. J. S. Shedlock, is made to say that

the glissando, also glissato, or glissicando,
indicates, “on the pianoforte, a virtuoso
effect of little value, viz.:—a scale passage

played on white keys in rapid fempo by
passing one finger (nail side) over them.”

This, Dr. Riemann points out, was “easy
on instruments with the old Viennese action, but is barely practicable on modern
pianos. The glissando in thirds, sixths or
octaves; is more difficult than that with
single notes.” With this definition agrees

Mr. I. Fuller Maitland in the latest edi-

tion of Grove’s Dictionary. Mr. Maitland
im
fittingly alludes to the octave passages
Op.
C,
in
Sonata
Beethoven’s
bf
finale
the

53, which

were

formerly

practicable

as

@lissandi on pianos with a light touch, and

mentions “the parallel passage in Weber's
Concertstiick, which can be played glisBoth
sando even on a modern piano.”
the last-mentioned authorities allude to
the glissando on the violin. Mr, Fuller

Organ

the thumb its normal position on the new
key.
In a descending passage, the ris-

ate describes the process noW

ing of the right wrist will place the mid-

on as “playing two adjacent

Janko keyboard, an assertion which those
dle thumb joint over the adjacent key,
of us who have been fortunate enough
which is struck by this joint by a down,
ward wrist motion. The raising of the
to experiment upon that keyboard can
most strongly confirm. Incidentally, and
wrist will then bring the tip of the thumb
onto the new key.” As a specific exnot without importance to organists, all
of whom ought to be good pianists, we ~ ample, our author quotes as follows from
Bach’s immortal Organ Fantasia in G
may mention that a fine example of the
use

of the glissando

by a modern

com-

mior

poser, exhibiting the device in both single and double notes, is to be found in
the Miniature Suite in C, by York Bowen,
one of the most interesting writers of
the modern: English pianoforte school.

Organ
On the organ, however, the manual
glissando is of respectable length and in
rapid tempo, is’ somewhat uncertain in
execution and of doubtful effect, except
in very finely constructed electric or pneu-

matic actions. This is largely due to the
greater depth, as compared with that of
the pianoforte, to which the organ key
descends.
Also, apart from this, the extended manual
glissando is somewhat
foreign to the genus of organ keyboard

music,

Historical Aspect

the Modern

nd purposes. ce.”
=~

“

He also adds, and very Pertinently, too
that “this action is easier when the thant
is on a separate keyboard—the Process

generally

known

as

legato

£ Vox, Humana, with sub. octavo,
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Wood

(1765-1838),

S t. Paul’s Cathed-

Descending from manuals to pedals w.

observe that on the pedal board the sie

sando is employed in three ways—first,
from one raised or short key to another«

second,

from

a short or raised key to EY

long one, and, third, in the execution of

a more or less complete scale Passage. Of
these three methods the first js by far
the most commonly used. In his Modern

(1826-1897),

of the wrist will place the middle point
of the thumb on the next key, when the
downward motion of the hand will give

lMportance,

I4ssand
o ag Sass«
*

School for the Organ

and detailed description that we cannot
do better than quote him. “The hand,”
he says, “is raised from the wrist until
only the tip of the thumb is on its key.
In a rising scale a horizontal movement

aes to be used in._ its exeee
e

is Ia,reely

n ae eH3 aneany: pedal

kind, Dr. A. Eaglefield Hull, the organist and choirmaster of the Parish Church
of Huddersfield, England, says, “Another

necessary to the cor-

Cution

ee a
al glis,
,
and Arpogot
Manuay of Pedal
Lae Sea Tes‘i
I9i0s ents
the writ

the most modern of any treatise of. its

Of the movements

Tess upon the point 0!

Provided this aa. Upon the broader part
Seles of glissando be exe
cuted legato, ¢E
er's Pedal ex;tremitiPrecise part of the play

‘thumbing’ ”

Here is an example from an interesting
work by the son and pupil of the eae
writer, Mr. Purcell James Mansfield th
well-known English organ writer, the a
ganist and director of the choir in Park
:—
Church, Glasgow, Scotland

But to the music assigned to the

rect execution of the glissando of the
thumb, Dr. Hull gives such an excellent

Indeed, to all in-

nS definitions are iden

the foot, Maying

pedals the glissando issan important ac- Hi
cessory, as we shall hope to demonstrate
presently. Even on the manuals there is
a particular application of the glissando
which, although of short duration, is of
comparatively
frequent occurrence.
In
his important work on Organ Playing:
Its Technique and Expression, perhaps

important asset in Jegato fingering is the
application of the glissando action, either
from a black to a white key, or on
two successive white keys.” As an example, and one which is decidedly apposite, our author gives this extract from
the well-known Postlude in C, first published in January, 1869, the composition
of that great English organ writer of
the last century, Henry Smart (18131879) :— -

Y Consider the cee

th; an that existing
"wo definitions as little
“twixt tweedle”
F
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Ex.2

Ex.3
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the first organist

George's Hall, Liverpool,
scribes this method in

of St

arg

“Where three short keys succeed each
other, it is necessary, in playing the pedal
part, to pass

the point of the

foot over

two keys. This must be accomplished as
smoothly as possible by gliding quickly
from one short key to the other with the
point of the foot only.”
Mr. John Matthews, a Cornishman now
resident in the Channel Tslands some

time a punil of the illustrious
Merkel

Gustay

(1827-1885), in his Handbook

of
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AUSTIN ORGA
Contract for the great

5)

Eastman

case of a repeated dominant (Ex. 5), but
imperative in the case of a single domjnant as the penultimate note of the tune

(ex. 6); €. 9
Ex.5

organ, 178 stops, to the Austin firm,

comes along with contracts for smaller

organs. The same quality of workmanship and care will be shown in the
smallest as well as the largest instrument as always heretofore.
Our
strongest advertisement is in asking
prospective purchasers to inquire
generally of users of Austin organs.

(AUSTIN ORGAN Co.)
Hartford, Conn.

St.

{158 Woodland

The second case of pedal glissando, viz. :
—when the toe slidés from a short key to
} the next long one, generally occurs in

passages for double pedal (pedale doppio). This partcular case is one of the
most effective and useful examples of the

The Guilmant
Organ School
WILLIAM

C.

CARL,

employment of the pec lal glissando, and
is most frequently found in pedal octave
passages, especially the chromatic scale;
CCE

Director

Hundreds of students now holding
Positions. Students aided in securing positions. Practice facilities.

This serves to remind us that a chromatic scale in minor thirds, when played
upon the pedal clavier with only 8’ and 4
stops drawn, is not only a splendid technical exercise but a supreme test of the

22d Year October 12th—Catalog
17 E. Eleventh St., New York City

THE

correctness of the player’s seat and
tion. Here, of course, the pedal

“ORGOBLO”’
organ
is the standard of

sando is imperative :—

difficulty, Dr. Eaglefield Hull remarks:
“This plan of pedaling must never be
allowed to degenerate into a vulgar habit
of continual ‘left-legging,’ with its concomitant evil of much ‘swell-pumping.’”
To which word of wisdom so wittily expressed we yield not only formal and
general but hearty and particular assent.
There now remains for consideration or
discussion only one more method of pedal
glissando, viz., that of entire scale passages.
Here it is most surprising to note
that such authorities as Best and Stainer
have not a word to say about this feature
of pedalling in either of their schools or
methods, although its employment must
have been common to the performances of
both, especially to those of the great Liverpool virtuoso.
Still more strange is it
note that in Best’s edition of poor old
Rinck’s Organ School—the production of
J. C. H. Rinck (1770-1846), of Darmstadt, a work which represents the high-

is included in thé pedal exercises preceding Part II of the school. We quote two
of these passages :—

Hay fever is 1 nknown in this clear, pineand-balsam scented air. Unlimited territory

TURBINE

co.

HARTFORD, CONN.
Winners of the highest awards at
Panama-Paciie
and Jamestown Expositions

||

There is a tradition that this is a very

ORGANS

PIPE

maven bbesa joted for theiar pure
tone, perfect balance, durabi
and
lesign Business founded lity,
in 184. beauty of

Our organs have ever

Many

our early instruments are still in Use-

The Emmons Howard Organ Co.
‘WESTFIELD, MASS.

Lemare

favorite “stunt” of Mr. Edwin
when trying a new organ.
progresAn effective chromatic pedal
in that
sion in major tenths may be found
, comwell-known Fantasia in E minor
sition
monly called The Storm, the compo
of the
of that celebrated Belgian virtuoso
(1823last century, Jacques Lemmens

2et

the finest hotels.

translation

of

Rinck’s remarks
is to the effect that

upon the foregoing
a passage of this character, which would
be better performed in the key of C, “may
be played by sliding the point of the foot
upwards with the right foot and downwards with the left’’ With the proviso
cr caution that the foot must be placed
rather more flat on the pedals than on the
side, and as much at right angles to the
pedal keys as possible, there is little, if
anything, more to be said concerning the
execution of this effective but somewhat
rare pedal device.
We may note, however, by way of conclusion that its introduction is as effective in subdued and
graceful passages as in those of greater

forcefulness.
cell

James

These possibilities Mr. PurMansfield

as the

has

following

evidently

per-

quotations

will

abundantly demonstrate.
The first extract is from a delightfully quaint move-

ment,
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But the particular method of pedal glissando now under discussion is often useful
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water mark of early 19th century German
pedagogy, and shows how very dry, if not
very high, the average German organ productions of that period really were, an exemple of this method of pedal glissando

posi- Ex.12
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to the lowest point, which raises the possibilities of execution to the highest.” Dr.
Frost proceeds to assert that “there are
hundreds ‘of players who have obtained
a certain amount of dexterity over the
pedal board, but whose action is clumsy,

through want of studying such points as

we

have been considering, and who, there-

fore, work at a great disadvantage compared with those who bestow thought and
care on the little details to which attention has now been drawn.
“Such advantages as the latter class possesses over

those which a business man with considerable capital possesses over one who has
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ing interesting statements.
There are undoubtedly many musicians
who, being but indifferent extemporizers
themselves,

affect to despise anything of
such transitory existence as improvisation;
but when we come to realize that the greatest composers have, almost without exception, proved the ablest exponents of this
art, we cannot afford to dismiss it as outof-date and valueless.
All the greatest
tone masters acqttired in early life a complete mastery over at least one instrument
and practiced expressing themselves by its
means with freedom and spontaneity. The

fact that we find such a vitality and depth
of feeling in their works is due very largely
to their power of improvisation; and the
fact that these qualities are so woefully
lacking in much modern music can be
ascribed to no other source save that of
neglect of extempore practice.
Perhaps
Beethoven has accomplished the greatest
things in this direction; indeed, his contemporaries appear to have found greater
delight in his extemporaneous

written work.

Will keep your music
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can easily find it. Various sizes, holding 200
to 1200 pieces or more.
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than

in his

Tt is possible, indeed it is

very probable, that had Beethoven lacked
this great power his much beloved sonatas

would never have been produced, Handel,
it should be recalled, challenged Bach in
friendly rivalry to improvise upon the
organ at Halle, which invitation Bach accepted, much to the mortification of Han-

del, who

left the church before J. S. B.

had finished.

Handel was in truth a real

virtuoso on the organ, but Bach’s unwritten
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on

also

marvelous exponents of the art. And later
Saint-Saéns, Guilmant,
Pierné, Dubois,
Frederick Archer, Reimann, and Best are
to be included in a set of very gifted ex-

temporaneous organists.
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Surely

its interest and very life and to make it
stiff, formal and uninspiring. This method
of composition is objected to in the main
begause, according to its opponents, it is

opposed to mental activity.
But there is
nothing in this argument. Is it possible to
conceive of greater mental effort than the
production of a work perfect in form, note
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e

how your office
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its
overhead,
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POSITION

by note and phrase by phrase as it evolves

itself in the composer’s

mind?

Ts it pos-

sible to testify to greater mental power
than that of a composer who pours out
upon his instrument with such dexterity
the very thoughts of his mind as they suggest themselves? Surely a composer working away from his instrument and correcting a single phrase time and again is
scarcely conscious of such mental energy,
Our finest song melodies are those which
received their birth at the heart and which
first received utterance in the form of
song; not those which were penned and
corrected in silence, however scholarly
they may appear. Similarly the works of
those which found expression by improyisation make the greatest and most effective

appeal to us to-day.
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be

give them ready expression.
The lament.
ably dull and desultory efforts of our own

time with regard to the art of extemporization have been shown to compare rather
unfavorably with those of the past; but
with several excellent text-books on this
subject at our disposal there is little excuse

for this apparent neglect.
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Composer

extemporize well presupposes one of the
highest degrees of musical attainment ; and,

in consequehce,

is suggestive of the fact

that a time set apart for the cultivation of
skill in improvisation would be attended
by beneficial results to the performer and
to music generally.
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theory.

barren, for he would fail to obey the
promptings of the mind and also fail to

Chopin—whose com-

New Time Saving
Methods in Business

the composer’s one aim in providing music
is that it be performed; consequently the
creation and performance of it are vital
qualities and must be regarded as such,
To draw a distinction between the
two,
however nice, is to rob the composition of

art;

repeating it with great

in a way

All this is a ridiculous

technic

and original elaborations,
Mendelssohn
surpassed all His contemporaries; he and
Moscheles passed their ideas from one
piano to another, and later blended their

inspirations together.

that, in short, the instrument should be’
kept in the background when composing.

Mo-

even as a child he was capable of hearing

a lengthy work-and

to
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music was infinitely more profound.

ETUDE

paper must be constantly on the watch for

opportunities in’ which to advantageously
utilize his acquired knowledge.
That such
opportunities will be sure to occur in the
best types of organ and church music is
certain.
And when these are discovered
it will then be by the manner of his performance that the student will show his
mastery of the matter here presented.

Every Musician Should Learn to Improvise
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the former are really equal to

none, and they are, therefore, equivalent
to having so much capital towards efficient
organ playing.”
With all of which we
are in such cordial agreement that we will
say nothing further except that that same
capital, to be really productive, must be
skilfully invested. Hence the student who
has comprehended the contents of this

me
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protest

against much of the rubbish that comes
under this head. I am told that there are
so-called ‘composers’ who make quite a
handsome income by writing and publish-

ing compositions for mission services and
Sunday Schools.

Some of these composi-

so terribly mediocre and commonplace
that T can hardly imagine any self-respecting singers performing them or any seJfrespecting congregation listening to them,
It is urged that they are ‘bright ang full
of go.’ I can only wish that they were
So ‘full of go’ that they went altogether,”
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and profitable classes in past Summers with the following Schedule from the
Standard History of Music:
Ist Week.

How Music Began. Music in the Early Church. How Notation Was Evolved. The
Troubadours and Meistersingers. Polyphonic Music. Palestrina. Early English Music.

2d Week.

Opera and Oratorio. _Scarlatti and His Contemporaries.
French Music.

3d Week.

J. S. Bach, G. F. Handel, F. J. Haydn, W. A. Mozart.

4th Week.
5th Week.

Gluck, Beethoven, Schubert, Weber, Mendelssohn.
Schumann and the Age of Musical Romance.
Century.

The Bach Family.

Early

The Story of the Organ, the Violin and the Piano.

Opera Writers of the Nineteenth

Great Teachers of the Pianoforte.

6th Week.

Chopin, Liszt, Wagner. Modern Italian Composers. Rubinstein. Great French Composers.

7th Week.

Modern Masters. Brahms, Grieg, Tschaikowsky. The Art Song. Famous Pianists of
Yesterday. Great Virtuosos of To-day. Great Violinists. Composers of Valuable
Pianoforte Pieces in the Smaller Forms. Composers of Teaching Pieces,

8th Week.

Music in America. Masters of To-day.
a Music Study Club for Next Winter.

Summary of Musical History.

Formation of

The Standard
History of Music demands no previous experience in teaching musical
history. Any music teacher may start aclass at once. The work has been endorsed by
leading educators, including Emil Sauer, Arthur Foote, I. Philipp, V. de Pachman, W. H.
Sherwood, Mme. Bloomfield-Zeisler, and many others.
The London Musical Standard
says of it: “It is expert in the way it makes facts appear seductive. We can imagine an
intelligent

beginner

going

steadily

through

We Will Help You

the

book

for the sheer

enjoyment

of it.’?

in Securing a Class

Send us a postal request for information regarding our “Special History Class Plan,”” and receive in
return the material which will enable you to start at once and make your plans for turning your Summer from Waste and Loss io Profit and Pleasure. We have a special introductory price by the dozen,
‘
List of Victor Educational Records to a
Standard History
ListofVictor Faucational Records toaccompany

gratis to anyone upon postal application. This list extends immensely the
usefulness and interest of The Standard History of Music.
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Beginner’s Book for Adults
Suggestive Studies for Music Lovers
By CAROLINE

NORCROSS

Price, $1.75

This admirable book is based upon the principle that
The Adult Beginner needs the quickest, surest path through the
elements of music and does not tolerate being bothered with
juvenile methods designed for little tots who do not even know
fractions.
The Adult Beginner must be gratified with melodic pieces of
mature but not necessarily complicated character.
The Adult Beginner requires rapid technic developing studies, so
that he can acquire playing ability in a short time.
The Adult Beginner wants to know the “why” of music and wants
it explained in the simplest possible terms.

@ Caroline Norcross’s “Suggestive Studies” does all this in excellent fashion, The
pieces are from great masters. the technical exercises are short and interesting, the
explanations on harmony and form are given, so that the musical appreciation of
the adult in concert, opera, or with phonograph records is greatly enhanced
Copies of this unusual book will gladly be sent on inspection,
.
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for Violinists

Edited by ROBERT

“Tf All Would

Play First

Violin

We

ETUDE

Could

Get

BRAINE

No

Orchestra

Together.’—R. SCHUMANN

Some Interesting Things About Violin Prodigies
Tue world

is full of little folks with

exceptional talent for the violin, and it is
a great problem for their parents, teachers,
and friends to direct their studies and
their lives so that their talent shall have
its full fruition in, later years.
For every
great violinist in the world, it is likely

that there were a hundred others who had
fully as great’talent at the start, but who
failed from one cause or the other to
receive the proper development.
Quite a number of the communications
addressed to the Violin Department of
Tue Etupe, are sent by the parents of

or even less if the child is frail, of violin
practice, divided into half-hour periods,
should be ample; and it would be much
better if the attendance at school could be
cut down to not over three hours daily.
Arrangements can usually be made with
the school authorities, by which a musically gifted child, can be let off with halfday sessions, the time missed being made
up by a short period of private instruction.
The child should play in the open air as

much
means

as possible; and every possible
should be devoted to giving him

Proper

exercise,

talented children, who ask for advice
about their studies.
The following typical letter was received recently: “I have
a boy, seven years of age, studying violin
with a very competent teacher. This child

is apparently very talented; ‘he has absolute pitch, and can memorize -vithout any
special effort. He has gone through the
first five books of Sevcik, and is now in
the sixth, which goes into positions.
He
has completed the first books of Kayser
and Gruenwald, and is working in Sevcik’s
School of Bowing.
He has been studying
one year and a half, one lesson a week,
and his teacher keeps urging me to have

him take two lessons a week.

However,

as the child is attending school I do not
want him to be taxed teo severely by
taking two lessons a week.

One Lesson a Week
“Do you think that with one lesson a
week, this child can become a great violinist, providing he is as talented as his
teacher thinks he is? He practices about
three hours daily and rarely has to take
any of his lessons over again.
“Do you think he is sufficently advanced
for his age?
He holds his violin weli

bows

well, and flat and sharp keys seem

as easy tohim as the key of C.”
This boy evidently has strongly marked

musical

talent.

Otherwise

he would

not

have absolute pitch and have sufficient love
for violin playing to practice three hours
a day at the age of seven.
He has also

mare excellent progress for the time lie
has been studying, if he has completed the
works named thoroughly. His future depends on his health and whether he will
have opportunities for studying the art of
music and violin playing thoroughly.

i otherwise
good ner
break down in the race,
they ha
Many violin prodigies fail because
hadi y,
forced too much in childhood.
strong body and
he will inevitably

The child dementally. and musically.
ion goes
nicat
commu
scribed in the above
a day,
hours
six
or
five
bly
proba
l
to schoo

oH
and practices on the violin three hours

This is certainly too gt ata
of
strain to put on the nerves and vitality
top of this.

i
a growing seven-year-old child.
Up to the age of ten, two hours a day,

to

seeing

that

the

rate,

If he betrays signs of nervousness and
lack of growth, all his school and musical

By G. F. Schwartz
Many cello students, especially those in
smaller communities, are obliged to get
their instruction more or less irregularly
and sometimes from instructors not properly qualified to teach the instrument.

suggestions which

The

follow are divided into

three groups:

I. See that the strings do not bind
against the walls of the peg-box.
If the
hole through

the peg

side

new

have

a

one

is too close

drilled.

to the

A

tem-

porary adjustment may be made by pushing the string away from the side while

tuning it. Failure to tale this precaution
is likely to result in the peg slipping; or,
in fact, it may

become

almost

impossible

to tune at all. The small ends of the pegs
should not be allowed to protrude as they
interfere with tuning.
They may be
easily be cut off after marking and removing from the peg-box.
Keep the strings,
especially the a and d, free from rosin.
Remove the worst of the rosin with a
sharp piece of cardboard, piece of hard
wood or the hack of a knife blade; then
wipe the string between the finger-hoard
and bridge with a piece of dry cotton

cloth or soft paper.

A troublesome “wolf” may be reduced
or even removed by inserting a cork (a
druggist will be able to supply the correct
between

the top

of the

instrument

and the tail piece. The pressure thus applied works like magic if the trouble is
not too serious. Tf the back of the instru-

ment

is liable

to be brought

unavoidably

into contact with buttons or metallic articles attached to the clothing, use
kerchief or good-sized piece of
cover them and thus avoid the br
rattling which will result otherwise
prevent buzzing of the g and ¢ strings,

tune them a half tone or so above their
normal

pitch and

apply

should become so loose as to turn or roll
when

the

bow

is drawn

over

it, a new

string will prove the best remedy.
Arched Fingers
II. Keep the fiagers of the left hand
arched, particularly the third finger. Greater pressure upon the string is possible than

a few

drops

of

sweet almond oil. A bit of cotton string
tied around the string near the end of the
finger-board will prevent the oil from
spreading too far. The instrument may
be left in this condition over night sr
when otherwise not in use. If the wire
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A Few Suggestions for ’Cello Students

size)

Bodily Development
Health and bodily development are, of
Higher violin
course, the most important.
playing makes enormous draughts on the
hodily strength and nervous system of the
have a a
:
player. The concert violinist must

and

body building goes on at the normal

or second finger. As the higher positions
are approached the thumb should be grad-

ually adjusted to the new conditions, slipping along under the neck until ultimately

it may move along the edge of the fingerboard or be slightly elevated to allow
the
fingers
greater freedom. d Do not delay the
study of the thumb position tco long;
y
exercises may be undertaken as s
the fourth position is reasonably mastered.
III. Keep the bow
stick inclined upward,
er away from the bridge.
To get a full
sonorous tone, bow near the bridge.
To
get a light “breathy” tone, bow up toward
the end of the finger-board.
Don’t

to put rosin on the ends of the bow-ha
both

frog

and

point;

and

then

don't

to use the rosin thus applied. Ordinarily
a long rapid stroke of the how js likely
to produce a more satisfactory tone than
a short heavy one.
Last but not
st,
loosen the hair of the bow, and protec’
the instrument with a bag or case when
not in use.
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We Buy a Quarter of a Million Dollars’ Worth
of Japanese Fiddles

and thinks that, in spite of first prejudie
Japanese violins have established themselves so firmly in foreign markets that
they cannot be displaced, especially in the
United States.

quarter
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violins

from

worth of
taking
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doll

country

the bulk of their output.

produced

all

these

violins.

These factories were foun:led by Masakicki Suzki, who made his first fiddle iD
1888, using as his model “a foreign violin
brought to Nagoya
us a curiosity.”
In 1914 musical instruments valued at
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$24,419
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1919
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were
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THE MADO SHOULDER
REST
does not injure the violin or interfere
with its tone in any way.
It is free
from metal spur or projection, protecting the lining of the case against tear-

Suzuki

22cts

from

run

wages

the

factories

In the

costs.

labor

in Japanese

--

to Correspondents

Answers

work,

Can be used with any style or model
of double screw chin rest; either large
‘or small top, ebony or hard rubber.
- It is of the strongest construction,
simply and scientifically planned, giving
the best and proper shoulder support
to the violin. The pad is large and of
the correct shape.
=

Suzuki believes that the Germans cannot
manufacture instruments at Japanese costs,

inside it, we found the legend, “Made
in Nippon.”
United States Consul Hawley, stationed
details
at Nagoya, Japan, sends interesting

of Japan’s new

-MADO Shoulder Rest

1 says that Germany’s place as
The ¢
fiddle maker at large to the world ‘has
He adds: “Mr.
been captured by Japan.

Wuen, during the world war, Germany lost her export trade in violins of
the cheaper grades, Japan stepped into the
breach and captured a good portion of
when
it.| During a good part of the war,
we bought a cheap new fiddle and looked
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‘Sisculas tree EDWL
1645 Broadway,

New

HORRIRS,
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VIOLIN STRINGS
ETUDE

BRAND

Used by the Leading Artists of the
Philadelphia Orchestra
Etude “E” String, 3 lengths. . . .$0.20
Etude “‘A” String, 2 lengths.
-20
Etude “D” String, 2 lengths.... .20
Etude “G” String, 1 length....
.20
Bundle Lots (30 assorted Strings) 4.25
Prices Given Are Net—No

THEO. PRESSER CO.

Discount

Philadelphia, Pa.

‘OLD & NEW
VIOLINS

BEST STRINGS

GRAND PRIZES

CHICAGO 1594°57, LOUIS 90

JOHN FRIEDRICH & BRO,
VIOLIN

OUTFITS

net
net
net
net
net

279 FIFTH AVE

NEW YORK,
EST 18B5.
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M. 6208,Mich.Ave.,Chicago
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Composition for Beginners—Hamilton..
.60

Earlier

Duets—Kinross

Elementary

2

.30

Music—Neely.......

-50

SPSANO Meiole's, 6 cine wie «isin exe wales 2
aa
First Twelve Weeks atthe Pianoforte—

35,

First

Piano

Position

Pieces

for

Violin

and

C. Schirmer,.........6-..+++-++

Great Singers
Cooke
Introductory

Juvenile

Tone

Melodies

for

on

the Art of Singing—

Polyphonic

Studies

Stories—Hamer.

Hands)—Mrs.

Teacher

and

Four

H, B. Hudson. .

30

.75

Sy
28

-60

Secular Duets
.
sia
+e
Twelve Pianoforte Studies—Franz ...,
Twelve Well Known Nursery Rhymes—

25

Preparatory

Hand

.

‘30

Pup:

New Pipe Organ Collection.
Original

20

School

Pieces.

to Bach—

M. Greenwald

atten

Violin Studies—Kreutzer .
Gescs teva (es ia
Wedding and Funeral Music for the
Organ—Kraft

40

be returned

at less expense

by ex-

press, using either the new regular or the
printed matter rates of eight cents per
pound

(minimum,

fifteen

cents.)

(8) Use the gumined label which is enclosed with the statement, no matter by
what

method

always

the

write

and address

returns

plainly

are

sent,

or print

of the sender

the

and

name

in the space

provided on the gummed label.
(4) On Sate music received

from

us

during the season ju
closed, and of
such character as to be usable for the next
season’s work, may be retained under
certain conditions to be arranged by special correspondence.
‘This plan is sug:
gested to save expense of transportation.
(5) Music that has heen specially ordered and correctly filled is not to be returned, although mistakes are cheerfully
rectified.
Do not return music that has
been used, soiled or disfigured in any
way,
as we cannot accept such music for
credit.
(6) A credit for any musie returned
cannot be made properly unless the name
and address of the sender are on the out-

side of every package

returned to us.

and Settlement

Summer

The annual settlement of On Sarr accounts is due and expected during the
summer months of each year.
Early in
June there will be mailed to all schools,
conservatories
and
individuals
having

The change from the regular routine of
teaching has made special suminer classes
in Musical History, Harmony and other
special branches a profitable diversion for

open

accounts

time,

a

on

complete

our

ledgers

statement,

at

that

which

will

include all items sent out On Save during the season now closing, and the reg-

ular monthly charges not yet paid as
well; that is, the items for supplies that

have been purchased

outright, to be paid

for monthly or quarterly and due at the
present time. Directions to follow when

returning music and making settlement
of the account will be found in the envelope with the statement, which should

le carefully read and followed.
One of the most important directions ix
that the name and address of the sender

mist he written ar stamped on the out~
vide euver af every package returned.

The emphasis we place on this detail may

seem

unnecessary

to some

of our patrons,

but we receive hundreds of packages during the

year

with

neither

name

nor ad-

dress on the wrappers by which to identify the senders, and we want to do
everything possible to the end that the
delay and dissatisfaction to all concerned
on this account may be avoided, or at
The followleast reduced to a minimum.
ing general rules should be carefully read
;
and adhered to:
(1) Return prepaid all Ow Save music
A credit memunused and not desired.
ed
orandum for the value of the return
a
selections will be sent at once with

the correct balance
showing
statement
Be sure to place the name and
due us.
package
piddress of the sender on every
antes
returned.
pac kage:
(2) In returning music, large
nary sizec
may he sent by freight, ordi

the rate by
packages hy express or mail;
up to four
cent
one
for
es
ounc
two
is
mail
rates up to
post
l
parce
then
and
pounds,
three
fifty pounds, or inside the first
and ex; l post and
Parce
70 pounds.
zone
Zon
and
6 yary according to weight
|
and
It would be well to obtain
adcompi © both rates in order to tak
almo
is
Tt
one.
Jower
the
of
vantage
hrule, however, that any package weig
ing seven pounds or more coming from
the fifth, sixth, seventh or eighth zone

Class

Suggestions

teachers,

ory

classes

are

easily arranged,

most

fascinating

especially

if an

ex-

terms

made

at

hools and

it explains

work

harmony

class

in a cle

‘Teachers have found this

also a great help to pupils who

wish

to engage in self-study and no better advice could be given pupils than that they
take a copy of Orem's Harmony with
them on their summer vacations, —
Most pupils have more time to devote
to music

in the summer,

and

those

convenience

of

the

be

re-

Grieg,

like

has

ficiency that the composer has an especial
appeal to children,
Mr, Tapper ha
been greatly
interested in
mt

and

composers

and

is an

authority upon it. Our friends who have
used these “cut-out” books with such
great suc

may

therefore expect

Great Singers on
Art of Singing

con-

tinuing their regular music study in the
summer are earnest enough to welcome
any additional work given them. Special
technical works will be sent for examina-

tion to interested teachers,
All that is
necessary is the sending of a postal re-

quest
stating: grades and styles desired.
Tet the Theodore Presser Co. furnish suggested material now and thus materially
aid your summer class plans.
3

The success of Mrs.

Hudson’s

works is a guarantee that this

be something worth while.

It is

usual line, that is, the pupil's

not require any notes, nor does

a_

knowledge

of

notation

to

previous

work will
along

her

will

it require

play

piec
The teacher's part is in the
regular notation, so the volume is adapted to
the very smallest beginne
The duets

them

8 axe very pleasing and similar

to the Diabelli Rasy Duets,
Our advance

Opus 149.

price, 80 cents, postpaid.

In this new

warked

for

qiting

tits

conferences,

at

one

time

vocal teacher in New Yorke

rs, from time to time, ac-

material

through

personal

An entire chapter is devoted

to each artist, and Caruso, Melba, GalliCurci, Alda, Sembrich, Schumann-Heink,
Bvan Williams and many others talk intimately,

just

as

though

they

mal tune

were

giving

lessons to an active pupil. The book will
be finely illustrated by portraits of the
The advance of pubforemost singers.
lication price is $1.00.

Sousa’s Latest
March Success
The March King’s latest, Keeping Step
with the Union, has already met with a

14. Sousa himself de-

band or orchestra

the band to get
of it. The band and
are now ready.
No

can be up to date this

year without this splendid, dashing, electrifying march,
Like the waltzes of
Strauss, the piano scores of any of the
best Sousa
marches require a little careful
and enthusiastic practice, but one is always repaid foy the work by the exhilaration one gets from playing such
rring
composition,
The piano copy has a handsome allegorical cover telling the story of

the march,

In eae

ee Nee

th Aes ig
“ba

Beninicn ts, however,
© Becom~
rang
heted so as to bring& t} them well
en.“ resars5
eh a

at them eully ae
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setae played
an appropriate illustration
lose has

The price is 50 cents,
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spec

i

UL introductory

a

£

e
vance of publication is 35 ‘cents, poat
4 aa as
Sy

postpaid.

Introductory
Studies

Polyphonic

for the Pianofort

; This work

is quite

well

in

te
completion.
Tt is. intend
place of the various Worksed ¢} 4 § toward
© take the
issued preparatory to
the stuaye BP a
and there are no less than ae of Bach,
of

this

kind

on

the

market

uae

volumes

time takes the pla
i‘ {his voli Aut ConME thece stuofdy an
sina hes
e.
Tt
but voice playing (palypnd Y to Bach,

|
eature OF this Wark ined: —The
tions are
all of a
2 8 that selec.
and taken
from y
easing ature
them, however, have

The

volume

will be ¢

than anything

Ore exten

of

Deen issue. and advance see
n

yet
look forward to getting sometnee™has
s may
> “Omethin & of unusual worth.
Our special adv:
advance Price is but 40
cents, postpaid.
ct

Composition for Beg;
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By Anna Heu ermann ne,
hook” amilton
“heginner
real Shere
s’ pook”
th tepiste
Alls, @ng
there
Be
in
‘ancylpwee
Hie

the wonderful swin
the orche

5

and eerie the pss

is also used,

p

training and experience, there are yery
few who could be persuaded to give lessons, especially since their incomes range
from $1,000.00 to $20,000.00 a night. The
who

collection

of the old

ymes are used.

rad

The

completion.
Of the score or more of the
world’s greatest singers who have, in this
hook, given priceless results of their vocal

work

familiar

most attractive and interestin 3 Prove

Francis Cooke

of this

Rhymes

By Greenwald

complete instructions for ity Ss yer with
a grou
of
child
This win
by

the

Melodies for Teacher

and Pupil (Four Hands)
By Mrs. H. B. Hudson

Nursery

some-

The final proofs of this work are now being read and the work rapidly pushed to

compiler

=

Twelve Well-Known

thing especially attractive in this number.

these published books is 20 cents; but we
are making the introductory (advance of
publication) price for all orders received
for the Grieg number, 12 cents.

And it is of sucl

ers will be represented
fat
as some contemporary writers,
ie Wen
of difficulty the selectio
ns
yond the reach of the will not tee
modera
oe
vanced play
rately; vad
The special introductory
vance of publication is 60 ver price in adats, postpaid.

written so many pieces within the grasp
of the pupils in the earlier grades of pro-

n

of Original

ion,

Schumann,

bring them,

terial that our new four-hand call
e tion
is to he made up. Both
clas: sic andes
ern compos

Mr. Tapper’s latest addition to this
very taking series of biographical hooks
for little folks will be the story of EdGrieg.

phonograph,

ent anywhere on too.
re.

_Duet players on the pianoforte
, especially
after they have attained a
Tittle
advancement and proficiency
in ensemble
work, usually become ambitious.
to play:
works which are originally ¢¢
vInposed for
four hands, rather than
to play arrange
The literature of the
enlana teeta
'y rich in examples
of original four.
hand composit

Child’s Own Book—

vard

real

Four-hand Pieces

Grieg

was a practical

concise manner,

the

patron—the music not used to
turned and the balance paid for.

Beginners

Preston Ware Orem’s Harmony Book for

A Volume

to exactly the same rules as on other “On
Sale” music, the professional discount the
same liberal one as on regular orders.
The packages are to be used from and

By James

fine

spe-

These New Music packages are subject

cellent text-book, such as the Standard
History of Musi-, by James
Francis
Cooke, is used. This work is arranged in
lesson form and everything is told in so
simple a manner that any child can understand it, yet at the same time all is
presented in so engaging a manner as to
hold the interest of any adult student.
Harmony represents a form of study
turned to by many in the summer months.

is an _exceedinuly

any

The list now
comprises
Liszt, Chopin,
Schumann, Verdi, Schubert, Mendelssohn.
Bach, Handel, Beethoven, Mozart, Haydn
and Wagner.
The price of any
one of
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Music

the regular subscribers without
cial summer registration.
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satchel,
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THE ETUDE
Juvenile Tone Stories—
Six Characteristic Pieces
for the Piano
By George F. Hamer

Preparatory School
To Bach
By Franz T. Liftl
The School of Carl Czerny has shaped
the piano

technic

for

the

years culminating in Liszt.
has wandered away from

last

hundred

This
is a most attractive little book of
pieces suitable for a student who is. just
about finishing second grade work. ‘These
pieces are in characteristic style, each one
being accompanied with an appropriate
verse.
They are written in a most musicianly manner.
‘The study of such
pieces tends to develop musical taste and
to inculeate right principles of style and
interpretation.
The study of expression
should begin almost from the outset.
The special introductory price in advance of publication is 30 cents, postpaid.

This school
the original

contrapuntal school of Bach, Handel and
Corelli, but fortunately there is a return
wave toward these old masters in piano
technic, and much more attention is being
given to polyphonic work than ever before, so that this book is timely. We have
published one volume of this kind called
The First Study of Bach, by Leefson, but
in the work by Liftl a much more extensive research has been given and varieThere are
ties of playing introduced.
Corelli,

of

and

Locatelli

The

others.

material in the book will be entirely different from similar books that have been
issued preparatory to Bach.
The special price in advance of publication is 35 cents, postpaid.

This little book should have been in the
hands

Instructions
By Herbert G. Neely
The wide-awake teacher will look at
this book, and then look at it again. The
novelty of the method of placing the work
before the pupil will at once inspire the
thought,
“Here
is something
worth
while.”
No freakish theories are displayed, but good, common-sense
ideas
that make the teacher sit up and say,
“Why didn’t I see that for myself?
So
simple, and yet so true.”
Someone just
had the insight to grasp the plan and to
assemble it in a form that makes it ayailable in the routine of the teacher.
A
real boon to the instructor of beginners.

Adyance of publication price, 50 cents,
:

largely in the past few years and the violin is generally more cultivated as a solo
The literature of the instruinstrument.
ment, however, has been much more limited than that of the piano, especially in
earlier

grades,

There

has

a

been

elementary
of attractive
need
great
be
teaching: pieces; these, of course, must
first position pieces. In our new collecbeen
tion, now almost ready, there have
enterand
ous
melodi
most
the
assembled
have
taining first position pieces that we
by
been able to find. These are chiefly
, pieces
modern and contemporary writers
previous
which have not appeared in any
These pieces are all in score
volume.
part), and
(the violin part over the piano
te part for
separa
a
is
there
n,
additio
in
oh
the violin alone.
in adThe special introductory price
, postpaid.
cents
35
is
n
catio
publi
of
vance

s
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:
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will
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ready

for

regular

before

this,

The material in this volume is _especially well adapted for grown-up beginthat is, there are no “baby pieces”
in it and nothing to indicate the kindergarten, There is a wealth of material in
this work, and our special advance price
of only 20 cents, postpaid, makes it an excellent offer.

Preparatory School
To the Sonatina
By Franz

T. Liftl

of the sonatina

third

work.

aM

T

grade

im adThe special introductory price
.
yance of publication is 25 cents, postpaid

Premium

Offer—

fore

the sonatinas

of Kuhlau

and

Cle-

little volume will be welcome to teachers
who are preparing pupils for a thorough
Many of the numbers are
music study.
original and all are of a pleasing nature.
Our special advance price will be but 40

cents, postpaid.

Violin Studies
By Kreutzer

This new collection has been prepared
in response to a very general demand.
Our many friends who have been using
the Organ Player and Organ Repertoire
have been urging upon us the desirability
of issuing another volume similar in style
and make-up.
This we have endeavored
to do and we feel sure that the result of
our efforts will be duly appreciated. This
is another good all around collection of
just such pieces as are needed by: the
busy organist.
The pieces will prove
available alike for the church service, for
recital work and for picture playing.
They are chiefly of intermediate grade,
melodious and well contrasted.
The special introductory price in advance of publication is 75 cents, postpaid.

Child’s Own Book of Great Musicians,
by Thomas Tapper-Liszt.
So many thousands of various works in
this set have been purchased and used by
the teachers
throughout
the
United
States and Canada that little explanation
is necessary.
This is the twelfth volume
of the set. The other books are devoted
to Bach, Beethoven,
Chopin,
Handel,
Haydn, Mendelssohn, Mozart, Schubert,
Schumann, Verdi, Wagner.
The retail
price is 20 cents each,

every

student

cated with the utmost care.

We are pleased with the way our
friends and subscribers received the announcement of our Double Award Plan.
From the large cities—small towns—from
every corner of the country come requests
for information
about
Double
Awards.
If you haven’t found how to
make “Evrupe Subscriptions Count Double’—better write us to-day.
There is

The editor is

is 40 cents, postpaid.

still time for you to earn a handsome

The Earlier Duets
This valuable work is sometimes known
First Step.

It contains

some

of

one Erupe subscription, or you can get a
library of the Classics for as few as six
(6) subseriptions.
Write us to-day.

the best Teacher and Pupil Duets ever
written,
The pupil plays alternately in
both the treble and bass clefs and the
pupil's part is so easy that these little
duets may be taken up to good advantage
after the first few lessons. “There is also
in this

book

some

ellent

re-

ward,
Just think of it! An Album of Music
and Sousa’s latest and greatest March,
Keeping Step with the Union, for only

By John Kinross

Have You Renewed Your
Etude Subscription ?

preparatory

ises and time studies.
This volume
will prove a valuable supplement to any

We can’t see you all personally—so we
must depend on printer’s ink—but there
are still some who haye not sent in their

method

renewal.

in the shape of note

material

The

or

sp

instruction

reading

ex

book for the piano.

1 introductory

price

Are

you_

until to-morrow?

in ad-

ice of publication is 80 cents, postpaid,

Why

one

who

has

put

?

ETUDE offers 35 cents toward any of the above Special
(pages 416 and
Priced Works in Advance of Publication

THE

417), for each yearly subscription
Se

sent us, not your own.
ARE

Do you know a boy who would welcome
the opportunity to earn a little extra
money—and all sorts of dandy prizes?
If you do—tell him about Tue Erupr
. Boys’ Club—or send his name and_address to us. Besides the extra money—
and special prizes—he will get a good
start in the world of business.
Thousands of prominent men to-day owe much
to their experience as a publishers’
resentative.
It will require but a little time.

Tep-

Energy, thrift and a good character are the
only requirements.
No capital is necessary.

We take care of that.

for boys only.

Tell your

This club is

little friend

about Tur Eruve Boys’ Club—or send
his name to A. C. Brown, Sec’y, Erupe
Boys’ Club, Theo.

Presser

Co., Phila,

Here Are Real Bargains !

Specials for June Only
These special Cut-Prices are good onl
for the month of June.
You nore Fak

ton 9 Mos.
Only $2.50
jean 9 Mos.

cx
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McCall's ..
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Picture
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Peoples Home

16nly $2.00

(Both 9 Mos.

8.60 (Only $3.60

Shadowland

° 2.00 {Both9Mos.
3.00 {Oat $3.25

Classic... .
po
Journal

THE ETUDH.......
Today's Housewife. ..

THE ETL
Modern Pris
‘Shadowland

138 Only$3.98
2.00 {Both 9 Mos.
1.00 {}Only$175
2.00 {Both 9 Mos,
2.00 {
|Only $2.45
2,
2:00 JEach 9 Mos,
3.60 (Only $4.45
2.0 (Each
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ae
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off

Tt is so easy to forget.

not do it to-day—NOW

Etude Boy Agents
Wanted

promptly before it is too late,

Double Award Plan
Wins Host of Friends

will be uniform with our editions of other
well-known violin studies.
The special introductory price in ad-

as the

The editor and com-

vance of publication is 60 cents, postpaid.

must

Mr. Frederick Hahn,
This volume will
be added to the Presser ‘Collection and it

vance of publication

and Funeral

for alternative use.

take them up after yeaching a certain
definite degree of progress.
Our new edition of these standard studies has been
most carefully prepared with special annotations and directions for practice.
All
the bowing and fingering has been indi-

Collection,

and subject to the usual liberal discount
given on that edition.

es is Mr. E, A, Kraft, one of our best
known concert organists.
The special introductory price in ad-

The studies by Kreutzer occupy @ most
important pos tion in the literature of the

Practically,

lection of pieces of striking character and
originality. The price of the volume is

New Pipe Organ
Collection

Weddings and funerals are among the
special services at which organists are
most frequently called upon to play.
Very often the organist is called upon to
officiate at short notice, hence, the desirability of having gathered together under
one cover all the necessary musical selections.
Our new volume has been most
carefully prepared with this end in view.
All the more conventional numbers will
be found in this book in good playable
arrangements and in addition there will
be many noyelties and desirable selections

style, parts of sonatas,

menti, which require considerable technic,
There is no work of this kind extant, This

violin.

The following works haye appeared on
the market and the special introductory
price is hereby withdrawn.
The regular
professional price is now in use and we
should be glad to send any of these
works for examination:
Russian Album for the Pianoforte.
This work has been delivered to the advance subscribers and the universal opinion has been that it is the best compilation of modern pieces offered by any publishing house.
They are all moderately
difficult and every piano player at all proficient cannot ignore this volume—a col-

By Kraft

easy pieces that are

and

We. are continuing during the current
month the special introductory offer on
this new volume. The volume of Sacred
Duets in our catalog has proven highly
successful -and we anticipate an equal
popularity for the Secular Duets. These
new duets will be chiefly of intermediate
grade suitable alike for parlor and concert use.
In compiling this volume all
possible combinations of voices have been
considered.
The duets are all melodious
and singable and the vocal part writing
throughout is of the highest calibre. This
new volume will be ready in a short time.
The special introductory price in advance of publication is 60 cents, postpaid.

Music for the Pipe Organ

a work that we feel will be useful in all
educational piano playing.
It contains a
list of pleasing

Offers on Works in Advance
of Publication Withdrawn

Wedding

has given us

pedagogue

This celebrated

but it is a work that can be taken up be-

First Position Pieces
For Violin and Piano
Violin study has grown and developed

the

subscribers

but there has been unavoidable delay on
the part of the printer which makes it
necessary to continue the special offer
during the present month.
However, this
will be the last delay on this little book.

Elementary Piano

postpaid.

of advance

Secular
Duets

$1.00, published in the Presser

First Twelve Weeks
At the Piano
By R. C. Schirmer

selections of Mozart and Handel and
quite a number of the old Italian school

Page 417

00
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HIFTY SELECTED STUDIES in the
FIRST POSITION for VIOLIN
By CHAS.

LEVENSON

PRICE,

$1 00

In
compiling these
studies the edt
practica allofviolinHterat
une.hy packed
calleetion lly
of easy first position studies
eyer yest
THEO. PRESSER CO., PHILADEL PH, BN
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and Colleges

Schools

SOUTHERN—OTHER

AND

ILLINOIS

YORK, PENNSYLVANIA,

NEW

Lake Forest University
School of Music

Interested in Piano Playing?

Courses

Then you should know of

“Public School Music” course
Faculty of collegiate

All by Mrs. A. M. Virgil
(Graded catalog on request)

also

The splendid instruments for Piano Practice called

The Virgil Tekniklavier|
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Clavier

The Bergman

Box M. E.
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SIGHT READING

VIRGIL PIANO CONSERVATORY
Catalogs and full information
NEW YORK CITY
120 West 72d St.
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The Courtright System of Musical Kindergarten
Oldest and most practical system. Write for
Particulars of correspondence course, also of
spring Class to be held in North Carolina.
Mrs, Lillian Courtright Card, 116 Edna Ave.,Bridgeport,Conn,
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Schools.
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many free advantages.

AVE.,

INTERNATIONAL MUSICAL
AND EDU.

President E

Offers courses and private lessons in all branches
Public

CLAREMONT

DUA,

26th Year—Students may enter at any time

address

NEW YORK CITY

HARRIS

ESTHER

PREPARATORY CENTRES in different
York City and Brooklyn for children
ven and twelve years of age.
For catalogues

nate

For particulars,

address

III.

for students unable to attend university,
For information, address Dept. E

Damrosch, Director

and

Gold

Self-Government

President

An endowed school of music conducted
solely

Refined

sect
sevenfraternities—Home-like atmesnonphnne
ccratic spirit, Student

An eminent faculty of 60 artists offers to
prospective students courses of study
based upon the best modern educational

Institute o: Musical Art
OF THE

Means

The COSMOPOLITAN
SCHOOL of MUSIC
and DRAMATIC ART

Catalogue

212 West Fifty-ninth Street
New York City

SKIDMORE

eee

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Refund made

KATE S. CHITTENDEN, Dean
MAY

to the de
Pecial! stud: res of

leading

It tells you of the

Complete Course in 5 lessons by mail, $5.00

Madden

Send for Circulars

SCHOOL OF ARTS

Are thoroughly discussed and presented
in Louis C. Ex1son’s Book
MISTAKES AND DISPUTED POINTS IN
MUSIC AND MUSIC TEACHING
if
OLOTH BOUND, PRICE, $1.60
ARI
i Theo, Presser Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

O. Hornberger

Voice
Sergei Klibansky
35th Season —
McCall Lanham
Leroy Tebbs
October 4th, 1920
Lotta

Faculty list includes for next
year:
Jean Sibelius, Joseph
Bonnet,T.H. YorkeTrotter,H arold
Gleason, Arthur
Alexander,
Arthur
Hartmann,
Pierre
Augieras, Raymond Wilson, Adelin
Fermin.

courses

Facultyof40 college graduates—student bod
of 500, thirty states represen
ted—

Nicoline Zedeler

$2,000,000
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and advanced.

Violin, Violoncello
Theodore Spiering
Gustav

Building and Equipment

CHARLES HE

Contr: best features of School, Club
and

difficulties of sight reading and
how overcome— method of read‘ing and practice— faults made
and how rectified —how to play
accompaniments at sight— etc.

Organ, Composition
R. Huntington Woodman

Director

ENDOWED MUSIC SCHOOL
PROFESSIONAL AND CULTURAL STUDY

Gainesville, Georgia, £0
Miles North of Atlanta

IANISTS can become perfect
sight readers by studying
my course on “The
Art of
Sight Reading.”
Sight reading
is not a ‘‘gift” and is within the
reach of all pianists
— beginners

Pedagogy, Public
School Music

Founded by George Eastman
ALF

Lake Forest, Illinois

(A pedal and footrest for the child)

Pedal

Fer Young Women

Brenau

WRITE FOR CATALOG
LAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MUSIC

(To use in traveling or in small apartments)

Child’s

standing and

Governed by influential Board of Trustees

(Both full Piano size)

Four and Two Octave Keyboards in Suitcases
The

fitting

international training.
Delightful dormitory for girls on college campus.
Lake Forest is situated within easy
access of Chicago and its advantages,
such as the Art Institute, Chicago Symphony Concerts, Chicago Grand Opera,
performances of solo artists and of
musical societies.

175 Piano Pieces and Studies (Grades I to IV)

You should know

of music,

young women for positions.

to Pedal

and Where

When

in all branches

including piano, voice, violin, theory,
harp, wind instruments, etc. Special

The Virgil Method, Vols. I and II
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cpportunity to study certain instruments, but
a complete musical education; that develops
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“performers”

but true artists.
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Novae MetlodoarthidesonstiatseciesenS
Six weeks’ course beginning June 27th
Address:

PETER CHRISTIAN LUTKIN, Dean
Evanston,

THE MOUNTAIN
Summer School of Music
sylvania
Birmingham, Penn
Piano, Violin, Organ,

Harmony:
Voice, fe)f Music,

PIANQ/<

In the foothills of the Alleghenies

Carnegie Hall, Wew York.

Piano Pedagogy.

SUMMER #88.
COURSES FOR
PIANISTS
TEACHERS

etc.

GUSTAV STRUBE—Violin and Harmony

Appreciation

GEORGE F. BOYLE—Piano

BERTA— Voice
GERARD DU
and Assistants
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Director of American
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ROY DAVID BROWN|
Concert Pianist and Teacher
Assistant and Suceessor to the Late Eure Lisuana

SUNIMER COURSE
forTEACHERS ana SERIOUS STUDENTS
Six Weeks, June 27 to August 6
For further information address,

Roy David Brown, Suite 905-906 Lyon & Healy Bldg,, Chicago, 11
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CHOOL,

June 27 to August 6 [Six Weeks]

PROF.

LEOPOLD
Master

OSCAR

Violin Instructor

SAENGER

Celebrated

AUER

of the World

HERBERT

Vocal Instructor

WITHERSPOON

Famous

RICHARD

Singer and

Teacher

HAGEMAN

Conductor Metropolitan Opera
Noted Coach and Accompanist

FLORENCE
America’s

HINKLE

Foremost

RUDOLPH
Renowned

CLARENCE

Soprano

Dean

GANZ

Pianist

FACULTY

of American

MME.

OF

100

EDDY

Amanat

Organists

DELIA

3

VALERI

Vocal Teacher

:
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ARTISTS
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SCHOLARSHIPS

=FREE

Professor Auer, Mr Saenger, Mr. Witherspoon, Mr. Hageman, Mme. Hinkle, Mr. Ganz, Mme. Valeri and Mr. Eddy have each consented to award a
Free Scholarship to the student, who, after an open competitive examination, 1s found to possess the greatest gift for singing or playing.
FREE SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION BLANK ON REQUEST
Nuntedtonkeurnmenicatalow’

DORMITORY

FALL

ACCOMMODATIONS

SESSION

OPENS

FELIX BOROWSKI, President
Chicago
DR. F. ZIEGFELD, President Emeritus

SEPTEMBER

Private and Class Lessons are given by all teachers,

12th

COMPLETE

Musical

CATALOG

ON

REQUEST

College

Ill (oiet. Building Next

56tla Year

(Blncketone Hotel) CARL D. KINSEY, Vice-President

Salvini School of Singing
206 West 71st St., New York City

Telephone: Columbus 2202

A singing school living up to highest standards of art.

37th YEAR

The direct way to the

manager, producer and impresario.
Opera, concert, church,
oratorio, musical comedy and teachers’ courses.
PUBLIC

and Manager

Consevaront ‘Music

tanTH Mario Salvini, Director Year

OPENS

SEPTEMBER

19th
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naetbods + individual ins
tion, high ideals, breadth of culture and moderate oe
trucen? ed with
management, the COMBS CONSERVATORY affoui PPortunitieg
wteBe

All Branches.
formance.

of Bel Canto, comprising: breathing and vocal gymnastics, voice placement, solfeggio, development, diction, phrasing, analysis of the voice,
its scope, functions and possibilities, development of the vocal, rhythmical, and musical faculties.
Songs, ballads, arias, operas in the different
Special
Courses
Summer
original languages. Address correspondence

Normal

(Four

Departments.

and others prominent in the musical world,
The method used by Mr. Salvini and assistants is of the Italian School

Training
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ony Ore
Conductor’s Course,
hestras,
Pupils’ Recitals

a week.)

Reciprocal relations with University of Penn;
Sylvania,

SCHOOL

OF INDIVIDUAL

INST

(Theoretical and Applied Branches Taught Privatel RUCTION
Faculty: Gilbert Raynolds Combs, Piano; Hugh A. Clark ¥ and in Classes)
Chesnutt, Voice; Russell King Miller, Organ; Willian Mus. Doc,
Awarded
Scholarships
Half
and
Scholarships
¢
Geiger,
Mug wie Nelson
and 75 assistant teachers,
Bac., Violin,
SUMMER

SALVINI 206 West 71st Street New York City
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Francis I.York, M. A., Pres.
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not obtainable elsewhere for a complete macgra®
ical education,

APPEARANCES

Courses for beginners, advanced students and courses of perfection for artists.
Opera department endorsed by Gatti Casazza, Director General of Metropolitan Opera House, Arturo Toscanini, Giorgio Polacco, Gennaro Papi
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n addyess
Por detailed informatio

JAMES H. BELL, Secretary,
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Box 7, $035 Woodward Ave., DETROIT, MICH.
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Conservatory announces the return engagement of
these artists to conduct

MASTER

CLASSES

specially designed for professional pianists, singers, teachers and ad30th.
vanced students, for a term of five weeks, from June 27th to July
AUDITOR CLASSES
REPERTORY CLASSES
PRIVATE INSTRUCTION
David Bispham will also instruct in Recitation to Music
Special Prospectus Mailed on Application

of Six Weeks, June 27th to August 6th, 1921.

designed for Post Graduates,
educators of distinction.

SCHOOL

IN PUBLIC

Shaw

Special engagement of Anne

and also regular courses.

odations.
Moderate tuition rates and excellent dormitory accomm

CHICAGO’S

MUSIC

Faulkner-Oberndorfer,

and other

Summer Prospectus mailed on request.

Karueton Hacxert, Avotr Weinic, Hentor Levy, Associate Directors
571 Kimball Hall, Chicago
of MUSIC

President

35th Year

Ninety-five Artist-Instructors.

CONSERVATORY

AMERICAN
JOHN J. HATTSTAEDT,

Recitals.

Lecture Courses by eminent educators.

COURSE

SPECIAL

SESSION

NORMAL

SUMMER

FOREMOST

SCHOOL

‘Bush Conservatory
KENNETH

Accredited

M. BRADLEY, Pres.

EDGAR A. NELSON, Vice Pres.

CHICAGO

An Institution of National Prominence
Courses

FACULTY of over 75 teachers, including many

NSURPASSED

in

of international reputation.
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_ Tus month we finish our list of musiThese
cians of the cighteenth century.

musicians were followers of Bach, Haydn,
Mozart and Beethoven, and it is important
to study their works, for the music of this
period and the improvement in the way of
making pianos made great changes in
Copy this list in your note
piano technic.
books with the others.
Nico.o Pacantnt, Italian.
1784-1840.
A famous violin virtuoso, who was the

first to develop a complete harmonic scale
for the violin, Composed music for the

_Violin.
Freneric., Wieck, German.
1785-1873.
One of the best teachers of piano, voice
was the
and theory. His daughter, Clara,
wife of Robert Schumann.
,
1786-1826. Cart Maria von WEBER
German. Composer of operas which were
a nathe beginning of German Opera as
tional institution.
Giacomo MEYERBEER, Ger1791-1864.
public at the age of seven
in
d
Playe
man.
of Berand was classed among the best
lin pianists at the age of nine. Composer

rent types
Tr was a group of widely diffe
orchestra
the
at
her
toget
ng
that was sitti
ty woman who
concert. There was a socie
went to the
knew nothing about music and

There
concert because other people did.
just loved
who
lady
little
ate
delic
a
were

great promise
music; a young student of
day herself,
some
us
famo
be
to
d
who hope
had
who
teacher
a middle-aged
and

children in
listened to the scales of all the
the town.
tra
All were listening now to the orches
s
variou
their
to
ding
accor
it
and enjoying

in a
capacities, and all were more or less
of
beauty
sheer
the
for
e
raptur
state of
is, all but the society
thé music—that
lady.
exFinally it was over. “How superb!”

claimed the artistic one. “It seems to be
a great success,” said the society one who
music,
about
whatever
nothing
knows
“and what a very smart audience!” she

r

added.

really

“Oh,

you

are

Austrian,
- of songs.

when

1797-1848. Gat
Composed 66 ope
or.
which is Lucia di Lammermo
Jonas CHICKERING,
1798-1873.

Founded the first important
ican,
can piano factory in 1823.

An Acrostic
By Evangeline Close

Brave to mect

the call of fi

Ever loyal to the he
Ever working, carly
Turning into note and rest
Heaven's message to his soul
Opened wh
his inner ears,
Valiantly he m:
his goal;
Even when assailed with fears,
Never less was he than great

AmerA meri-

what

re-

expect?”

you

would

turned the unmusical

“I never had

one,

they
a musical ear, and my parents, when
gave in
found that I disliked to practice,

from anto me, and I know not one note

the enother. I would really like to get
but I'm
joyment out of it as you all do,
learn anytoo stupid and too old now to
it.”
thing about
er,
teach
music
the
said
“T had a friend,”
the sim“who, as a child, could not sing
practice, but
plest air and she hated to
so grateful
is
she
and
her parents insisted;
much that
now because she can enjoy so
d to her.”
barre
wise
other
would have been
en thoughts
“The ability to hear the hidd
gift,” said the
in music is God’s greatest
artistic one.
caused
spoken word
This sincerely
all; and
them
g
amon
ce
silen
thoughtful
to learn
they went their ways resolved
of music—
more
nd
rsta
unde
and
more
God’s greatest gift.

Oh have
Sing the
Tt says,
In such

you heard the cuckoo clock
time of day?
“Cuckoo” in quarter notes,
a pretty way.

And then the little gilded clock
'
Standing on the shelf;
It seems to tick in dotted cights—
It’s talking to itself.

By Zella Dorr
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part
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oe
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composition
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and get a circle.
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an-

do
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Curtail what many birds
;
many men do. and doubly curtail a
if Houdly behead, box.
large
band and get a
and get
id Joubly behea| d a singer's part
a conjunction. an inst
rument and get a nfpart
en Mirtail
jail.
fo a
behead a sacred composition
of epoubly oun
and get a pronani
‘strument and get a liquor.
9, Behead
one.
l sound and get
10, Behead © musica
of producing tone on
way
a
1): Behead
s.
want
everyone

chat.

strings
12,

Sciupe

j
) Donizettt, Italian.
most famous of

“Well,

loved

just

who

one

the

TAKEIT UP

and

Behead

rument.

oser
The world’s greatest comp
hony
symp
first
Composed his

sixteen.

said

music, “and about as musical as my cat.”

Puzzle

AusMoscHELes,
Icwaz
1794-1870.
of Mendelher
Teac
,
oser
Comp
trian.
own at
Played a concerto of his
ssohn.

Franz

worldly,”

distressingly
ee
ee

of opera.
Austrian.
Czerny,
Kart
1791-1857,
Pupil of Beethoven and teacher of Liszt.
Composed over 1,000 works, which were
chiefly studies.
Gioaccntxo Antonio Ros1792-1868.
srt, Italian. Three greatest works: The
Barber of Seville, a comic opera; William
Mater.
Tell, a serious opera, and a Stabat

1797-1859.

Oh have you heard the big hall cloc’
Ticking very
slow?
It ticks along in whole notes,
That’s how it seems to go.

By Aurora La Croix

By Julia E. Williams

Peer

Clock Time

God’s Greatest Gift .

Chronological List of
Musicians

the age of fourteen.
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BY PAUL SULLINS,

AGE 14.
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Letter Box
:
Dear JuNIOR FETUDE
T am taking THE Ervune

and do not
without it.
g
alon
get
d
coul
I
how
know
me in my
to
help
t
I also find it is a grea
music.

1 have

been

taking

music

lessons

I played at a recital
about two years.
teaching
which my teacher had. Tam also
think is
1
h
ls
Whic
s,
scho
six
of
cl
a
great fun.

Orrena Bucuner

And then the clock that rings alarm
When everything is still—
It’s like a lot of sixteenth notes
Played fast, as in a trill.

(Age 12),

Ontario.

Letter Box
eAR JuNtor Erupe:
E er ince my mother

has been taking
Tue Erupe I have enjoyed reading the
Juntor department.
My mother is a music
teacher, and she gives lessons to me.
I
am eleven years old, and in the fifth grade

in music,

Very often Tam

asked to play

and if I have not practiced sufficiently it
is very embarrassing. T advise every little
Ervunpe friend to keep the motto, “Practice

makes perfect,” in mind.
I should like to hear from any Erup
friend who cares to write me.
si
From your friend,
Caroryn Nast (age 11)
Winston-Salem, N.C
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Honorable Mention for
Compositions

Junior Etude Competition
Tue

prizes

original

Junior

each

Erupe

month

essays

will award

for

or

the

three pretty

neatest

stories

and

and

best

answers

to

puzzles.
Subject for story or essay

this month,

dred

boy or girl under

Voice.”

It must contain

and

fifty words.

not over

Any

fifteen years of age may

“The

one hun-

compete.

All contributions must bear name, age and
address of sender (not written on a separate
piece of paper) and be sent to the JuNIoR

Ervupe

Competition,

padeceip aia,

une.

The

names

contributions
tember

issue.

Pa.,

1712

before

Chestnut

the

Street,

twentieth

of the prize winners

will be published

and

of

their

in the

Sep-

Please comply with all of these conditions

and do not use typewriters.

Lillian Albert, Elsa L. Collins, Leonore
E. Erhlick, Frances R. Freeman, Sara
Dixon, Thelma A. Peterson, Madeline
Tolorico, Beona Sluey, Anna Earle Crenshaw, Cleo Rockhill, Henrietta Vogel,
Helen O'Neil, Ward C. Miller, Beatrice
Vogler, James Carlin (who would have
been a prize winner if he had sent complete address),
Lucile
Spencer,
Mary
Murphy, Elsa Steinbach, Nora A. Gustafson,
Agnes
Dunne,
Vivian
Hagarty,
Pauline
Dunlavy,
Emma
Lou
Ward,

Schools

and

MIDDLE

CINCINNATI

THE

A

52ND

fe;

double notes and chords on the violin,
certain accents and movements of the bow
have to be made in order to get clear
lasting tones.
Many violins are marked Stradavarius,
Gunerius, Amati, and are dated as far back
as 1700. Many people have these violins
and

believe

them

they are not.

to be real models,

but

These names and dates are

used by makers to increase
violinists and also museums

sales.
Great
are the pos-

sessors of the real models of the violins
mentioned above.
More practice on a violin makes the
tones more beautiful and expressive.
Joe Saracini (Age 14),
Mo.

THE

violin.”

He

VIOLIN

produced

Filson,

Bisset

(Age

This

a

tiny

violin

FOR

PUZZLE
Kansas;

12),

Rhode

Island.

MbNTION

FOR

Jr.

(Age

was

a

7),

very

New

easy

John

York;

Agnes

International Reputation

that your

puzzle

that others were

answers

and

a very

were

wrong,

but

neater and better arranged.

Some of the papers were not neat enough
to even expect to win a prize.
And then,

some
could

did not
not be

follow all of the rules and
counted either.
Had Marie

Germaine Milet
she would have

Honorable

maine

Milet,

Blatt,

Vogler,

Me
Lena

Ritter,

address

Marie GerFleishman, Mary C.

includes:

Violette

Beatri

Margaret
Gottsman,

given her complete
won a prize.

mention

Herrmann,

Precilla
Rasner,
Helen

Evelyn
Ludlow,

Bachman,
Lillian
Albert,
Bernice
Thomas
White,
Victor Travisano,

Arthur
Rivlin,

Fetzner,
Werner
December,
Sylvia
W. Meridith
Thompson,
Esther
M.

Mildred

Maschka,

Boutelle,
Ruth

Doris

Weir,

FE.

Lillian

Wells,

Lay,

Robert _E. Smith, Lucile Bell, Mary Murphy,
Mary Ryan, Gordon Beemer, Margaret Shel-

ton, Helen

Wiedenheft.

Young People’s Muscial
Composition Prize Contest
much

of which

tell you about this wonderful instrument.
It is called the soprano of the orchestra.
This is the lowest note on the violin,”
playing G below middle C, “and this is
the highest,” playing just below where the
low goes. “Put your fourth finger lightly
on the string, press hard with the bow near
the bridge and you have a flagolet tone

which is called a harmonic.”
“This is
called vibrato,” he said, moving his finger
rapidly back and forth. And when he
left, Elsie felt sure that the violin was
the King of all instruments.
Epna

Scuroter

(Age

13),

Calif.

THE VIOLIN
(Prize Winner)
The viol’s music swelling
What is this it’s telling?
Of what enchanted land does it speak
to me;
What mysteries ’tis singing
What memories it’s bringing

.
Of olden days and merry minstreley.

is the

merry

men

ces Brooks, Washington,

Third

Roma

:

.

The minstrel speaks of hunting,
Of fighting for the bunting,
of the
Of men who brave the dangers

sea;

‘

Perchance he speaks of courting,
Or else of Vikings sporting,
me.
But all of these my violin fells to
Joun L. Bonn (Age 14),
Conn,

Eight

homa.

Prize:

Faith

Raindrop
Arnett,

Valse,

Pawnee,

by

Okla-

Eight Years of Age,

Young Folks Between Twelve and Sixteen
First Prize:
Straight Ahead March,

by Marjorie Lieberman, Rochester,
Pa, Fifteen Years of Age,
Second Prize:
American Banner
March, by Winthrop K. Howe, Ro-
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BURROWES COURSE OF Music stupy
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B. DANA,

President

Desk E, WARREN
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Dear Junior Erune:
I enjoy very much the little musical
history class my teacher organized last

Jeanetre Bayne (Age 14),
Missouri.

a

URROWES

De
e
ne Reta ES CAL ART; zeszeg
A School which offers every advantage incidental to a broad ma
60 Artist Teachers, including, 12 of the leading membersofthe Bie yequestion
The only school in’ Detroit
with its own Dormitory for Womag Ott Symphony Orchestra

Students May Register at Any Time
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to
ANYWHERE
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ervatory of Music
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CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC,

BOX
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ally low,
MICHIGAN

IN
Minneapolis School of Music, ||pepcy FULLINWIDER,
Violinist

Ung, ro

AND

DRAMATIC

Director, Dept. of Music

ART

Director, Dramatic Art

60-62 Eleventh St., So. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

LARGEST SCHOOL OF ITS KIND IN THE WEST
ALL BRANOHES OF MUSIO AND DRAMATIC ART

50 Artiat Teachera

Year Book Pree on Request

We meet every two weeks and study

about the great musicians, both living and
dead, We like to hear all the good music
we can; and sometimes we go to Kansas
City, which is not far from here, to hear
an opera or concert,
From your friend,

A E

=

&

-

AVE.

oS

ORATORY

Letter Box

year.

MUSIC

The University School of Music offers courses in Piano, Voi

chester, N. Y. Fifteen Years of Age.
Third Prize:
Thoughts, by Leola
Gertrude McMullen, Kinzua, Pa. Fifteen Years of Age,
turn.

It says the warrior lays aside his mail.

D C,

Years Old.
Second Prize: Tarantella, by Florence Clark, Toledo, Ohio,
Twelve
Years of Age.

consider

are drinking,

Iere

decision :

Young People Under 12 Years
First Prize: Indian Dance, by Fran-

we

The

The

attempt

great number of contestants could win.

turned

‘The master’s ceased his trading,
The hall is full, the fiddler tells his tale;
Tt says the sun is sinking,

of making

OF

(Accredited)

3209 NORTHWESTERN

promise.

not be disappointed now if the judges have decided that the prize is to go elsewhere. There
were only six prizes and so only a few of the

The

It says the day is fading,

benefit

VALPARAISO

the

has helped hundreds of young folks who must

the

showed

Baur, Directress, Cincinnati, Ohlo.

surprisingly

had ever heard.

initiative,

all of which

was

and played the most beautiful music Elsie
he said, “I will

and

EUGENE YSAYE
Season 1920-21
ee
e ee eee ee
NE, Se
en
S
S
VALPARAISO -UNIVERSITY

or Perso,

This contest brought in an immense amount

of material,

nies

Happy Pupils—Satisfied Parents—Prosperous Teachers. Classes are doubl led by: nal Instruction
Enthusiastic letters from teachers of the Course,
Y use of this method
also descriptive literature sent on’ application to KATHARIN

good

“Now,”

d

Felt,

Donald
Eleanor
Holt,
Frances
Holden, Wileen Mae Fitzgerald, Helen Brosch,
Eva French, Phyllis Phyler, Marion Embery,

Jolley,

Master class for virtuoso violinists under

SCHOOL

PUZZLES

big basketful of ‘correct a
s received,
so if your name is not on the list it does
not mean

Foundress

Elocution— MUSIC— Languages
Faculty of
Miss BERTHA

Saxo-

11),

(Age

HONORABLE

Bernice

(Prize Winner)
Elsie sat down one morning to play the
piano. A fairy came and sat on the keys.
“Who are you?” said Elsie. “I am Goco,
the fairy of the King of all instruments,
the

P.

WINNERS

Aiken

BAUR,

Is of mo:
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For catalogue and information, address

ANSWER TO APRIL PUZZLE
Oboe, Tuba, Piccolo, French Horn,
phone, Cornet, Violin.
Prizp

CLARA

Exceptional advan
for post-graduate
Work. Department tages
of Opera, Ideal locatio
n and setdgne
department with superio
r equipment.

‘Puzzle Corner

Dorothy

YEAR

Conducted according to method:
Progressive European
conser

VIOLIN

The tones of a violin are very soothing
and sweet, and when using the mute it
miakes the tones very dim. When playing

WEST

CONSERVATORY sofMUSIC: TESTABUISHEDIIS67.

€

Katherine Bancroft.
(Prize Winner)
The violin is a very peculiar stringed
instrument. It consists of four strings, E,
A, D and G. The strings are made of gut.

Colleges

Headiof Violin Devartmnecy

LAWRENCE CONSERVA
TORY
Appleton, Wis

A MASTER TEACHER

‘Unusual opportunity

College
for Women
Cottey
g
Is a fully aceredited Junior College and
maintains an

excellent

CARL J. WATERMAN, Dean

Conservatory of

Music. Work in Theory, Chorus and
History of Music receives College credit.
Send for cataloeue and View Book. J, C.
Harmon, President, Nevada, Mo,
Please mention THE BLUDE
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for
; theinformation
y sorfoy 18 gt idont of violin
’
Write for free cattlog and

SCHOOLS

AND COLLEGES
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SONGS of the NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN

RACHMANINOFF ALBUM

Presser

ARRANGEMENTS

Co.

Price, $1.25

Price, $1.00
of these masterIn making the arrangements
to
pieces, the original harmonies have been adhered
as closely as possible, the idea being to bring these
valuable works within the grasp of the young student. A most excellent compilation this, for students
in the second, third and fourth grades.

New and Important Works

A Progressive Musician
Should

SEVEN SONGS from WAY DOWN SOUTH
Music by Lily Strickland |
Words by T. H. Strickland

CELEBRATED PIECES IN EASIER

In Book Form
of the

Theodore

Mr. Lieurance’s transcriptions and arrangements
of native aboriginal themes have attained immense
popularity and almost invariably will be found on
the concert and recital programs of the foremost
Nine of his recent and most successful
artists.
songs, including By the Waters of Minnetonka, have
been included in this collection.

Rachmaninoff is perhaps the greatest living pianist-composer, and this collection has been made
with the idea of presenting some of his best inval
convenient form for the pianist’s library. This album of almost 60 pages includes the famous Preludes, along with Polichinelle, Melodie, Romance and
others.

Publications

Know

Price, $2.50
Only the more frequently played sonatas of Beeetc., have
thoven, such as the Moonlight, Pathetique,
the fifteen numbers that appear in
in
included
been
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TWENTY-FIVE MELODIES FOR EYE,
NG
EAR AND HAND TRAINI
Price, 75 cents

By Mathilde Bilbro

as second
These little pieces may be regarded
in establishaid
to
ded
inten
are
and
s
studie
grade
upon the keyboard, ating the position of the nghand
the eye, especially in leger

taining freedom, traini
ear.
and cultivating a musica
lines, in staff positions
to practice.
all tuneful and interesting

They are

aradoxical title of e this
The littl melodie
Beenie

ae

PIECES

l,
The demand for suitable supplementary materia
preferably in the form of melodious study pieces, for
sugstudents working in the fourth and fifth grades

gested the publication of this book,

are

of

moderate

length,

composers

of

all
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PLEASURES
Price, 60 cents

By C. Gaenschals

A collection of very easy four-hand music, the
ead of in uate
Written out in capital letters inst
in each hand,
he
m
d
ully se
primo part within a compass of 5 notes
notation after the plan so successf
These pleassimple.
very
also
to
is
secondo
c,
and the
A, B; C of Piano Musi
and
k,
ing little duets are splendid for teaching time
author's previous wor be considered a successor:
rhythm to young students.
which this book may

OARD CHART
FOUR-OCTAVE KEYB
Cloth, 75 cents
Price, Boards, 50 cents;

For teaching

names

and locations of the ye

The keys +t!
and finger training.
keys or for hand and
the chart is made sufficiently
of standard size

rigid and durafle to be placed upon a table
or fe
the, printed
Above
keyboard.
Justed over theandpiano
relative note
time signatures, the
staff, the clef
musical notation
in
“used
signs
various
and
values

are given,

et

NDS
SONGS and DANCES from FOREIGNLA
75 cents
Price,

By M. Paloverde
.

p

.
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FOUR HAND EXHIBITION PIECES
Price, $1.25
A very satisfying compilation of pianoforte duets.
ng
Good pianists will find great pleasure in possessi
this volume for occasions when a four-hand number
ig desired. These numbers are selected with special
work,
attention to the supplying of duets for concert
but they will also answer for recreation playing,A
sight reading practice and ensemble practice,
glance at the contents of this book brings to attention numbers by such composers as Rachmaninoff,
Cut, Grieg, Dvorak, Moszkowski and others.

An Opportunity to Ascertain the Real Worth
of the Publications of the Theo. Presser Co.

TARY ALBUM
ELEM75ENcents
STANDARD Price,
3

o
BEB
PaTIp ate aciaet extensive collection
oF an
mentary pieces ever issued. The numbers, 77 eee

of

classic,

writers, have been chose

modern

and

contempore
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not only for their melodic appeal put for their &

cational value as

well

HORU:

POPULAR CHOIR COLLECTION
Price, 35 cents
volume recently added to our highly sucA new
cessful series of anthem books.
The anthems are
bright and tuneful, adaptable to a variety of occa-

average

sions and can be taken up readily by the
choir and given with very few rehearsals.

’
7
BERWALD’S MEN’S CHOIR

Price, 60 cents
and secular

numbers

for

men’s

quartet,

suitable

for en-

The sacred numbers will proye
chorus or choir.
most acceptable for all religious ceremonies where a
men’s choir is used, such as lodge and fraternity
the part-songs

meetings, while
core numbers.
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FAVORITE OLD-TIME TUNES

Price, $1.00

Violin and Piano
An extensive

collection

of jigs, reels and heart-

songs of grandfather's day, that still retain their
charm and popular appeal, newly arranged for violin
and piano.

FIFTY SELECTED STUDIES
IN THE FIRST POSITION

By Chas. Levenson

Price, $1.00

A much needed compilation of first-position studjes from the best of the world’s violin writers.
The
studies

are

be taken

arranged

in progressive

up after elementary

order

instruction

and

may

has been

given.

SELECTED VIOLIN STUDIES
Price, $1.00

By Chas. Levenson
The

cream

of the best

second

and

third-position

studies from the works of all the great writers for
the violin,
Not difficult, but just such studies as
should be used after a proper amount of work,
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reminiscent, others descriptive. They
gay; some
rank unquestionably among the best Southern songs
cannot too highly
Words of praise
ever written.
Every singer or singi
recommend these songs.
teacher will undoubtedly enjoy becoming acquainted
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being represented.
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book is
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STUDY

Price, $1.00
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A collection of artistic songs, idealizing Southern
These songs are all very
negro characteristics.
characteristic, and while some are grave, others are

with them.
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Price, $1.50

By Thurlow Lieurance
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Co.

MUSIC PUBLISHERS AND DEALERS
‘TALKING MACHINES AND REG!
MAIL ORDER MUSIC SUPPLY HOUSE
1710-1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA,

PA.
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PIANO PLAYING WITH PIANO
!
QUESTIONS ANSWERED
By Josef Hofmann

Price, $2.00

A work of momentous interest to every student
and teacher of the piano by one of the greatest

pianists of the age, Contains almost a hundred pages
, in addition to 250 questions answered, in
of ¢
clear, direct and impressive language.

Cfhe Accepted /nstrument
of the Musical World
By virtue of achievement, in effecting perfect repro-

duction of so-called “difficult” tones, The Brunswick
has come to be known in the Musical World as the
‘Musicians’ Phonograph
” instrument in the homes
—the
of great musicians, both in Europe and America. The
elusive notes of the piano are obtained in true reproduction. The harp made to yield in all its sweetness,

and even soprano high “C” achieved without discord
or vibration. Hear The Brunswick. Compare it—then
judge.
The nearest

Brunswick dealer will gladly demonstrate

Brunswick Phonographs and Brunswick Recor
ds

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER

CO.

General Offices: 623-633 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago, Ill.
Branch Houses in Principal Cities of

United

States, Mexico and Canada

